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FOREWORD
ry

The increasing contribution of mathematics to the culture of
the modern world, as well as its importance as a vital part of
scientific and humanistic education, has made it essential that
the mathematics in our schools be both well selected and well
taught.

With this in mind, the various mathematical organizations in
the United States cooperated in the formation of the School
Mathematics Study Group (SMSG). SMSG includes college and univer-
sity mathematicians, teachers of mathematics at all levels, experts
in education, and representatives of science and technology. The
general objective of SMSG is the improvement of the teaching of
mathematics in the schools of this country. The National Science
Foundation has provided substantial funds for the support of this
endeavor.

One of the prerequisites for the improvement of the teaching
of mathematics in our schools is an improved curriculum--one which
takes account of the increasing use of mathematics in science and
technology and in other areas of knowledge and at the same time
one which reflects recent advances in mathematics itself. One of
the first projects undertaken by SMSG was to enlist a group of
outstanding mathematicians and mathematics teachers to prepare a
series of textbooks which would illustrate such an improved
curriculum.

The professional mathematicians in SMSG believe that the
mathematics presented in this text is valuable for all well-
educated citizens in our society to know and that it is important
for the precollege student to learn in preparation for advanced
work in the field. At the same time, teachers in SMSG believe
that it is presented in such a form that it can be readily grasped
by students.

In most instances the material will have a familiar note, but
the presentation and the point of view will be different. Some
material will be entirely new to the traditional curriculum. This
is as it shoula he, for mathematics is a livin3 and anever-growing
subject, and not a dead and frozen product of antiquity. This
healthy fusion of the old and the new should lead students to a
better understanding of the basic concepts and structure of
mathematics and provide a firmer foundation for understanding and
use of mathematics in a scientific society.

It is not intended that this book be regarded as the only
definitive way of presenting. good mathematics to students at this
level. Instead, it should be thought of as a sample of the kind
OTimproved curriculum that we need and as a source of suggestions
for the authors of commercial textbooks. It is sincerely hoped
that these texts will lead the way toward inspiring a more meaning-
ful teaching of Mathematics, the Queen and Servant of the Sciences.
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PREFACE TO TEACHERS

This text has been written for the students in Grade 8

whose mathematical talent is underdeveloped. It is intended

for use only with those groups who have completed the material

in Volume I of "Introduction to Secondary School Mathematics."

The subject matter which is presented in these two volumes,

Chapters 1-16, is essentially that which appears in the

School Mathematics Study Group text: "Mathematics for

Junior High School," Volume I. The material in Chapters

17-21 represents the subject matter considered of greatest

significance in the School Mathematics Study Group text:

"Mathematics for Junior High School," Volume II. Together,

this is part of the body of mathematics which members of the

School Mathematics Study Group believe is important for all

educated citizens. It is also the mathematics which is

important for the pre-college student as he prepares for

advanced work in the field of mathematics and related subjects.

Within the group for which this material is intended

there may be a large number of college capable students whose

mathematical talent as yet has not been discovered. There

may be others who heretofore have been insufficiently

challenged. This text is not offered as appropriate content

for the very slow non-college-bound student.

A number of guides were followed in the preparation of

these materials, among which are the following:

to adjust the reading level downward;

to shorten the chapters and to provide variation f )m

chapter to chapter in terms of content;

- to shorten sections within each chapter;

- to introduce new concepts through the use of conc'ete

examples;

- to provide numerous illustrative examples;

to include simple drill material in many of the

problem sets;

- to provide chapter summaries, chapter reviews, and

cumulative sets of problems.



me mathematics which appears in this text is not of the
type normally called "business" or "vocational" mathematics,
nor is it intended to serve as the content...,Pr terminal
Course. Rather, as the title clearly states, this book
continues the introduction to secondary school mathematics
which was begun in grade seven. The text is intended to
provide the student with many of the basic concepts necessary
for further study.

It is the hope of the panel that this material will serveto awaken the interest of a large group of students who have
ability in mathematics which has not yet been recognized. It
is hoped also that an understanding of fundamental concepts
can be built for those whose progress in mathematics has been
blocked or hampered through rote learning or through an
inappropriate curriculum.

The teacher should keep in mind that this text is still
being used to test the hypothesis that material of this type
can be taught to young people of the ability level previously
described. Consequently the development should follow the
text closely in terms of content as well as methodology in
order that a fair evaluation of the material may be made.

The material in this text is presented in a manner
different from the usual text at this level, and as previously
indicated, it is written for a
For these reasons some general
offered below.

particular type of student.

suggestions for its use are

Reading,. This text is written with the expectation that it
can and will be read by the student. Many students are not
accustomed to reading a mathematics book so that it will be
necessary to assist them in learning how to make the most
effective use of the book.

Experience has shown that it is most productive for the
teacher to read with the class during the early part of the
course. The teacher may read aloud whille the students read
silently. Later the teacher may start the reading with the
class and then encourage them to continue the reading alone.



This technique is not recommended as a; method of teaching

reading as such, but rather as a method of helping the student

discover that he can read a mathematics book.

There will be times when the student will need to reread

the same passages several times. The teacher should suggest

this, and see that time is made available for it.

The students of the ability level for which this text

was written may not be able to read long passages with

understanding. Some students may be able to read only a

sentence or two at a time in the beginning. Consequently,

it is important that the teacher stop often for class

discussion.

It may prove helpful if students are asked to state, in

their own words, the ideas which they have read; but the

teacher should remember that some pupils may understand even

though they cannot verbalize.

It must be observed that the teacher's objective is to

convey to the students the ideas contained in the material.

The teacher cannot permit reading retardation to inhibit or

to undermine student interest in the content. The mathematics

teacher cannot overcome serious pupil retardation in reading,

but he can contribute to reading skill by pointing out to the

student the need for rereading and giving careful consideration

to the material. The use of a pencil and paper to draw

diagrams and illustrate ideas should be encouraged.

Precision of Language. Ideally, pupils should be encouraged

to express themselves accurately. Some pupils, however, have ,

limited vocabulary resources. It is wise to encourage them to

express themselves in their own words, meager as their

contributions may be. The pupil's inadequate expression may

then be refined by the teacher so that it is mathematically

precise. The teacher must also recognize that extreme

insistence upon precise formulation may interfere with thought

patterns and act as a barrier to free expression.



io.i.zuusslon wmestions. Periodically the text provides
discussion questions which are useful in helping to strengthen
or emphasize basic concepts and understandings. These are
especially useful in developing ideas in sections of the text
where straight reading may be difficult. Therefore, where
class discussion exercises are provided, they should be treated
orally within the class period and not omitted.

Discovery Approach. A student usually gains a better under-
standing of a concept if he "discovers" the concept himself.
The teacher must set the stage for the discovery approach. No
textbook can do this because the text must give the student
correct information to which he can refer and.by which he cancheck his own ideas. Therefore, the approach will not be
effective unless the pupil is encouraged to work through the
development before he reads :in the text the idea he was to
"discover".

Students with limited ability, should be given the
opportunity to "discover" very simple ideas. Chapters 13and 14 provide many settings in which this may be done by
experimentation. Thus, in Chapter 13, the student discoversthat vertical angles have the same measure. Again, in
Chapter 14, he discovers that the sum of the measures of theangles of a triangle is 180. Both of these discoveries, aswell as the others presented in these chapters, come as the
outgrowth of laboratory experiments by means of which the
student is guided to take the necessary measurements and arriveat a conclusion. The teacher should allow adequate class time
for such experimentation in order to emphasize this aspect of
mathematical discovery.

It is important for these students to have many experienceswith an idea in order to develop meaning. In all cases the
teacher will need to clarify the idea which the student has
discovered and assist him in finding "his" idea in the text
in-correct mathematical language.



Exercises. The text has an ample supply of exercises. They

are graded in most sections so that the most difficult are

at the end. Some of the exercise lists, however, are

developmental in natv: and need to be treated sequentially.

The teacher should be very cautious about making any omissions

in such lists. In other lists the teacher may find it

de'sirable to omit selected items.

Amiratents. Assignments for this group should be quite

definite and should normally concern only material which has

been discussed in class so that the student may enjoy some
a

measure of success in the preparation of it. Exercises which

deMand deeper vision, a higher degree of abstraction, or a

preview into new material should be called "extra credit",

or given some such notation, so,that the student with below-

average ability 'may omit this part of the assignment without a

feeling of failureror frustration,

Testing. Students of the ability for which this text is written

need to have short tests at frequent. intervals --possibly one a

week: These tests, like the assignments, should be flexible.

The major portion of the test should cover material actuallu

discussed in class with a few exercises for the more capable

students included at the end. If the slower-learning students

are not given some test questions which they can answer

-orrectly, they may lose interest in the course and the

opportunity to improve ,their mathematical bacl4round will be

lost. They must be permitted to enjoy some measure of success.

Since the intent of this book is to emphasize grasp of

ideas rather than memorization, the testing program should

be geared accordingly. The teacher should be generous in

accepting expression of ideas in the students own words.

Extent of Course. The number of chapters studied will depend

upon the class situaL.aon, the length of the class period,

and the length of the school year.

1 4")
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Content!. The title of the book indicates that the content

provides an introduction to secondary school mathematics.

Throughout the course, Volumes I and II, emphasis 13 placed

upon mathematics as a method of reasoning. The structure of

our decimal numeration system is examined and then the counting

numbers, whole numbers, rational numbers, and negative numbers

are successively introduced over this two year period.

The basic properties (flead axioms) are intuitively

. developed as the successive sets of_numbers are studied.

1.f The familiar computational procedures are shown to be valid

becauselof the properties of the number system and of the

operations employed.

\ The number line and the idea of presenting numbers as

1A)ints on a line provide the basis for all graphing and for

analytical geometry. The number line provides the motivation

for order relations between numbers and for the invention of

real numbers.
4 Measurement in terms of arbitrary units of length, area,

volume and angle is examined so that the student can understand

the various standard units of measure in common use today.

The metric and English units and the relations between them

are discussed.

The main purpose of geometry included in this text is

to present intuitiv ly the concepts of point, line, and plane

and to reach agreeme t by inductive reasoning that certain

statements concer g these concepts appear to be true. Some

of these statements will appear in the formal geometry course

as axioms. Others will be proved as theorems. A second purpose

of the geometry in this book is to present an introduction

to the process of 'seductive reasoning in geometry.

Summary. We hope that by intr.(' cing the pupil to simple number

theory, the development of the real number system, aspects of

non-metric and metric geometry, and the notions of ratio and

proportion, in a carefully paced fashion which makes full use of

a developmental approach, we shall be successful in attracting

and retaining increased numbers or pupils for continued study

of-mathematics. We hope that appropriate mathematics, suitably



taught, will awaken interest in pupils whose progress in

traditional courses has seemed hopeless. The discovery

and nurture of heretofore unidentified capacity for learning

mathematics is one of the main purposes of this book.



11-1. The Ruler.

Chapter 11

LINEAR MEASUREMENT

0
A basic underlying idea in this chapter is that when

some ideal geometrical segment has been chosen as a unit of

length, then every ideal geometrical Segment has an exact

length. But these exact lengths are useful only in theoreti-

cal discussions. In the measurements of physical objects or

the representation of segments drawn on a sheet of paper, many

unavoidable sources of error occur. Some of these sources of

error are listed below.

I. The endpoints of the segments we draw are not

exactly specified. For example in the case of the

segment AB shown below

A B

if we magnify the segment in order to measure with

greater accuracy, the picture may look like this:.

A

4*

0It is clearly impossible to tell which point is denoted

by A. The situation is the same even if A is represented

by a very finely drawn dot. All we need in order to produce

." a picture like the last one is greater magnification.

II. The same remarks as in I apply to the ruler we

are using as a measuring instrument.

1

J



III. Even if the points were ideally designated, our eye

could not determine whether a point drawn on the

paper and a point marked on the ruler coincide

exactly.

IV. When calculating with lengths measured in decimal

notation, we round off our lengths to a number of

decimal places

measurements.

to have length

a unit, then a

to have length

units.

consistent with the accuracy of our

That is, if a segment is measured

5.0 units to the nearest tenth of

segment one-third this long is said

1.7 units instead of 1.66666666

V. Although our ruler is in theory a number line with

infinitely many points all having distinct coordinates,

in practice only finitely many points are marked

on the ruler. Our measurements are then made by

locating the marked point on the ruler closest

to the endpoint of the segment.

In this chapter, only the last of these sources of error

is discussed. The idea is met first in Section 11-1 on the

ruler and expanded in Section 11.-3 on precision and error.

Our attitude, then, is that the segments we draw are ideal

segments with exact lengths which, however, we can measure

only to a precision determined by the spacing between the

closest marks on our (ideal) ruler. The reason for this

attitude is, of course, to avoid the confusion resulting from

the discussion of several different types of error. If the

subjeh2does come up in class, the teacher may explain that

the segments drawn in the book are only "representations"

of exact segments.

The teacher is warned that the word error as used in this

chapter does not denote a mistake. The measurements of the

world's champion measurer would have the same "precision"

and greatest possible error" as those made by the student

since these terms refer only to the scale on the ruler and not to

the correctness with which the scale is read.

2
ti
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In addition, to the errors mentioned above, two types of

-mistakes can occur.

I.. Deciding that the endpoint of a segment is closer to

one mark on the ruler when it is actually closer to

another.

II. Incorrectly naming the coordinate of the mark on the

ruler.

'It will be'noted that no provision has been made for

handling the situation in which a point appears, to be exactly

half-way between two marks on the ruler. If the student can

find no basis for preference for one of the two marks, he will

have to shrug his shoulders and pick one of the two at random.

Answers to Exercises 11-1

Note: The,students may refer to these "units" as "bars."

2. a. 3.4\Ugis

b. .4 units
4

. an. its

3
q. alr units

e. 4 lirslts

3. EF o 1 unit,

sts.4 units

EG m IT units

4. . ft4- units

6. a. m 3 units

1
b. m 4$ units

c._ nc 3 units

6
d. M t units

3
e. g units
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7. No. If the lengths of ,a and d 'are compared by

transferring endpoints to the edge of a paper, then

it is clear that their lengths are different, even

though they have the same measurement to 8 of the

unit.

8. Answers will vary.

9. Answers will vary.

11-2. Standard Units of Length.

The.pupils have had many exercises'to demonstrate the

meaning of measurement and the arbitrary nature of the unit.

This section should establish the Social need for units that

are the same for the entire group. Mass production and the

convenience of interchangeable parts provide a wealth of

material for pointing'outd this need. The historical material

should be of interest and show society's increasing need for

standard units.

The metric system was treated briefly in this chapter

because a study of.-the system as a whole was considered to be

more appropriate for eighth grade. It should be stressed

th:A our linear units are defined, by law, in terms of the

metric units. The metric system is legal in the U.S. If

class time permits, a discussion of the new definition of a

'lieter as', 1,650,763.73 times the wave length of orange

light from Krypton 86 _might be interesting. This standard

for the meter is difficult to visualize, but has the ad-

vantage that it can be reproduced in any good scientific

laboratory and is more precise than the platinum bar in

France which was the former standard for the meter. .

The approximate nature of measurement has been pointed

out throughout the chapter. Continuing emphasis on the fact

that measurements are not exact should be made, although this

topic will be treated more formally in Section 3.
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Comparing measurements of the same object made by different

studentsand'also measures determined by instruments marked

With-v.lrying.degrees of precision help develop the concept

of the approximate nature of measurement.

Some 8th- grade students have difficulty reading a

. ruler...ThrOiagh making cardboard rulers and studying the'in-

creseingly fine divisions in Figure 11-2b, it is hoped that

the poor students will overcome their difficulties while the

better student is seeing the relationship with base 2.

Some of the actual measuring of segments in Exercises 11-2c

should be done 'in class so that the teacher can identify

and woi*;with.studenta who rave not mastered the use of the

ruler.

In the hOdgepodge that is the.English system of measures,

there is a variety of standard units. Conversions from one

'unit to another cause a great deal of trouble.

.
..Conversion is treated by means of ratio or proportion.

'This should be.carefully developed in class and class prac-

7'tice should be provided to make sure that students understand ,

what they are doing. Emphasis should be placed on the form

number of feet in AB number%f feet in CD

number of centimeters in Wff number of centimeters in U5.

Especial care should be'made in. avoiding interchanging numera-

. tors and denominators

feet feet
centimeters centimeters

AB = CD

as
The fraction on the left involves only one segment, the

,fractiononthe right involves the otherSegment. The

numerators of both fractions involve the.same units. The

denominators of both fractions involve the same units. Common'

sense. is n important aid in detecting gross errors in conver-

sion.
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AndwJrs to Exercises 11 2a

1. The need to measure segments smaller than an inch.

2. Into 2 parts
ti

3. Between the 1 -inch and 5-inch marks each inch is

divided into two parts.. Then between the 2-inch and

5-inch marks each part is again divided into twoparts,4

4. Each section is divided into two parts.

5. 4; 8; 16. (The third inch .lies between 2 ant 3.)

6. Theoretically, there, is no limit to the number of

divisions.

Discussion of Figure 11-2d should stress the advantage

of comparing the end of a segthent with a ruled mark rather

than the end of a ruler. Especially is thibran advantage if

a ruler is improperly cut or has become worn. Practice in

this means of measuring may need to be supplied. In'Fig.11-20
the length of AB 11 2i inches.

Answers to Exercises 11-2b

1 and 2. Time and material will be saved if students

are supplied with cut strips of cardboard. Four

scales can be placed on two strips. Cardboard

rulers can be checked with commercial rulerd.

1
i3. a. m a2 - in.; c. AC2 in.;

b. as 3.x..
1

e in.; d. m 4 in.;

e. m 3 in

14. a. vs 2 in.; c.
1 ---

2
m 2.4 in.;

1 1
b. m 32 (15r 3) in.; d. at 4 (or 4) in;

e. m 3 in.
1

5. a. vs 2-
1

in.;
2 c. m 2.- (or ag);

b. m 38 in.; d. mi-48 in.;

6
e. vs 3 in (or 2; in.)

21
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6. Answers will vary:

7. 8ths of an inch since the divisions come closer

to matching the line segments.

3 It

1. (A) -4

5
(B)

Answers to Exercises 11-2c

ft

(E) 44

or 3. (F) 5

(G) 5;

7 "
2. a. j- d.

8

b. Zs e.
I I

1 51t
C. 2- or 7:1

1 "i.
5
-a

I I

5 "or 113

3. a. 1-
0 514.

b. 8

c. The divisions on the line picture the meaning of

55 4- 13; there are 8 pieces.

. a. I" I I 511 I 5111

if 16

b.

5 a.

b. 1

7

c.

3
e. 7

1 "
f. an. h.

1
I I
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6. a: AB as
lo

13
BC Ps

3
CD sti 16

DE Oel
9

3 11

I I

I I

FG PS 1"

"GH m

HI PS II

II

IJ Rs

1 "
b. There is a possibility of a slight ( 16 )

discrepancy due to the approximate nature of

measures.

*7. Base 10 Base

1 1

2 10

1 1
7 100

1 1

1000

1 1
f6 10,000

*8.. Since all diVisions are obtained by dividing exist-

ing divisions by 2, the number of sections increases

by powers of 2, or, in base 2 nctation, by adjoining

a zero to show the number of divisions.
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1. a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

48

9

81

300

40

Answers to Exercises 11-2d

in.

yd.

ft.

ft.

yd.

f.

g.

h.

i.

4

6 ft.

21,120 ft.

ft.

21-
3

yd.

3 yd .

2. 1760 yds.

3. Answers will vary.

4. Classroom, halls and other lengths can also be

Measured. It would be wise for the teacher to have

a good idea of the measures assigned.

1 3
5. a. .7-

2
in. d. 64. in.

13
b. 7 in. e. 7.1-6 In.

3 74c.. 781F. in. f. 74- in.

There may be some slight variation in above lengths.

6. a. Length Its 5400 in.

Width mi 900 in.

Height Ps 540 in.

b. Length td 450 ft. is 150 yd.

Width RS 75 ft.as 25 yd.

Eeightss45 ft. m.15 yd.

(Answers in feet are
acceptable. See part b.)

9

r) A
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11-3. Precision and Error.

The teacher should reread the commentary for Section 11-1
before starting this section so as to have clearly in mind

the only kind of error being considered in this section.

Attempts to explain other types of error would probably
lend to great confusion. Students may find this material

difficult and the teacher is cautioned'not to spend too much
time on it.

A discussion of "greater precision" hasi been deleted as
it may be confusing. We would speak of mess

1 .with 13-inch precision as having "greater pr
1made with 7F -inch precision. We would mean that

is greater in the sense that the measurements

ements made

cision" than those

the precision

are better, that
is, that the error is smaller. Of two measurements with the

same units, but with differently marked rulers, the one hav-

ing "greater precision" is the one for which the reciprocal

of the number used in designating the precision is greater.

It is recommended that this difficult idea should not be
touched.

1.

Answers to Exercises .11-3a

5. 4

0
6. it

7.

8. 4

Answers to Exercises 11-3b

I.

2-125
2

1 12. 3 in.; 27 in.2

10

-0
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3. 71 inch av in.; 2 in.

4.
327r.in.; at in. 6. 4% inch

(Divided into 8ths of an inch)

' (Divided into 4ths of an inch)

Figure (1) (2) (3)

(a)

1

W

lir marks
2

Errbr 1P marks
d

Error -4-21 marks10
Error

311

4"
-rt

311
2.7

,Thor E

1 E11

. ti

IU 13uE

213112
. 6

'.

6 u
or 1176

1 If
..315.
J

(b)
1

w

r

2"

Li

q':

2"

lu
or 2B

or 2-51"

1 it
IF

24"

2l
1.,i

32

(c)

1

w

11"
2

or 2"

1".

lit
3,,17

7t13

611
or lE

or 1"

1 it
TB

3"17 '. 12 il
or 1r5

15"
TB,

111

32

(d)

I
W

4"

lit
7

in
7 L.7

2E511

5..or E

/1D
._,L.:-

1 n

TE

253u
21ou

or )73

4)
II

l it

11
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1174. Perimeter and Rectangles,

In this short section four terms a.-e defined: perimeter,

polygon, side, rectangle. The reason for the choice of the

rather vaguP defini° tion of a rectangle as a four-sided poly-

gon with all corners "square" is that the terms "right angle"'

and "90-degree angle" are not Available until Chapter 13.

The teacher should note that in the discussion of peri-

meter of a rectangle, the letters .4 w, and p denote the

measures of lengths and not the lengths themselves:*-. That is,

if the lengths of the sides of a rectangle are 3 inches and

4 inches, then/ w, p are respectively 3, 14 not

3 inche9, 4 Inches and 14 inches. The reason fpr this is that

we wish to confine addition and multiplication Co operate on

numbers and not on inches or oranges. No section on denominate

numbers has been included. Once the measure of the perimeter

has been found, the perimeter itself is found by appending

the unit. That is, in the above example p = 14, the unit

W83 the inch so that the perimeter is 14 inches.

Answers to Exercises 11-4a

1. a. A b. E,G c. H,I,J,K d. M,P e. none

2. HIJK

3 1
3. a. ; inches c. aT inches e. 57 inches

3 3b. 1.17 inches C. ag inches

IJ opposite to HK, KJ opposite to HI

The opposite sides have the same length.

5. The opposite side,^ are congruent.

6. A property of rectangles is that opposite sides are

congruent. This is a property of all parallelograms

of which rectangles are just a special subset.

12
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Answers to Exercises 11-4b

1. 1200 ft.

2. $2000

3. 50 ft. or 167 yds.

4. '38 "ft. It does not matter where the doorways are

located.

5. a. 12 ft. by 12 ft. - no; there is not enough

fence.

8 ft. by 3 ft. - no; all the fence is not used.

c. 8 ft. by 4 ft. - yes.

d. Any of the following lengths and widths will work:

11 ft. by 1 ft. 10 ft. by 2 ft.

9 ft. by 3 ft. 8 ft. by 4 ft.

7 ft. by 5 ft. 6 ft. by 6 ft.

6.
4

700 inches; 19g yds.

7. a. 2T miles.

b. Cost As $687.50

c. IT miles

He saved hothinE in distance.

8. The side opposite the given side is 40 ft. long;

the other two sides are each b0 ft. long.

13



11-5. Metric Units .of Length.

The metric system is treated in this chapter principally

as another group of measuring units which have the advantage

of a decimal relationship. There sould be no attempt to teach

the system as a whole. Only three units, the meter, centi-

meter, and millimeter, are introduced. Pupils should have an

opportunity to study a meter stick to visualize the relation-

ship between these units, so that they develop a mental picture

of each. The two sets of exercises introduce the names of the

units slowly and provide practice in measuring segments in

centimeters and millimeters.

Answers to Exercises 11-5a

a

b

2 cm.

4 cm.

6 cm.

7cm.

2. Length Rs 28 cm. %ts 27.9 cm.

Width Rs 22 cm. Rs 21.o cm.

Some variation should be permitted in the .1 cm.

measurements.

3. AB 11 cm. Rs 10.6 cm.

BC Rs 7 cm. 0.9 cm.

AC Rs 15 cm. Rs 15.3 cm.

Totals

DE

Rs 33 cm.

szs 13 cm.

Rs 32.8 cm.

Rs 13.3 cm.

EF gd 5 cm. Rs 4.6 cm.

FG sa 8 cm. Rs 7.7 cm.

DG Rs 7 cm. Rs 6.7 cm.

Totals Rs 34 cm. Rs 33.4 cm.

14
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4. a. 200 cm.

b. 700 cm.

c. 650 cm.

d. .120 cm.

5. a. 3 m.

b. 7 m.

c. 2.56 m.

d. 1.85 m.

e. 00 cm.

f. 5 cm.

g. 32 cm.

h. 128 cm.

e. .5 m.

f. '.50 m.

g. .75 m.

h. .0d m.

Answers to Exercises 11-5c

1. AB Ps 106 mm.

BC m 69 mm.

AC a 153 mm.

2. a. 30 mm.

b. 120 mm.

C. 28

d. 63 mm.

3. a. 4 cm.

b. 10 cm.

c. .1 m.

d. 3.2 cm.

DE

EF

FG

DG

m 133 mm.

m 46 mm.

m 77 mm.
m 67 mm.

e. 1150 mm.

f. 174 mm.

g. 1000.mm.

h. 3500 mm.

e. 15.6 cm.

f. 200 cm.

g. 2 m.

h. 20.4 cm.

15
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11-7. Chapter Review.

Answers to Exercises 11-7

1. inch, centimeter, meter, foot, mile, yard, etc.

2. cup, acre, quart, square foot, cubic inch, etc.

3. 8,4.
4. a. 521 b. c.

1 "
5.

1 "
6.

7. 17 units

8.
3

units

9. Iv units

10. AC Ps 67 mm.m

AB g$ 73 mm.ks

BC kg 52 mm.a

It

27

1
II

`76

011

Perimeter ow 192mm.or 19.2 cm. or
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11-8. 'Cumulative RevieW

Answers to. Exercises 11-8

1. a. 9.3 + 9.2

b. 7.6 + 11.6

2. a. Yes

N- b. No

3. a . 6 < 8

9

I 17

c. <

d.

e.

f.

13 5

15 /,75
3 \ 25

15 / 28
18 72-

4. Could be any base greater than 5.

5. 37eight

6. a, 3: CDA, CDB, ADB,

b. 2: CDA, ABC

c. Point A

d. If 2 different lines intersect, one and only

one plane contains both lines.

14 8
7. a. TB

d. 21-6

3
b. 15, e. 3RT

12 3
c. f.

11-6TE

8. a. 10 d. 2

, 211 21e.b. '12 3

c . 23
1

4
f. 1

9. 66 . 2 a , 11

10. The number 47 is a composite number.

'1. 110.ft.

'12. 20 percent

17



Sample Test Questions for Chapter 11

I. True or False

(F) 1. The-counting numbers are all that are needed for

both counting and measuring.

(T) 2. All measuring units can be subdivided.

(T) 3. A ruler is onform of a number line.

(F) 4. The proportion

1 576
)2 n

could be used to find the number of feet in 576 in.

(T) 5. A measuring unit may have any size we choose.

(T) 6. Base 2 is related to the subdivisions of an inch on

the ruler commonly used in school.

(F) 7. A centimeter is 100 times as long as a meter.

(T) 8. The length of a simple closed .curve is called its

perimeter.

(T) 9. A rectangle is a simple closed curve.

(T) 10. The smaller the unit, the more precise the measurOV.

ment.

(F) 1 . The more precise the measurement, the greater is the

possible error.

(T) 12. A measurement of 7 miles has the same greatest

possible error as measurement of 18 miles.

(F) 13. The term "greatest possible error" of a measurement

refers to ,a mistake made in the measurement.

18



II. Multiple Choice

(o) 1. To measure aline segment, you must use as

a unit: '

(a) A lik2i tin can (d) a square inch

(b) A quart (e) None of these

(c) A line segment

(a) 2. Choose the best way to complete the statement,

"standard units of measures are used because:

(a) It is important for people to use the

same unit in dealing with each other."

(b) Standard units give more accurate measure-

ments than units which are not standard."

(c) People have always used them."

(d) They all fit base 10 numerals very well."

(e) None of these

(b) 3. The markings on a ruler divide each inch into

8 equal parts. The correct way to report

one measurement made with this ruler is:

(a) 3,1_64. in.

(b) 38 in.

(c) 4 in.

(d) None of these

(c) 4. Which one of the following line segments is

approximately 1 centimeter long?

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d) H

(e) None of these
19



(c) 5.

(a) 6.

(c) 7.

If a rectangle is 3 ft. long ana 5 ft. wide,

its perimeter is:

a. 15 ft. b. 8 ft. c. lo ft. d. 15 sq. ft.

e. None of these

If a line segment is measuredto the nearest

of an inch, the precision of the measurement is:"

1 1
a. -3 in. b.

15
in. c. -- in. d. 1 in.

e. None of these

3If a line segment has the measurement T in.

and the ruler measures to the nearest fourth of

an inch, the line segment has a true length

1
a) between -f inch and 1 inch

5b) between B inch and -- inch

5 7
.3c) between -3 inch and inch

4
d) between inch ande -4- inch

e) None of these.



III. Completion

4 "

111

,

1. Measure these segments to the nearest lo
th

inch.

Report the results so that the correct precision is

indicated.

(8)

-( b )

(c)

0 DO

3

What number on the scale corresponds to:

(6) Point

(P) Point

(c) Point

3. On the number scale above mark the point which

corresponds to the numbers given below and label

them with the letter indicated.

3;

(b) q611-

(c)

21



Li. Change these measurements to the other units.

(a) ft.'(a) 48 in. = ft. (d) 54 in. = yd.

(d) i yd.

(b) 3.7 cm.(b) 37 mats = cm. (e) 18 in. = ft.

(e) 1 ft.

(c) 36 ft.(c) 12 yd. 7 =M cm.ft. (r) 14

(f) 400 cm.

22
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Chapter 12

AREA AND VOLUME

Introduction.

The work in'this chapter is a natural outgrowth of the work

just completed on measurement. The student should find it

relatively simple to extend his thinking from linear units of

measure to both square units and cubic units of measure. The

measurement of two and three dimensional figures is just as

essential as the measurement of one dimensional figures in the

development of certain geometric concepts and their applications.

In this chapter, then, attention is focused upon development of

basic concepts which underlie measurements of surfaces and solids.

Sufficient exercises on each new concept have been given so

that the student will have ample practice with the new ideas and

will gain confidence in his own:ability to succeed.

12-1. Meaning of Area.

This section is designed to develop the concepts of area and

the measurement of area. It is important that students under-

stand that the area of a closed region is measured by using

another closed region as a unit. Theoretically, any closed region

may be chosen as the unit of measure and this idea is presented

in the development and in the exercise material.

Answers to Class Exercises 12-1

1. This question is to be answered by observation.

a. A > p

b. B < b

c. C >B
d. D > A

e. C < A

23



2. In this exercise, the closed region A is taken as the unit

of area. A will fit into B approximately 3 times, into C

approximately twiei, into D approximately 4 times, into E

approximately 6 times. It will be impossible to fit A into

F but the student will be able to see intuitively that F is

the figure of largest area. It should be impressed upon the

student that it is not always convenient to use the fitting

process.

The order of size is F, E, D. B, C.

3. In this exercise attention is focused upon thi idea of actual

measurement of area. Each of the figures B, C, D, and E can be

conveniently measured by R.

The answers are:

= 2 units

C = 4 units

D = 5 units

E = 5 units

4. This exercise is intended to give the student some insight

into the reason for the choice of the square as a unit of measure

of area. It is desirable to stimulate discussion on the merits

and disadvantages of.each closed region as a unit of area. For

example, the circle leaves uncovered sections in the interior of

the-1468M. The hexagon (or tile) is difficult to fit along the

edges of the room. The choice between the isosceles right

triangle and the square is essentially based'on convenience.

5. The intention here is to provide additional practice in area

measurement.

a. PEF = 1 unit

ABC = 4 units

DECF = 2 units

ADEC = 3 units

b. The regions DECF and BEFD.

24



12-P. Cutting Units of Area.

The aim of this section is to give the student an intuitive

idea of the method of finding an area when the fitting procedure

leaves portions of the area uncovered. The physical act of

butting up dunit of area into pieces which may be used to cover

bits of surfabe hds its counterpart in a corresponding calculation

introduced in the next section.

Answers to Class Exercises 12-2

1. The answers will vary. This exercise provides the teacher

with 'an opportUnity to show the students that the number of unit'

of area in a zi'Ven surface depends upon the size of the unit used.

2. The area '\ is a little less than 12 units. -In this case,

the students will have to cut out a number of the smaller units

(at least 12) if the surface is to be covered. The teacher

should permit the student to complete this_exercise without

interference. The student can cut out additional units if his

first estimate is inadequate. We must use all the pieces of one

unit before starting to cut the next one so that we can keep

accurate count of the units used.

12-3. Area of a Rectangle.

In this section, the formula for the area of a rectangle is

developed. The student should be ready to accept the square as

the unit of area since he has had some experience with other

possible units and their limitations. The definition of

rectangle, at this point, must be informal because the work on

angles comes in a later chapter.

The, two methods of finding the area in'the text illustrate

the commutative property. The square of unit length is chosen

'for convenience; it makes computation simpler. The square with

,-side 2 units or 17 units could be used but the computation

involved in finding the area would be complex. It might be

instructive for pupils to find the area of the rectangle in the
l

text using the units of 27111 and 17u
. In the-work in this

25
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section it should be emphasized that the basic method of finding

area is by counting. The counting, however, may usually be

simplified by finding the product of the number of units in the

length and the number of units in the width. Other units of area

are t:-:e square foot and the square yard. These are analyzed in

later work in the chapter. The property of rational numbers

illustrated it th19 section is the commutative property.

Answers to Exercises 12-3a

1. b. 12

in
c. b 7

d. 15, square inches

e. 15T square inches

g. (k.)(3) . (4)() . = 15i square inches

This answer checks with the answers in parts d and e.

2. b. 6

1 n
C. 4- by -4.

In

d. 30,
30
Tx = square inches

e. 711 square inches

f. (4)(2) = (i)$ = = 4 square inches

*3. b. 20

In - InC.. 7 oy 7

34A. 34, -6- square inches

e. 25y square inches

r. (4) (4) - ( ) (4

a

26
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Answers to Exercises` 12 -3b

1. d. 144

2. d. 9

3. c. The square 3 inches on a side by 6 square inches

4. c. An infinite number

5. a. 108 square feet

b. 12 square yards

6. 8100 sqUare feet, 900 square yards

7. Area is 3600 square feet. This is les3 than half the

area of a baseball diamond.

8. a. 63 (square inches

b. 69 square inches

c. 24 square inches

d.
350g square'inches

e.
344. square inches

9. a. 100 square millimeters

b. 1 square centimeter

10. a. 5 cm.

b. 2 cm.

c. 10 square centimeters

11. a. 50 mm.

b. 20 mm.

c. 1000 sq. mm.

12. a. 6 Square units d. Yes

b. 18 square units

c. 24 square units

./

e. 3.2 + 3.6 = 3.(2 + 6)

27
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13. a. The larger one has twice the area of the smaller.

b.,

c.

2

2

3
Original

Rectangle

3
Original

4

Rectangle with

Doubled Length

3
Rectangle with

Doubled Width

14. No

a. Doubling the length of a rectangle (without changing the

width of the rectangle) doubles the area.

b. Doubling the width of a rectangle (without changing the

length of the rectangle) doubles the area.

15. b. Doubling both the length and the width of a rectangle

multiplies the area of the rectangle by 4.

16,. 2 to 1

*17. 128 square inches

12-4. Approximation.

Although it is customary to treat measures as though they

w reexactinordertoavoid complications it is advisable to
c 11 attention to the fact that all measures are approximate. If

1 near measures are approximate then it must be expected that

areas obtained by multiplying linear measures will also be

approximate. In this section, the upper and lower figures for

the area are not computed but the student should be helped to

28
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realize.that the number designating the area is approximate

because it is obtained by finding the product of two approximate

numbers.

Answers to Exercises 12-4

2. a. Area m
1

177 sq. ft., 1 yd.

2
b.' Perimeter m 17 ft., 5T yd.

3. a. Area m 396 sq. ft.

b. Cost as $237.60

4. Area m 753 sq. mi.

5. Approximately 14 pounds

6. a. Area Vat 3240 sq. in.

b. Area as 22.i sq. ft.

7. Area m 171 sq. ft.

8. a. Floor area m 570 sq. ft.

b. It does not matter where the opening is.

a. 77 inches

b. 4=1-e inches

c. 4 inches

d. 107 inches

e. 71i square inches

f. 84. square inches

12 -5. Rectangular Prism.

Just ab a rectangle is composed of the points on its segment,

so a rectangular prism is made up of the points on its faces, i.e.

on its.surface. Thus if a brick is suggested as an example of

this figure, point out that the prism consists only of the surface

of the brick. For this reason we do not speak of the volume of a

29
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rectangular prism, but the volume of a rectangular solid, since we

define a rectangular solid As the set of points consisting of a

rectangular prism and its interior. When we speak of the area of

a prism we will be speaking of the area of the faces of the prism,

which is the surface area. As in the previous sections, the

stating of a measurement requires both the number and the unit

used, but any letter in a number'sentence stands only for a

number, A rectangular solid has 3 pairs of opposite fates.
Each face is a rectangular region.

Models and illustrations are necessary to help pupils

visualize a rectangular prism with its 6 faces, 12 edg'_.s, and

'8 vertices. The approach is frankly intuitive. However, once
it has been agreed that the 'faces are rectangles, this can be used
to deduce the fact that opposite faces have the same measurements.
For example in the following figure:

and AB have the same length because they are opposite sides
of rectangle ABFE.

AS and au have the same length because they are opposite sides
of rectangle ABCD.

U16 and OR have the Same length becaiise they are opposite sides
of rectangle DCGH.

Thus the four segments AB, CD, EF, GH all have the same
length. Similarly AT, MT, UU, and BY have the same:length
and Ali, EFT, P, and 3-3-Or have the same length. This shows
that anytwo opposite faces have the same measurements.

The intersection of two adjacent faces is a line. The inter-
section of three faces is a point.

30
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Answers to Exercises:12-5

These exercises willprobably be difficult. not because of
_

the arithMetic,:which is easy, but because of the spacial

visualizing required. It is suggested that in doing these

problems each pupil keep'a box or other model in front of him to

help him visualize the problems that are presented. Except for

the difficulty of-visualizing, the problems are applications of

work on rectangles in the ]ast section. .There is further drill *

on change Hof units.

In discussing the choice of a unit of volume bring out that

4.ts edges are units of length and its faces units of area, while

its interior- is the unit of volume.

1. ABCD and EFGH, or ADFE and

2. ABCD and DCGF, or. ABCD and

or ADFE and ABHE, etc:

3. a. Ar, PSC, A5, F,

are all edges.

BCGH, or ABHE and CDFG.

ABHE, or

EY, AS',

BCGH

T37,

and

CG,

DCGF,

HG, BH

b. There are 12 edges on a rectangular prism.

4. (AB, I0), or (AD, EF), or (AE, BH) etc.

5. a. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, are all vertices.

b, 'There are 8 vertices on a rectangular prism.

6. AR = 2, MR = 2, Prd = 2, 15F = 4, AE = 4, BH =

AU= 3, EE= 3, HG = 3.

12-6. Area of a Prism.

The area of a prism is the sum of Ghe areas of the six faces.

It is a simple matter to demonstrate the reasoning used to

.construct the formula for the area of a prism by finding the areas

of the faces and finding tne sum of these areas.

Answers to Exercises 12-6

1. 166 square inches

2: 152 square inches
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. 230 equate feet, 25,i square yards

4. The area of the piece of glass is 200 sq. in., or 11.178.

eq. ft. The area of the wooden box is 1100 sq. in.,

aq, ft.

5. a. 180 tiles

b. 720 tiles

6. 396 /square feet. It does not matter where the windows

are placed.

7. 3 quarts of paint

8. 312 inches, 26 feet, 8 yards

9. a. a square

b. 1944 square inches of wood

c. 13E square feet

*10. S'=. 2hw 21h

12-7. Meaning of Volume.

The concept of volume and the sizes of different units of

volume need much reinforcing. Models of cubic inches will be

constructed but models of cubic feet and cubic yards are

necessary also and practice in estimating volumes is helpful. A

framework for a model of a cubic yard can be formed from 12

yardsticks. Most adults are astounded at the size of a cubic

yard when they see one. One teacher had students bring in

cardboard cartons that could be cut to the size of a cubic foot,

and then assembled amodel cubic yard from 27 of these boxes.

Grocery cartons which are partitioned by cardboard dividers may

help pupils visualize the subdivision of a volume into units.

Answers to Exercises 12-7

Except for Problem. 2, the problems of the set should be

done wholly in class. It is extremely important that the pupil

see and be able to visualize that the effect of doubling the
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length of a rectangulax prism amounts to laying two prisms end to

end, both dust like the original one. Similarly, doubling two of

the measurements amounts to putting four such prisms together and

doubling all three measurements is equivalent to putting eight

such prisms together. It is this visual serception, not a

counting up of the cubes used, the. 't is really significant. Also

the models .formed here show nicely the layers of cubes which are

used in the next development.

1. Cubic foot - volume of a cube each edge of which is 1 ft.

Cubic yard - volume of a cube each edge of which is 1 yd.

3. .24

4.. The number of cubes for each of the new solids created in

parts (b), (c), and (d) is just double that in the original

solid.

5.. a. Doubling one measurement (length, width, or height) of

any rectangular prism doubles the molume of the solid.

b. The ratio is
2

6. b. Ratio of the number of cubes in the new prism to the

number in the original prism is I That is, there are

4 times as many.

c. The result would be the same if any two of the measure-

ments are doubled.

7. Doubling any two measurements of any rectangular prism

quadruples the volume of the solid. (i.e. multiplies it

by 4)

8. b. There are eight times as many cubes in the new figure.

That is, the ratio is
8

.

a. Doubling all three measurements of any rectangular pris,,

yields a prism whose volume is 8 times that of the

original solid. The ratio is
8

.
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12-8. Volume of .a Rectangular Solid.

If the student has gained the visual concepts with which he

Worked in\the last section, he should readily see that the

volume of aiy rectangular solid may be found merely by multi-

plying the S. ea of the base by the height. Once this idea !s

,established, t should be relatively easy to see that the volume

may also be found by multiplying the measures of the length,

width, and height because the base is a rectangle. Emphasis

Should be placed on the fact that any of the faces can be used as

the base of a rectangular solid. Here is an opportunity for the

teacher to review the commutative and associative properties of

rational numbers as is indicated in the paragraph preceding

Exercises 12-8b.

Answers to Exercises 12-8a

These problems have all been designed to emphasize the

relation symbolized by the number sentence V = Bh. They have

been deliberately chosen in such a way that the actual shape of

the base is not known in any of them. This is to lay the

foundation for the discussion later of volumes of prisms and

cylinders, as well as the specific case of the rectangular prism

which is discussed next.

cu. ft. (approx.)

cu. ft. (approx.)

1. 85

2. 20

3. a. The number of cubic units of volume in a rectangular

solid is the product of the number of square units of

area in its base and the number of linear units in its

height.

b. V = Bh

4. 2 ft. (approx.)

5. 20 sq. ft. (approx.)

6. Volume of the room is 1600 cubic feet. (approx.)

30 children require 1500 feet, so that 30 children is

a legal number.

Greatest legal number of children is 32.

34
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Answers to Exercises,12-8b

.1.- 24 cu. ft.

2. 1260 cu. in.

3. a. Area = 1E7 sq. in. b.

4. 9 Cu. ft.

5. a. VOlume = 81 cu. ft. b. 3 cu. y

6. Thenumber of cubic units of volume in a rect gular prism

is the product of the numbers of linear units i the length,

width, and height.

7. V wh

8. a. The number of inches in each edge of a cubic foo

12, so the volume is V = 12.12.12 = 1728, or

1728 cu. in.

b. There are 27 cubic feet in a ubic yard.

Volume = 748 cu. in.

9. a. The volume is 27 cubic inches.

b. This volume is larger t 'n 3 cubic inches.

1
10. 7 inch.

11. b. 10,080 cubic feet.

12. b. Volume =.120 cu. in.

c: The ratio of the, volume of the new box to &e old

is
8r

13. a. Volume = cu. in. or 38- cu. in.

b. Area of one face =. sq. in. or 2i- square in.

c. Surface area = sq. in. or 14 sq. in.

14. 3520 cu. ft.

Answers to Exercises 12-8c

1. Weight m 6000 lbs. or 3 tons.

2. a. Volume as 189,000 cu. ft. b. 7000 cu. yds.

35
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3. Weight of gold is 2250 lbs. The men can lift 2000 lbs.,

so they could not lift the chest.

. a. The tank contains approximately 2880 cu. in. of water.
36

b. Approximately 127 gallons of water.

5. 8 cu. inches.

6. The number of lbs. of water m 390i.

7. 2 minutes.

8. 64 cubic inches.

9. Volume m 1834 cu. in.

*10. Depth m i ft.,,or 18 in.

Answers to Exercises 12-8d

1. sq. ft. of carpet. Volume m 1386 cu. ft.

4
2. Volume of the pantry is 498 cu. ft. or 18 cu. yd.

9

3. Doubling each dimension makes the new volume 8 times the

original. The motor should have 8 times the power of the

original motor.

12-9. Dimension.

In the discussion of dimension some of your better pupils

may raise the question of describing the location of the sugar

in other ways than by motions parallel to the edges of a, room.

For example, in the second figure in the section under Dimension

it may be suggested that the fly at A might simply point out

the direction of S and tell his friend to crawl a certain dis-

tance in that direction. This is an excellent idea. However,

note that these directions still call for two numbers, one

describing the angle telling the direction in which the fly is to

crawl, and the other giving the distance he must crawl. A precise

definition of dimension involves very substantial difficulties

beyond the scope of this course, but you will find that any

"reasonable" way of describing location of points in the different

5
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sets will use the same number of numbers in the description, so

that the concept.of dimension has meaning,

7 A point has 0 'dimensions.

Answers to Exercises 12 -9

a. 1 dim. f. 3 dim. k. 3 dim.

b. 2 dim. g. 1 dim. 1. 3 dim.

c. 1 dim. h. 2 dim. m. 2 dim.

d.

e.

2 dim. i. 2 dim.

2 dim. J. 2 dim.

n. 3 dim.

a.

b.

Answers to Exercises 12-10

231 cu. in. 3
or 577 cu. in.

Yes.

c. Often there is a roof-shaped top containing the pouring

spout but. not filled with milk.

2. Less than a quart by 2 cu. in. (Volume of container is

54R cu. in..).

3. The volUme may be the same but if the materials are

different, the weights may be different. The old saying

is roughly true for water.

4. a.
64111

28 cu. in. or kt 65 nu. in. (Remeelber, however,

that this result is an approximation. The form implies

a precision which is not achieved.)

b. 67i cu. in., or PS 67 cu. In.

c. No.

5. a.. nig cu. in., or ps S5 cu. in.

11
b. 3316 cu. in., or gs 34 cu. in.

c. The box holds about 1 cu. in. more than it shoulc.

6. Presumably in measuring dry quanttties such as berries and

the like, there are air spaces not filled with anything. The

problem is resolved by increasing the total volume which is

to be called a quart.
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7. $1.07

8.. a bushel costing $3.50

9. Since 1 gal. = 231 :cu. in., then

*10. 3' in by 7 in. by 11 in.

1 1 2313w x3 x h = -7-

12-12. Chapter Review.

Answers to Exercises 12-12

1. a. 117 square feet

b. 42 square feet

2. a. 833 cubic inches

1309
b. cubic feet

3.' a. 3750 square feet

b. 84 square feet

c. 3666 square feet

4. a. cubic inches

b. p square inches

5. a. 6

b. 8

c. 12

6. 336 square inches

7. $729

8. a. 178 square feet

b. 140 cubic feet

9. a. 2

b. 1

c. 3

0. 2

e. 1

f. 2

g. 3

10. 261 -- gallons

Lot,
38
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-12 ..13 Cumulative-Review.

Answers to Exercises 12-13

There are none. This is the empty set.

, 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, etc.

a. False

b. Mite

c.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9..

(1, 2, 5,

a. XXIII

b. XIX

(1, 2, 4)

361.25 miles

a. 3 > 0

b. 13 < 15

$216

10,

< 17

25, 50)

10. a, b, and c

11. a. Surface Area is about 190 sq. in.

b. V m 150. Volume is about' 150 cu. in.

12. a.

b. Area is about

39
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13. a.

b.

14. a.

b.

15. a.

The set of whole numbers greater than 0 and less

than 10.

.-. family including both parents and children.

Point C

MIT

in.

c.

d.

e.

b. ag in.

BF

The empty set

c. 88- in.

Sample Test Questions for Chapter 12

Teachers should construct their own tests, using carefully

selected items from those given here and from their own. There

are too many questions here for one test. Careful attention

should be given to difficulty of items and time required to

complete the test.

Multiple Choice, Completion, and Matching.

1. A hall is 6 feet long and

square yards of carpet will

a. 17

(b) b. lw2

C. 15

127 feet wide. How many

cover it?

d. 5,s

e. None of

2. The interior of a 4 inch cube is:

The same as 4 cu. in.

Smaller than 4 cu. in.

16 times as large as 4

4 times as large as 4

e. None of these

a.

b.

(c) c.

d.

3. All rectangles with perimeters of

these

cu. in.

cu. in.

20 inches:

a. Have tha same interior measure.

b. Have interior measures that increase as the base

increases in length.

c. Have interior measures that increase as the height

increases in length.
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(e) d. Have the same interior mensure as a square with a

20 inch perimeter.

e. None of these.

4. 2 cu. ft. is equal to:

a. 24 cu. in.

(b) b. 3456 cu. in.

c. 266 cu. in.

d. 18 cu. yd.

e. None of these

5. Choose from the right-hand column, the term which best

describes each term in the _,..:ft-hand column and write its

number on the line.

a. Face of a cube (7) 1. Ray

b. Side of a rectangle (2) 2. Line segment

c. Side of an angle (1) 3. Point

d. Intersection of edges of a 4. Line

rectangular prism (3) 5. Plane

e. Face of a rectangular prism (61_ 6. Rectangle

7. Square

6. A rectangular prism has (6) faces, (12) edges, and

(8) vertices.

7. The interior of a rectangular prism is (3) dimensional

while any one of its faces is _L21 dimensional.

8. If the length and width of a rectangle are doubled, the

interior of the new rectangle is (4) times that of the

original one.

9. If the length and width cf a rectangle are doubled, 'le

perimeter of the new rectangle is (2) times that of the

original one.
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10. Which of the units in the right-hand column would be the bes

to use to measure the thing listed in the left-hand column?

(A

unit

column.

a.

b.

unit may be used more than once.)

in the right-hand column on the

Air space in a room (4)

Write the number of th

line in the left-hand

1. Degree

2. FootLinoleum needed to cover

a shelf (3) 3. Square foot

c. Amount of water in a small 4. Cubic foot

aquarium (4) or (9) 5. Mile

d. A clothes line (2) or (7) 6. Square mile

e. Space in a refrigerator (4) 7. Yard

f. An angle (1L 8. Square inch

9. Cubic inch

11. The position of any point on a line can be described by

(1) number(s). The position of any point on a plane

surface can be described by (2) number(s). The position

of. any point interior to a solid can be described by

(3) number(s).

12. Jim has 26 feet of left-over fencing to use around a

small garo Give two different sets of dimensions he

could use. Find the area of the garden in each case.

(Any two lengths that add to 131. Areas will vary.)

13, rectangular prism is 8 ft. long, 2 ft. wide and

3 ft. high. The area of the largest face is _124) sq.

ft. The volume of the interior of the prism is (48)

cu. ft.

14. An area is found to be 18 sq. ft. This is the same as

(2592) sq.-in. c)r 12) sq. yd.

15. a. Dray rectangle 2g in. by 3 in.

b. Find the perimeter of this rectangle. (14")

c. Find its area. (4 sq. in.)

16. A sand box is 3 feet wide and 4 feet long. How many

cubic feet of sand are needed fill the box to a depth

of 10 in.? (10 cu. ft.)
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17. An aquarium is 14 inches wide, 22 inches long and holds

12 gallons of water. How deep is the water?

(1 gal. = 231 cu. in.) (Answer: 9 in.)

*18, A rectangular playground is 180 ft. by 330 ft.

a. What is its area in square feet? In square yds.?

(59,400 sq. ft. -- 6,600 sq. yd.)

b. What is its perimeter? (1020 ft.)

c. What would it cost to put blacktop on the playground

at 90 a square yard? ($5,940)

d. A fence is to be put around the two short sides and

one long side.of the playground. What would this

fence cost at $2.25 per foot? ($1552.50)

19. A chest is 30 inches wide, 2 feet high, and 5 feet

long.

a. Find the area of the surfs::. (55 sq. ft.)

b. A small can of stain will cover 30 square feet. Is

one small can enough to stain the top and sides? (No.)
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Chapter 13

ANGLES AND PARALLELS

Introduction

This chapter is primarily concerrad with classification

and measurement of angles. The oast two chapters have empha-

sized the need for standard units of measurement in finding

lengths, areas, and volumes. Here we find a need for a standard

unit to measure angles and introduce the protractor as a tool

for such measurement.

Each youngster should obtain or be given a protractor, and

adequate time should be spent to insure proficiency with this

basic tool.

Laboratory-type experiment3 are introduced in this chapter

and continued throughout Chapter 14. Students enjoy this type

of experienoa provided emphasis is placed on having them

"discover" ..elationships by their bwn observations. Do not reduce

this interest by telling them the answers. Furthermore, do 1Dt

let them jump to hasty conclusions without adequate observations.

13-1. Measurement of Luirjes.

In Chapter 7, the pupils have been introduced to the

concept of angle as the set of potnton two rays with a common

endpoint. They nave learned to describe the posItion of a point

as being on the angle, in the interio. of the angle. cr in the

exterior of the angle. The measurement of an angle follows

essentially the same ideas as the measurement of a line segment;

that is, (1) the unit for measuring an angle must be itself

an angle; (2) the interior of the angle is subdivided by draw-

ing rays which form angles like the unit angle; (3) the measure

of the angle is the number of unit ,angles into which it is sub-

divided.
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This section provides another opportunity to stress the

concept of measurement and the need for standard units of

measurement. Thus, time should be taken in class to discuss

the use of an arbitrary unit angle in measuring an angle.

The standard unit, the degree, and the scale for measuring

angles in degrees, are introduced. The unit angle is deter-

mined by a set of 180 rays which form 160 cot.gruent angles,

each of which is an angle of one degree. The scale is establishE

by numbering the rays in order from zero to 160.

The most common type of protractor shows the scale only

from 0 to 360, and usually contains two such scales, one

with 0 at the right end and the other with 0 at the left

end'of the semicircular scale. Each pupil should have a pro-

tractor and should become proficient in using it, both to measure

a given angle and to draw an angle of a specified number of

degrees.

Students will need a great deal of practice in the use of

a protractor if they are to become proficient in using it. It

might prove wise for the teacher to prepare sheets with numer-

ous angles whose measure the student is to estimate first and

then find with a protractor. After some practice, the class

should be able to use protractors to measure the angles of a

triangle.

Stress the use of the word congruent; that is, angles

with the same measure are called congruent angles.

Note the correct pronunciation con -gruent.

Answers to Exercises 13-la

- ->
1. 1_ CAB; L BAC 2. AB

3. The vertex of the angle.

P D. R C, A, or B
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Answers to Exercises 13-lb

t

1. 15 4. 90 7. 6,0_ lu. 65

2. 35 5. 100 6. 145 11. 10

3. 60 6. 25

Answers

9. 40

to Exercises

12.

13-1c

65

1. L A= 50°, L B= 90°, L C= 120°, L D= 75°,L E= 100°,

L F= 60° L G= 130°, L H= 40°.

2. 35 4. 180

13-2. Two Lines in a Plane.

The concepts of this section can best be illustrated by

using two objects, such as yardsticks or pointers to represent

lines in space. Show that these lines can intersect, be

parallel, or be skew. If they intersect, then they must lie

in a plane. (See Chapter 4, this is a good place to review the

terminology of non-metric geometry.)

In the drawing ,...10 and )g determine four angles. The two

angles which are not named in the text are angles EAB and

DAC.

13-3. Adjacent Angles.

As you develop the concept of adjacent angles, it is wise

to give examples which violate each of the listed requirements.

For example:

LABD is not adjacent to L ABC;

Their interiors have points in common.
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L ABD is not adjacent to L DEC;

They do not use the same point
for a ve...'tex.

L ABD is not adjacent to L CBE;

They do not have a common ray.

7..xercises 13-3

1. In Figur,: LEAD, L DAC, L CAB, LBAE.

In Figure ,2 L YXR, L RXH, L HXW, LWXY.

2. c.

3. a. They do not have a common vertex or a common ray.

b. They do not have a common ray.

a. L 1,

L 2,

L 3,

L

L 5,

L 0,

L2

L3

L5

Lo

Li

r
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5. a. b.

c. L ABD, L DBE; L DBE, LEBC;

L CBA , L ABD .

LEBC, LCBA;

13-4. Vertical Angles.

It is important to spend some time to point out clearly the

distinction between vertical and adjacent angles. A number of dif-

ferent ways to classify pairs of angles will be developed in this

chapter and one must be careful that otudents do not become con-

fused !rich the terminology introduced. The pairs.of vertical

angles in the figure are L ABD and LBEC, LAEB and L-DEC.

Answers to Exercises 13-4

1. b. 2. No. One of the requirements for vertical angles

states that they cannot be adjacent angles.

3. L COF , LEOD

L AOC, L BOD

LADE, L FOB

L FOA L BOE

L COE, L FOD

L AOD , L COB
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5.

13-5. Supplementary Angles.

In developing the concept of supplementary angles be certain

that the student recognizes that these angles need not be ad-

jacent. Thus, in the figure, LBAC (300) and LCAR (150°)

would be supplementary even if they were not adjacent. It might

be well to point out this distinction through the use of such

figures as the following:

(a)

(b)

130

/ Supplementary angles which

40
are not adjacent.

Adjacent angles which are not

supplementary.

(c) Supplementary adjacent angles.
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Answers to Exercises 13-5

1 . m L A= 38 m L D = 120

m L B = 90 mLE= 55

m L c 130 m L F = 95

2. 180, yes, no.

If the union of the interiors of two adjacent angles

and their common half-line is a half-plane, then the

angles are supplementary angles.

3. (a), (d), (e). (See answer to Problem.2)

4. L CAB, L._ BAE; LBAE, LEAD; LEAD, L DAC ;

L DAC, L CAB.

5.

7. 12

C
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13-6. More About Vertical Angles.

In this section, you will find the first of a number of

experiments which will be presented in both this and the next

chapter. Allow time for the students actually to perform the

experiment in class and let them make their own discoveries

if at all possible. Stress the fact that tnis is a laboratory

experiment, which might be carried on in a science room, but

which does not constitute a proof. (The concept of proof will

be illustrated in the next chapter.)

Answers to Exercises 13-o

1. c., Lx and Ly are vertical angles.

2. a. 160

b. i80

c. by subtracting
from 180.

13-7. Right Angles.

m y

d. mLx= 160 -mLy

m L z = mLY

e. m L x = m. L z

Two lines are said to be perpendicular if they meet so

as to form a pair of congruent adjacent angles. It is important

here to review the meaning of the words "congruent" and "adjacent"

so that this definition becomes clear. The term "perpendicular"

is also applied to line segments and rays. However, as it is

generally used in this chapter, the word "perpendicular" will

refer to lines.

Angles are classified as acute, right, or obtuse, accord-

ing to their measure's. The student should gain practice in

estimating the number of degrees in an ngle by comparing it

with a right angle. In Exercises 13-7c, it may be well to

have the students estimate the measure of each angle given in

Problem 1 before asking them to find the measure with a pro-

tractor.
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Answers to Exercises 13-7a

(Class Discussion)

1. See Section 13-3: their interiors have no point

in common, they use the same point for a vertex,

they have a common side.

2. They are supplementary.

3. No. (See discussion in Teachers Commentary -- Section

13-5)

4. No.

Answers to Exercises 13-7b

1. a. Drawing 3

b. Drawing 5 (3 and 1 could be so interpreted also)

c. Drawing 2

d. Drawing 1

e. Drawing 6

f. Drawing 4

2. a. 160; they are supplementary angles.

b. equals; perpendicular lines form congruent angles,

by definition.

c. 90

d. vertical; vertical.

e. 90; vertical a gles have equal measures.

Answers t4 Exercises 137c

1. a. The right angles are LB and LE.

b. The acute angles are L A and L C.

c. The obtuse angles are L D and L F.

2. L A= 27°, LB = 90°, L c= 37°, L D= 100°,

L E 90°, LF = 109°.
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3. a. 0, 90

b. 90, 1

4. a. Obtuse angles: L BAF, L BAG, LEAH

Acute angles: L BAC, Z. BAD

Right angles: L BAE

b. Acute angles: L EAD, LEAC, LEAF, LEAG,

L EAH

Obtuse angles: none

Right angles: LEAB, LEAK

c. Right angles: LKAE

Obtuse angles: L KAD, L KAC

Acute angles: LKAH, LKAG, LKAF

D. a. L ABC is acute JML is obtuse

L EDF is a right angle / PRN is a right angle

LHKG is acute LQTS is obtuse

b. See part (c)

c. LB = 10°, L D= 90°, L K= oDc , L N= 11;°

LR = 90°, LT = 130°.

1,3-8. Three Lines in a Plane.

Review the concepts of Section 13-2 about two lines in a

plane. Then, let the students discuss the different ways in

which three lines in a plane may intersect.
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It will prove helpful for the work of the remaining part of

this chapter to make a demonstration model constructed of three

flat sticks free to turn on pivoted connections as follows:

13-9. Corresponding Angles.

It is important, in this section, to identify correspond-

ing angles clearly. In doing this, be sure that

you present some examples in which the lines

are not parallel. Thus, L 1 and L. 2

are corresponding angles, but and i22

are not parallel lines.

If an overhead projector is available, by all means use

it for this section. On one piece of plastic film draw (with

china-marking pencil) line point A on je, and trars-

versal t. On another piece, draw line m. By superirmosing

the second piece on the first and projecting the image on the

chalkboard, line m can be rotated to different p-::-Itions through

Point A and observations as to angle measures and intersections can

be,tabulated on the chalkboard. Since the figure is projected

on the chalkboard, marks may be erased without obliterating the

figure.

Answers to Exercises 13-9

1. c.
k

2. La, Le; Lc, Lg; Lb, Lf; L d, L h.

3. a. The intersection of the two angles is empty.

b. Their interiors are not on the same side of the

transversal.
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c. Theethtersection of the two angles is a segment not-
a ray.

d. Same as b.

e. The intersection ofothe two angles is not a ray on
the transversal.

q. a. No, two corresponding angles do not have a ray

in common.

b. Yes, if they are right angles.

Angles 1 and 2 are corresponding

angles and each is a right angle.
2

4

5 No.

Yes. mLa=mLc= 60 Vertical angles

m L d= 100 La and L d are supplemen-

tary and m Z_ d is that

number which added to

60 gives 180.

mLd=mLe= 100 ...1rtical angles

6. m L a and m L c are two names for the same number

m Lb.

7. a. Yes c. Yes

b. Yes 6; i2; 12; 12.

anc.X,3 are transversals because eco'cl line

intersects the other two lines in distinct points.)

13-10. Parallel Lines and Corresponding Angles.

Once again emphasis should be Rl<1 on experimentation

as a means of obtaining statements Which appear to be true.

This does not, ho%.ever, constitute a proof.

A major concept to be developed in this section comes as

the result of Experiment Two.

If a trans dersal intersects two lines in such a way that

a pair of corresponding angles have equal measures, then the

lines are parallel.

This fact will be used frequently in Chapter 1,.
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Answers to Questions in Experiment Two

1. Yes. (See criteria outlined in Section 12-9.)

2. Line AF should ini;ersect
1

only in the last

case when Angle. FAB and Angle o have the same

measures.

3. Yes.

4. Yes; the street which is parallel is the one at B

which forms equal corresponding angles with the

street at A.

Answers to Exercises 13-10

1. (a),(c),(d),(e),If a transversal intersects two lines

in such a way that a pair of corresN.mding angles

have equal measures, then the lines are parallel.

2. (b), (f).

3. a. Yes. m L 1 = m L 2

m L 3 = m L 2

Agreed upon

Vertical angles have
equal measures

m L. 1= m L 3 They are two names for
the same number, mL 2.

0. 4

4. No; c,
1

arid 2
will not intersect. We can show that

a pair of corresponding angles are

at the right. 1200/0°
equal in measure, as IL the figure

57
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.13-12.

1.

Chapter Review.

13-12Answers to Exercises

m L A = 23; m L B 90; m L C = 135; mL D = 62

m L E = 124.

2. LA: acute; LB: right; LC: obtuse;

L D: acute; L E: obtuse.

3. a. congruent

b. 180

c. measure

d. degree

e. perpendicular

4. a. L 8, L c; L b, L d; L f, Lh.

b. La, Lb; Lf, Lg;

c. La, Le; Ld, L'-;

Le,

Lb, Lf.

d. La, L b; Lb, Lb; Lf, Lg.

(There are other possible answers as well.)

5. a. adjacent

b. vertical

c. adjacent and supplementary

6.
900

7 . m L b = 110; m L c = 70; m L d = 110; m L e = 70;

m Lf = 110; m L g= 70; m L h= 110.
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13-13. Cumulative Review.

Answers to Exercises 13-13

1. [102, 108, 114, 120, 126)
lok40,

2. 1.8

2 5 A 2
3. a. 7 b. 0 (or counting number) '' -a d. 7

48
4. a. 1 sq. ft. b.

135- ft or 4

5.

6. a. 17 >
11 33

b. 7/- = 0.3 0.06
c.

0.4 0.0d

7. a. 0.8 b. 6.0 c. 0.7 d. 0.1

8. 11 ft.

9. 1 yd z 0.9 meter

7 mile = 88o yds.

1500 meters 1350 yds.

10. a. C

b. Er

The difference is about770
yards.

c. the empty set

d. L DCE

e. acute vertical angles
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Sample Test Questions for Chapter 13

Teachers should construe' their own vests, using carefully

selected ttems from those given here and from items of their

own. Careful attention should be given to difficulty of items

and time required to complete the test.

(T) 1. Perpendicular lines always meet so that two rays

with endpoints at the point of intersection form

right angles.

(F) 2. The measure of an obtuse angle is smaller than that

of a right angle.

(F) 3. Vertical angles are always supplementary.

(F) 4. Adjacent angles are always supplementary.

(T) 5. All right angles are congruent.

(T) b. When a line intersects two other lines in two distinct

points, it is called a transversal of those lines.

(T) 7. If two lines intersect at a point, the non-adjacent

angles are called vertical angles.

(-) d. If two supplementary angles have the same measure,

they are right angles.

(F) 9. The sum of the measures of two supplementary angles

is 90.

(T) 10. Corresponding angles have interiors on the same

side of the transversal.
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Multiple Choice

181 1. If in the same plane a transversal intersects two lines

and the currespanding angles are congruent, then the

two lines are . . .

(a) parallel line,.

(b) skew lines.

(c) perpendicular lines.

(d) intersecting lines.

(.a) none of the above answers is correct.

111 2. In the figure shown at

the right, how many

transversals intersect

lines m and n?

(a) 1

(b) 2

(10 3

(d) 4

(e) 5

Questions 3 - 6 refer to

the figure below.

(a) 3. Which angle forms a pair of corres-

ponding angles with angle e ?

(a) a a b

(b) b

(c) c

(d) d

(e) e

(d) 4. Lines x and y are parallel if . . .

(a) angle a is congruent to angle d.

(b) angle c is congruent to angle e.

(c) angle b is congruent to angle d.

(d) angle e is congruent to angle a.

(e) angle a is congruent to angle b.
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(e) 5. Lines x and y are not necessarily parallel and

if the measure of angle e is 100, the measure of

angle c is .

(a) 100

(b.) do

(c) 20

(d) 10

(e) unknown

(a) . An angle adjacent to angle a is . .

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) angles b, c, and d

angle a.

(e) angle c and angle e.

are all angles adjacent to

Using the figure at the right,

predict whether lines w and

will be parallel or will inter-

sect. If they intersect, inOicate

which side of t (above t or

below t) the intersection will

occur. Fill in the space which

correctly completes the following statements. (Do not

write on this paper. Indicate answers on answer sheet.)

7. If m L a = 75

and Z_ e = 75, then

the lines will

6. If m b = 100

and mL e = 60,

th'n the lines will

9. If m c = 120

and m g = l00
then the lines will

!..") f"+
, i)
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10. If m L d . 60

and mLe= 80

then the lines will

Completion

intersect intersect be
above t below t parallel

1. An instrument used to measure an angle is called a

(protractor) .

2. An obtuse angle is one whose measure is between

Tn the diagram above A

3. What is the measure of L FAG? (35)

4, Name a right angle. ( L HAB or L MAW

5. Name an angle which is supplementary to L. MAC. ( Z. CAB)

6. Name an angle which is congruent to L. DAB. ( L MAG or
L GAD)

7. What is the measure of L MAD? (120)

8. What is the measure of L HAD? (30)

9. Name an angle which haS a measure of 3u. ( L HAD or
L HAG)

10. Name an angle which is supplementary to L FAM. ( L FAB)
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Chapter 14

POLYGONS AND PRISMS

"Informal geometry" as presented in this chapter, is

concerned with the discovery of geometric principles through

experimentation and, where feasible, the verification of empirical

conclusions by deductive reasoning. Students perform as

scientists in collecting data and then perform as mathematicians

in the analysis and interpretation of the data they have obtained.

Data 'needed to formulate a statement of a g metric property are

obtained by measurement, with protra or or ruler, or by super-

imposing one figure on another.

Pupils are introduced to the use of deductive reasoning as

a method for ascertaining what is true about a geometric figure,

arguing from previously stated principles and definitions. We

reserve for a later course the systematic organization of geometry

as a deductive system, starting with postulates and undefined

terms, and developing theorems and definitions on this basis.

The specific purposes for which this chapter was planned

are these:

1. To introduce certain geometric concepts and

relations as list I below.

2. To give the pupils experience in verification of

experimental results by informal deductive argument

on the basis of previously stated principles.

The major topics are:

1. The meaning of a converse.

2. The angle and side relationships in a triangle.

3. The angle and side relationships in a parallelogram.

4. Areas of parallelograms and triangles.

5. Definition and volume of a right prism.
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Some General Observations and Suggestions.

As in othe.t' chapters, precise terminology is emphasized

throughout the text material. It is necessary to make this

emphasis. because many of the words that are casually used by

eighth graders are not as clearly understood by their users as

we hope. At this level, the consequences of casual language are

not always serious but may become so as students proceed in their

mathematical studies. All of the terminology developed in

previous chapters should be used whenever such usage clarifies

and simplifies geometric statements. On the other hand, care

should be exercised that in our attempts to be as exact as

possible, we do not make a complicated thing out of what may be,

essentially, a very simple idea. To avoid this situation, it is

suggested that meanings be given first in words of common usage

and then in more precise terminology. The translation from

common usage to precise usage then becomes an exercise in

analytical thinking.

Ideally, once a «ord that is commonly used is pre-empted for

a special meaning in a new vocabulary the new meaning must be

.adhered to from that point on. In actual fact, however, it is

often difficult to convince an eighth grader that he should do

this. In this case we should accept, for the time being, his way

of speaking, evaluate and discuss the ideas he is attempting to

present, and then encourage him to rephrase his statements

according to the more precise language.

Since students often learn best by imitation and habit

formation, it is suggested that the teacher become thoroughly

familiar with the new terminology and use it at every possible

occasion. Through the. simultaneous use of both the common and

the precise ways of speaking it is hoped the student will become

more and more proficient 'n the latter and grow to appreciate

its value until he eventually uses it ar, a matter of course.

The chapter includes a few deductive developments of a more

or less informal nature. 3.1e of the problems arising in such a

development is that pupils usually fail to appreciate the need

for justifying statements with reasons previously adjudged

acceptable to the group as a whole. One proposal thai: might
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impress 'them with the fact that only previously stated and

accepted properties, definitions, and reasons should be used is

to suggest that football and basketball games would be much more

interesting if in each game the rules were changed without

consulting anybody and that new rules be made up 43.; the game goes

along! It might be an interesting game but hardly a fair met

An occasional reminder about "making up rules as you go along"

is usually sufficient to make the point desired.

Frequently students are asked to make a general statement

about a property or the results obtained through experiment. In

the text such statements are partially written so that the

grammatical form of the statement is suggested without hinting

too strongly at the mathematical ideas involved. Before

considering these, students shOuld be encouraged to formulate,

their own statements of principles and properties but such state-

ments should be very closely examined to ensure that the meaning

is precise and clear. When a statedint seems satisfactory to all,

then show pupils the formulation in the answer section for

comparison. They then may use these statements as models in

future work in this chapter.

As many as possible of the "Experiments" should ,Je performed

in class so that the number of trials will be sufficient to

support the conclusions drawn. If it is not possible to do this,

those experiments assigned as homework should include an addi-

tional instruction to pavform a greater number of trials than

indicated in the experiment itself. Some experiments require

paper cutting. To avoid loss of :lass time, it is possible in

some cases either to assign as homework whatever cutting out must

be done or give to each pupil the necessary cut-out already'

prepared.

About a week prior,to the introduction of chapter,,

.pictures and articles pertaining to plane geometry could be

placed on the classroom bulletin board to arouse curic'aity ,knd

supplement the historical fats briefly mentioned in the first
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eeetion. Here are two puzz' s that will add interest to the

display:

1. Drawing a triangle is easy but can you draw a triangle so

that each of he dots lettered A, B and C are midpoints

of its sides?

4 /2..,'
// ....

--A,,
/ .

-..../ ..
A o ,C AA- -- - --7.

..
/ .., / ..

.. .

/ .... / -,
...,z ..

-....,e,
B / B

2. A very thrifty cabinet-maker wished to construct a table top

two feet square out of a piece of playwood shaped as in the

figure. He was-able to do this with only tWo sawings. If

you are as clever as the cabinet-maker, you can do the same.

68
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Pictures and geometric diagrams suitable for posting are :iot

always easy to find but some good ones can be obtained from-such

magazines as "Scientific American", "Fortune", "Popular Science",

"Popular Mechanics", "Life", and, of course, some c,echnical

magazines. A pattern of "oak tag" paper might be posted along

with a completed model for the construction of a regular tetra-

hedron as an activity in equilateral triangles.

The following hints are given about application, for the

purpose c,f motivation. These may Le supplemented by material

found in the introductory chapters of plane geometry texts that

are available.

There is never an over - supply of good thinkers. The world

needs people who can begin with a body of facts, relate them, and

think through to logical conclusions. In the aircraft industry

there is a great demand for workers trained in geometry because

there is a considerable amount of geometric knowledge involved in

the construction of an airplane. The main problem is to find out

how air will flow about an airplane of given shape moving in a

given direction at a given speed. From this the lifting force

and the air resistance may be calculated. The :;:trallelogram of

forces may be used for al illustration. In order to find the

single force equivalent to two forces acting simultaneously at a

point we can draw a diagram like this in which the given forces

are represented in magnitude and direction

by the segments AB and AC. We

complete the parallelogram, and the

diagonal AD gives the magnitude

and direction of the resultant

force.
A

Geometry is alsc 'Ised to figure out the forces in an

electromagnettc field, and why rubber is elastic, and how an oil
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company should schedule its production. In the theory ' rela-

tivity and in the design of agricultural experiments completely

difi'erent concepts of space are used. Today, the physicist, the

chemist, the biologist, the engineer, the economist, the

psychologist, and the military strategist use geometry in way:

far removed from surveying, some of which wgre not even discusses.'

or ?.reamed of only f1,4een years ago.

14-l. Kinds of Triangles.

Concepts to be developed:

1. There are three sets of triangles etermined according

to the measures of their sides.

(a) The s-.6 ilosceles triangles has as members

.i.ch have two sides that are equal in

_Length.

(b) The set: of scalene triangles includes triangles

which have no 'Y:ro sides with the same measure.

(c) The set of equilateral triangles includes triangles

which have three sides equal in _length.

2 An angle and a side of a triangle are said to be

opposite each other if their intersection contains just

the endnoints of the segment referred to as the side.

If two sin s Ui= a triangle are equal in length, then

the angles opposite these sides have equal measures.

An eq-ilaterai triangle is a special kind of 15uoceles

triangle.

Students should 1:1y to answer questions In tee text as

reach them and not read ahead for the answers. Answers ae

included in the text so that, if desired, all or a port! a; the

text may be assigned for reading outside of sins::.

Have a numbr'r of soda straws measured and treat, g be f'

class begins. This exercise may seem easy to most puplis 'tut

even the brighter 's will jump to Incorres doncluslJn.', -1L7-

a straw divided In. three pieces of

(U

, 3 , anG
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straw figures give the class an opporLtInLt hand1,!

in regions or space o.,nti ep than the chai.ld, Lhf_

paper. Make certain that the s.pcia-L;Lpaw fLrhl.es ape iL
to be merely representations of t. ann

triangles. This particular exetH-ise Ild

deduce that the sum of ,:.wo :ildes )r a

than the third.

1. Isoscc.ler

2.

Answer's

3. ScalenL. uw) 3cu, Li

a. Isosceles.

EquiiaLer'al.

leni7Lh.

a. it,Tkl_l_aLt::-L.

.7 7 , :7

e. a.

e:,-

1.,T.

leriet
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Answers to Exercises 1,1-1L

1. a. m LA =m
b. m L R =

C. mLX=mLZ
2. L A; 1=1;; L x;

3. Yes; every rquila'c.erai triangle has at least two equal sides.

No; an is'Nsceles triangle need only have two equal sides.

14-2. Converse ol , Statement.

Concepts to be developed:

1. The converse of an "if -- then" sentence is farmed by

reversing the order of the "if-clause" and the "then-

clause".

2. The converse of a stateis.eht may be true or false rgardless

of whether the origihal statemenu/is true or- false.

Suggestions:

might prove helpful 's.D :i.arlfy the :reahing of "u:-le' cc

"faisq" before taRIng up the exercires Without going

detaile, of logic, 1.1. !:nouLd be suofficie to propose that a

"false" statement is h.)t tr.Je if at least one

example can be found.

For exampl.e, st:::emen: "The set of whole

numbers is closed unde:. sub rat.tcn . As a counter-example one

might say, "here is rlo wbole which added to fve w.ives

three and, therefo.re, -
f

not a name a w.)]e nurr,ber".

This one :D1.111te:.-ex:: al tr:at is denv

quotation. I.:mpha....,ize 7,ne

pr7r)%rn a statement cc-

While one cner--k_:,..11y sn

fals(:, it icr. ieal

::.tatement

z',..:,udens or %ea.:her w'l At the
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end of Section 14-7 a .o.:)metric prod' is given for the theorem:

An exterior angle of a triangle is equal in measure to the sum of

the measures of the two non-adjacent interior angles of the

triangle.

It is Helpful to use many non - mathematical examples to

develop the concept of a converse. It Is also important to

emphasize the fact that the converse of any statement, true or

false, may also be true or false. For example, consider the

statement;

If the sun shines,

then I go for a walk.

Assume this statement is true. The converse is:

If I go for a walk,

then the sun shines,

This converse is not necessarily true in that one might walk

even when It rains!

Have the students compose their own statements and converses,

and examine these to test whether each is true or faIae.

In forming converses we sometimes run into diffIc!]Ity for

grammatical reasons. Thus there is no proble7 in composin the

following !-)air of statements:

STATEMENT

If L a and L b are

right angles. then L a and

L b have t same measure.

CONVERSE

If L a a:ci L have

he same measure, L

:1(i L t, are right anR,Ies.

Now a.r us write t e nr in slightly

different form:

STATEMENT: If tw,:) 1- ',..hey have

same

If thec)!.verse n? f;taemeh% 12

.he procedure Dutl`_ne(f '_111f3 Mane: we ha Ye t.he follow

CONVERSE 1: they hae ,he .''.am

rigbt angies.

In th',5 C=1, the wr.7,r,
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interpretation of the sentence. ?he word "they" refers to the

right angles, but the converse would be In better grammatical

form if wiitte as follows:

CONVERSE 2: If two angles have the same measure, then they are

right angles.

The pronoun "they" caused no difficulty when it appeared In

the original statement. There the clause containing the ante-

cedent came before the clause containing the pronoun. In

converse 1 the clause containing the pronoun came first and it

is not clear what "they" refers to.

In this section we do not call the student's attention to

this source of difficulty but expect him to clarify the converses

he forpulates by making suitable grammatical adjustments.

The difficulty occurs in a slightly different way in such

statements as:

STATEMENT: If two lines are parallel, then the limes do not

have a point in common.

CONVERSE 1 If the lines do not have a point in common, then

two lines' are parallel.

Here no Pronoun occur:;, but the expression "the lineis" which

occurs in the se2ond clause of th statement has fol. Lts Ei.;e-

cedent the expression "tw- linen" which occurs in.the first

clause. The diffi::uity is Poived by writing the converse as:

CONVERSE 2: If two lines do not have a point in common, then the

lints are pa die'.

The prblem can be completely avoided by substit;uting ror

the statement ,;he

and

ar-1 are parrllel, then

do no' point In common.

The converse can tnen ]trict ;1c .''I. the

rub- given in the text as:

If

then l.r.es

anri

and

lo soInt In ..-:ommon,
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Answers to Exercises 14-2a

1. If L a and L b have the same measure, then

L.b are right angles.

mL a=mL b, but

they are not right angles.

L a and

2. a. False d. True

b. True e. True (if,lio amputees)

c. True f. True

3. a. If Blackie is a cocker spaniel, then Blackie is a dog.

(true)

b. If we cannot see the sun, then it is night. (false)

c. If it is a holiday in the United States, then

it is July 4th.

d. If Robert is the, tallest boy in his class,

then he is the tallest boy in his school. (fase)
e. If an animal has four legs, then the animal

is a horse. (false)

f. If an animal has thick fur, then the animal

a bear. (false)

4. a. True c. False e. False

b. True d. True, f. True

5. a. If a figure is a simple closed curve, then the figure

is a circle. (_',else)

b. If a figure is a triangle, then the figure is a

ed curve composed of three line

segme!., (true)

c. If two adgles are right angles, then the anv -s

equal measures.. (true)

d. If two lineF.. do not have a ,!_r1 in common, then

the lines ase, parallel. (in a planetrue;

In spacefali7c)

e. If two angles are ±Jaeht, theh they

are supplementary. fa
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f. If two angles are supplementary, then they are

adjacent right angles.. (false)

6. Ii two angles of a triangle are equal in measure, then the

sides opposite these angles ,are equal in length. (true)

Answers to Questions in Experiment Two

1. Angles of the same measurer .mL13=mL C.

2. CF;

3. The ould have to be equal in measure.

This seems to be true: If two angles of a'atjlangle are equal in

measure, then the sides opposite these angles are equal in length.

Answers to Exercises 14-2b

(Class Discussion)

1. If two parallel lines are intersected by a transveral then

a pair of corresponding angles formed are equal in measure.

2. The corresponding angles should have the same measure.

3. True

4. If two non - parallel lines are intersected by a transversal

then a pair of correspondi:; ang7.es formed are not equal

in measure. (Note: Accept answers to Problems 1 and 4

as gven in the students! own words. Do not insist upon

precise language here but insist that the statement be

correct.)

1 . a . H3t = MP,

2. Isosceles

Answers to Exercises 14-2c

b. AC - BC ST Sc.),

a. If tun paya_lel lnes are cut by a transversal the

pair Df corresponding anles rprmed are equal in

measure.

If two ides of a t:'Lzingl(. are ecr_::,1 in length, then

`;he angles opposite these side: are eqdal in measure.

7 L 1 = m L 2.
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4. Equilateral. The figure at

the right shows that the

measure of each angle is 60.

5. 1. rilLA = 1114_13 1.

2. m BC = m AC 2.

3. mALC = mLE 3.

4. m = m AZT 4.

5. m =.m re-- 5.

= m 1E

I2C"C

A

Agreed upon.

Experiment 2.

Agreed upon.

Experiment 2.

All names fo_ the

same number m AC.

B

6. Scalene: No two angles of the same measure.

Isosceles: At least two angles of the same measure.

Equilateral: All three angles have the a measure.

14-3. Engles of a Triangle.

The msjor concept to be developed in this section, by

Experiment Three, is tha; the -um of the measures of the angles

of a triangle is 180. To save time each student might be asked

to come to class with a triangle ready to be cut. After the sum

of the measures of the three angles is found by each member of

the class, the results can be lts'Led on the board. These sYould

be close to 180.

The experiments described in Problems 9 and 10 of

'Ex. 14-3 may also be carried out in class. Wax paper is an

especially good medium for completing the paper flding exercise

described in Problem 10. (For additional information on paper

folding see the booklet prepared by the National Council o:

Teachers of Mathematics;, Paper Folding, by D. J

m x = 92

mLx = 29

Answers to Exercises 14-3

c. mLx = 103

m x = 13

2. a. mLx = 40, mLy d. mLx = 30, mLy =
b. rriLx = e. mLx 150, mLy =
c, mLx = 48, mLy == 132
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3. 60

4. a. 6."- and 65 or 50 and 80

b. Yes

5. a. m Lx = 45
mLy = 100

m L z = 35

b. m Lx = 28
m Ly = 130

mLz = 22

6. a, mLx = 37
mLy = 37
mLz =53

7. mL a = 101

m Lb = 39

mLc = 51

8. mLa = 120

miLic = 60

m Lc = Go

miLd = 60

mLe = 120

c . m L x = 63
mLy = 63
mL = 77

d. m L x= 27

mLy = 35
mLz = n8

b. mLx = 30

mLy = 30

mLz = 6o

m L f

m Lg = 60
m Lh = 120

m Li = 60
Lj = 120

9. mLl mL2 mLBAC = 180.

mLk = 6o

mLl = 6o

m Lm - 6o

m Ln = 12()

m Lo 6o

m Lp = 120

10. When folded the three angles of the triangle meet at

point 0 and appear tc have a total measure of 180.

14-h. Polygons.

Th,it is the place to re7lew some of the terminology studied

last year in Chapter 7 with respect to simple closed curves.

The names of different polygons are introduced, although many of

these m,v already be fami:iar t;, the student. Some members of

the cla& may enjoy hunting: ir he literature for the names of
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polygons vith more than six sides;

7 sides - heptagon

6 sides - octagon

9 sides - nonagon

10 sides - decagon

Answers to Exercises 14-4

1. c.

2. c.

3. a and c are polygons; b is not

Not the union of segments.

4. a. hexagon c. pentagon

b. hexagon d. quadrilateral

5. ABEF, BCED, ACDF.

6. NI.. AD, BC

b. AB, DC

c. AD, IFC

d. AB, DC

14-5. Parallelograms.

Important ideas in this section:

1. A parallelogram is a quadrilateral whose opposite

sides are parallel.

2. The diagonal of a parallelogram divides the interior --

into two congruent triangles.

3. The opposite angles of a parallelogram are equal'

in me ;ure.

4. The opposite angles of a parrllelogram are equal

in measure.

Most of the-work in this section needs to be done in class

in the form of laboratory experiments, although some time can be

.z.e.d by having d':a ings made and cut out at home.
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In particular, the two methods for constructing paral-lrelo-

grams need to be carefully develop.d if skill in construction is

to be expected.

Answers to Exerises 14-5a

(Class Discussion)

1. a, d

2. ABFE, BCDE, ACDF

3. AJGF, AJID, AJHE, DIHE, DIGF, EHGF, BMEK, BKIL, ILME.

Answers to Exercises 14-b

1. Yes, because each is one of two equal parts.

2. The area of each one is equal to one-half the area of the

rectangle. (Students may also say that the two pieces are

congruent.)

4. A diagonal of a parallelogram divides the interior of the

parallelogram into two triangular pieces each of which has

an area equal to one-half the area of the parallelogram.

Answers to ,questions in Experiment Four

the lengths of the segments are:

Number of
the figure

Length of opposite sides:)
First side Second side '

1

1"

lit14

1"

1 ,,17

2
2"

1"

2"

1"

3
2"
ill

2"

1"

lif
3 7

LI
7

l it
"-'1,-

11,
7

1"
in

1"

1"

80
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1. They are equal.

2. The opposite sides must be equal in length.

Answers to Questions in Method I

1. Corresponding ar,les.

2. Yes. When a transversal intersects two lines so that a pair

of corresponding ales have equal measures, then the lines

are parallel.

3. Yes. Same reason as for 2.

4. Yes. '''The opposite sides are parallel.

Answers to Questions in Method II

1. Yes. The figure was constructed in this manner.

2. A parallelogram.

3. ,Parallelogram.

4. This statement can not be shr. o be true by any number

of examples; it must b,.; proved in ral.

1. /
Answers to Exercises 14-5c\/

2. Yes. Because of the results of Experiment Four.

3. Determined. All points of the angle rays are not points

of the arallelogram.

4. The measures of opposite an,Tles are equal.

14-6. Distance to a Line.

At times we refer inforily to a segment as being a

distance. However it is the length of a segmer, which is the
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distance. Thus the distance from A

to .1 is not the segment Kg, but

the length of this segment. Similarly,

the distance between the parallel

lines and m is the length of

segment Kg.

A

B

Answers to Questions in 14-6

EIT does not make right angles with and

31Z does not have an endpoint on each of the parallel lines,

1.

2.

3.

4.

thus

a.

a.

a.

a.

J

1"

11

1311

1"

is not on
1.

Answers to Exercises 14-6

3"

11.

1 u

b.

b.

b.

U.

14"

2"

3u7

3 u

c.

C.

c.

14-7. Proof.

The concept of proof is a difficult one for youngsters to

understand. They see no reason to prove statements which appear

obvious: The suggested use of optical illusions helps to show

that we should not make judgments on the basis of looks alone.

Interesting bullet i board displays can be made on this topic

with the class asked tfl find additional optical illusions.

Some members of the class may enjoy doing some outside

reading on prime numbers in connection with this E-,:ction.

With a very slow class, the sample proof given may prove

too subtle and need not be stressed It is used as a sample only,

and is not needed for the continuity of the chapter.
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14-8. Area of a Parallc:lora:T.

Experiment Five makes a dynamic presentation of the methoci

for finding the area of a parallelogram. It is nelpful fo- she

teacher to have a large model prepared for der.]onstration ou--,oses;

possibly for use on a flannel board if one is available.

Answers to Exercises 14 -8a

1. a. A, B, C, D

b. AP; EU, CD, DX

c. n- and 75, or AT and 77

d. No

2. a. KU or EU

b. 77 or 172-

c.

d. Any side.

. 3. a. ABCD, 1-11,a1S, UVTQ.

b. Yes. The distance between a set of parallel lines

remains unchanged.

. a. ABCE, ABFD.

b. AE,

Answers to Questions in E:cperimer' Five

1. A. rectangle.

2. Yes; the two parts were Ilerely interchanged.

3. Yes.

4. Yes.

5. No; we have arrived at our conclusion by considering an

arbitrary figure. The same process can be used for any

parallelogram.

This seems to be true

The number of square unts of-area in a parallelogram

is the product of the nwnber of linear units in the base

and the number of linear units in the altitude to this base.
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Answers to Exercises 14-8b

1. a. 15 sq. yds.

b. 12 sq. ft.

c. 18 sq. ft.

2. 77 sq. in.

d. 36 sq. ft.

e. 50 sq. in.

3. (4)(3) + (4)(2) + (4)(1) = 24 sq. in., or

(4)(6) = 24 sq. in.

4. (3)(2) + (2)(2) + (1)(4) = 15 sq. in., or

(6)(2) = 15 sq. in.

5. All have the same altitude and base. The area is 20 sq.

in. for each.

6.

3

2

14-9. Areas of Triangles.

The procedure for finding the area of a triangle depends upon

dividing a parallelogram into two equal parts. Thus it might

prove wise to review briefly the results of Exercises 14-5b at

this time.

The material of this section can easily be developed as a

laboratory experiment, in class or at home. The conclusion

reached is:

The number of square units of area in a triangle is one-half

the product of the number of linear units in the base and the

number of linear units in the altitude to this base.
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Answers to Exercises 14-9

1. a. 10 sq. in. d. 136 sq. in.

b. 32 sq. cm. e. 65 sq. ft.

c. 28 sq. yd.

2. 30 sq. yd.

3. No. The openings have a total area of 4 sq. ft., which

is 8 sq. ft. less than is required.

4. Area of window = 60 sq. ft.

6o sq. ft. at $50 per sq. ft. = (60)(50) = 3000

Cost of window = $3000.

5. 3750 sq. ft., 11,250 sq. ft.

6. Area = 2 sq. in.

14-10. Right Prisms.

Before starting this section it might be wise to review the

material developed in Chapter 12, especially with respect to

terminology.

Section 14-10 has been written from an intuitive point of

view. In particular, no explicit discussion has been given of

the concepts of lines perpendicular to planes or of perpendicular

planes, although both are involved in the idea of a right prism.

Students should be encouraged to construct models as indi-

cated by the plane patterns given in this section.

Answers to Exercises 14-10a

1. Figure 1: a. triangular right prism

b. A, B, C, D, E, F.

c. ABFE, BCDF, ACDE.

d. ABC, EFD.

Figure 2: a. pentagonal right prism

b. A, B, C, D, E, A', B', C', D', E'.

c. ABB'A', BCCIBt-, CC'D'D, DD'E'E,

d. ABODE, A'B'O'D'E'.
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Figure 3: a. triangular right prism

b. A, B, C, X, Y, Z.

c. ABYX, BCZY, CZXA.

d. ABC, XYZ

Figure 4: a. rectangular prism

b. A, B, M, H, C, R, D.

c. ABCD, BMFC, MFRH, HRDA, ABMH, DCFR.
d. ABMH, DCiR, or any other pair of opposite

sides.

Figure 5: a. triangular right prism

b. A, X, Y, V, H, T.

c. AXHV, XYTH, YTVA.

d. AXY, VHT.

Answers to Exercises 14-10b

1. a. 8 sq. in.

b. 8 sq. in

c. 5 in.

d. 40 cubic inches

2. a. 32 cubic inches

b. 18 cubic inches

c. 37 cubic inches

3. a. 30 cubic inches

b. , 56 cubic inches

c. 126 cubic inches

4. a. 216 cubic inches

b. 18 fish

5. a. No. Volume of tank is 40 cubic feet, ten cubic feet

short of requirements.

6. Triangular right prism.

7. Pentagonal right prism.
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14-12. Chapter Review.

Answers to Exercises 14-12

1. a. equilateral b. scalene c. isosceles d. isosceles

2. a. If a figure is a simple closed curve then the figure

is a triangle. (false)

b. If La and Lb are corresponding angles, then La

and Lb are equal in measure. (false)

3. a.

4. \ a.

5. a.

6. a.

7.. a.

b.

30 b.

AC b.

15 sq. in. b.

7i sq. in. b.

80 cu. in.

36 cu. in.

90 c. 40

AC c. AB

20 sq. in. c. 177 sq. in.

7 sq. in. c. JO sq. in.

8. 21 sq. in. It is not possible to determine the shape of

the base from the information given.

14-13. Cumulative Review.

Answers to Exercises 14-13

1. (1, 7, 49)

2. One of the factors is zero.

3. 64o

4. a. T

b. T

5., a. 0.3g...

b. 0.0714265...

6. a. obtuse, 135

b. right, 90

c. acute, 45

d. acute, 70

e. obtuse, 110

7. a. Separates space into two half-spaces.

b. Separates AD into two half-lines.

c. Separates plane ABC into two half-planes.
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8. As lines are drawn through R (as shown) they will cut
both lines ST and VW insets of points 1Nhichyan

matched one-to-one.

9. V = 336, cu. in.

10. 90

11. none of them

12. a. .00027

b. 17.56

13. (0, 21, 42, -63, 84)

14. $105.30

15. 714i sq. ft.

16. 15 sq. in.

17. The area of the triangle = the area of the parallelogram.

Lamle Test Questions for Chapter 14

This set of questions should,not be used as a chapter test.

Teachers should construct their own tests from those given here

and from their own. There are too many questions here for one

test.

True-False.

F 1. If one angle of an isosceles triangle has a measure-

ment of 66°, one of the other two angles must have

a measurement of 66°.

T 2. A statement may be true while its converse is false.

T 3. Pairs of corresponding angles with equal measures are

formed when a transversal intersects two parallel lines.

T 4. A statement and its converse may 'loth be true.

T 5. If P, triangle has two sides with eoual measures, then

it has two angles with equal measures

T 6. The sum of the measures of the three angles of a

triangle is equal to 180.
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7.
F 8.

9.

T 10.

T 11.

T 12.

F 13.

T 14.

F 15.

16.

17.

An equilateral triangle is also a scalene. triangle.

The converse of a false statement is always false.

If a triangle haS only two sides with equal measures,

it can have three angles with equal measures.

An equilateral triangle ls also an 'isosceles triangle.

In the figure at the right,.

A, B,. and C are names

for the vertices of the

triangle.
A

B

All parallelograms are quadrilaterals.

In the four sided figure at

the right, if m(AB) I m(CD)

and if AD- and .BC are

parallel, then the figure is

a parallelogram. D

A triangle may never have two angles whose measures

are 90

If the measures of the four sides of a parallelogram

ara equal, then the figure is always a square.

In the figure at the right,

if W7 and YZ are parallel,

then WXYZ is a parallelogram.

w

Y

/

It is possible to draw a triangle whose sides measure

4 inches, 2 inches, and 1 inch.

The figure shown at the

right consists of two pates

of parallel lines. Use this

for items 18-22.
sa

T mL a = mL8

F 19. mL3 = mLh



T 20. The figure contains more th-an 16 pairs of equal angles.

T 21. If m L 7 = m1.8 then all the measures of the angles

shown in the figure are equal.

T 22. The triangles shown below all have the same area.

I"

Multiple Choice.

1. If the measure of one angle of a scalene triangle is 50,

which of the following statements is always true?

a. One of the other angles has a measure of 90.

u. One of the other angles has a measure of 50.

(c) c.. The sum of the measures of the other two angles

is 130.

d. Two of the sides are equal.

e. One of the other angles has a measure of 130.

2. If the measure of one angle of a triangle is equal to the

measure of another angle in the triangle, then:

a. the measures of the three sides of the triangle

are equal.

b. no two measures of sides are equal.

(d) c. the measures of the sides opposite the angles

whose measures are equal are not equal.

d. the measures of two sides are equal.

e. none of the above statements is correct.
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3. If two sides of a triangle have lengths of three inches,

and four inches, the third side could measure ...

a. one inch.

b. seven inches.

(e) c. less than one inch.

d. more than seven inches.

e. none of the above answers is correct.

4. Which of-the following statements is not correct?

a. A polygon is a dimple closed curve.

b.

c.

A polygon is the union of line segments.

Every simple closed curve'is a polygon.

(c) a. A pentagon is a polygon.

e. Every polygon has at least three sides.

5. The volume of the right prism

in the figure is:

a. 13 cu. in.

b. 36 cu. in.

(b) c. 42 cu. in.

d. 72 cu. in.-

e. none of these is correct.

6. Which of the following requirements is not necessary for a

prism to be a right prism?

a. Its bases must lie in parallel planes.

b. Its bases must be alike in size and shape.

(d) c. All faces, except the bases, must be rectangles.

d. The bases must be rectangles.

e. The name of a right prism depends on the shape

of the base.

7. The area of the parallelogram

shown at the right may be

found by ...

a. adding 11 and 7.

b. multiplying 11 and 7.

(e) c. multiplying 11 and 7

and dividing the product by two.

d. multiplying (11 + 7) by 2.

e. none of the above answers is correct.
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8. The area of the triangle shown

at the right may be found by

11 x 7
2

II. x 11 x 7

1,
III. 2.0a x 7)

Iv. 7 x x 11

a. only I and III are correct.

b. only II and IV are correct.

(e) 2. only I and II are correct.

d. only I, II, and III are correct.

e. all of the above are correct.

Completion.

In the figure at the right lines

a and b are parallel and is

a transversal. What are the measure-

ments of each of the following

angles? Note: the measurement of

one of the angles is given in the

figure.

1. angle 6 (53°)

2. angle 2 (127°)

3. angle .1 (53°)

4. angle 5 (127°)

5. In the figure at the right

the length of segment DF is

(3 in.).

5

D 3 IN.

t?.

6. The measure of one of a pair of vertical angles is 40; the

measure of the other one is (40) .
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7. Two lines intersect at point A. If the measure of one

angle formed is 70, an adjacent angle has a measure of

(110) .

8. Ift the triangle at the right,

m L ABC = 30, m LBCA = 70.
What is the measure of angle

CAB? (8o)

In the figure at the right, lines

xt y, and z are parallel.

What is the measure of each of the

following angles?

9. angle a (50)

10. angle b (60)

11. angle c (70)

12. angle d (130)

13. angle e (50)

14. The converse of the statement "If mLa = m Lb, then L a

and L b are vertical angles" is: (If L a and Lb are

vertical angles, then mLa = mLb.)

15. The converse of the statement "If you like mathematics

then you are intelligent" is: (If you are intelligent,

then you like mathematics.)

Find the areas of the following:

16.

PARALLRLOGRAM

93
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17.

6'

Find the volumes of the following:

18.

20"

Area = (12 sq. ft.)

Volume = (240 cu. in.)

19. Area of the base is 2;-* square feet.

18'

94

Volume = (45 cu. ft.)



20.

95
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Chapter 15

CIRCLES

The main purposes of this chapter are:

1. To acquaint the pupils with the circle, its length

and area, and with some pf its elementary applications

to cylindrical solids.

2. To develop precision of expression and thought, and

to develop geometric awareness and intuition including

understanding of appropriate methods of study.

Ex;:ept for the study of the circle itself, the general

purposes of this chapter are like those of Chapters 4 and

7 in Volume I and Chapters .13 and14 in Volume II. The

teacher may choose to reread the introduction to the com

mentaries for these chapters.

An effort has been made to use accurate statems.!nts

concerning the distinction between length and measure of a

length . The number r 1s not the radius but rather the

easure of the radius.

Since in ordinary speech distinctions have not been made

beween length and measure of a length, many teachers may

find themselves interchanging these terms. An important

distinction is that we multiply numbers but not lengths.

For many purposes this idea is not too important for junior

high school pupils. Teachers are advised to note such

subtleties of thought and to make some effort to use , cise

language. They shout/ not be alarmed at their own failure

to do so consistently. They should not insist on more than

reasonable precision from Studer, s.

15-1. Circles and the Compass.

cpuiltiay wish to begin this chapter by calling attention

to prevalence of the circle in 'ndustrial and in decorative
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design. Some pupils enjoy bringing in pictures illustrating

the use of the circle. In the history of civilization,

discovery of the use of the wheel ii ranked in importance

with discovery of a method for producing fire.

The problem in the text is planned to provide practice

in use of the compass and to help the student formulate a

correct definition of a circle. It is important that each

pupil have a compass and learn to use it correctly and with

sore dexterity.

The common errors of beginners in use of a compass are:

1. not using a hard sharp pencil

2. drawing the circle first in one direction and then

in the other

3. pressing the point of the compass too hard into the

paper

4. altering the distance between the point and the

pencil tip while drawing the circle

5. pausing while drawing the circle

6. not grasping the compass at the'top.

Answers to questions in text of 15-1

All the points that are 3 inches from P lie on a

circle. There re infinitely many points of this circle,

so the method locating them with a ruler is not possible.

Stress that a circle is a set of points, just the points on

the rim or edge of a circular disk and not all the points on

the disk and its interior.

F7S- is 3 inches in length. Remember that when you

speak of the measure of line segments you are speaking of a

number and you write PS = 3. A circle has infinitely

many radii, since it is composed of infinitely many points

and each one can be joined by a line segment to the center.

Each radius of a circle has the same length.

Answers co Exercises l5-la

In following the directions for drawing figures, pupils should

learn to label the figure at each stage, as subsequent
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directions are given in terms of the labels specified.

1. a.b.

2.

1
c. The length of OK is 2-

2
inches.
1

d. 2-
2

inches

e. Note Q may be either

inside or outside the circle.

T is on circle.

. TIT is a radius.

3. The purpose of this exercise is to practice using the

Compass. Let the children discover where the centers

of the circles are by trial and error. The final results

are not important.
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1. a. -c.

Answers to Exercises 15-1b

d. The intersection seems to be a sinwle_point.

2. a.-e.

f. The points are S and P.

113
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3. a. f.

d. Two points

e. Two points

g. HFKG seems to be a rectangle. (HFKG is a rectangle.

If the diagonals of a quadrilateral are the same

length, and also bisect each other, then the quad

rilateral is a rectangle.)

1.4. a.d.

e. Intersection set is two points.

f. Point X
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15-2. Interiors and Intersections.

This section is designed to help the pupils to discover

what is meant by the interior of a circle and the exterior of

a circle. They should be able to decide when a point is in

the interior of a circle and when a point is in the exterior

of a circle. There is an opportunity to review the notion of

iatersection and union of sets. Pupils should be repeatedly

encouraged to translate the written idea into a diagram in a

step-by-step manner as they read. This cannot be over-

emphasized, for it is applied throughout geometry.

Answers to questions in text.

Points C and Q are on the circle.

Points P, A, and B are in the interior of the circle.

Points D and E are in the exterior of the circle.

Answers to Exercises 1-2a

1. interior of circle P.

2. exterior of circle R.

3. the interior of the circle.

4. les than

5. equa.Ixto

6. greater than

It may be necessary to review more of the work on inter

sections and unions. Sufficient material can be found in

Chapters 4 and 7 In Volume I on Non-Metric Geometry.

Answers to Exercises 15-2b

1. a. Yes. The sirwle point Q lies on the circle and

also on PQ.

b. (Circle P) n PQ = Point Q

2. (Circle P) n QP = Point Q. and one other point.

(The second point needs a label.)

b. Two.
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3. Point S can be chosen either the interior (case 1) or

on the circle or in its exterior (case 2).

Case 1

a. one

b. two

c. no.

d. In case 1. no points

In case 2. one point

4. a. No points

b. The empty set.

c. No points.

d. The empty set.

e. The area which

5.

Case 2

is shaded vertically and its boundary.

The best way to describe this set of points accurately

is to say_fithe union of

AOMMOMII
AMMOMMEMEMEMU

4MMOIMM:115111MMIL
AMNIVAMMEMOWMMME,
AMMOWEEMMEMMELVIIMIL
AMLIMEMMMIIMMEMVXM
ima: iiil
milISUMMEMEMMMMEMMU
MIRMUMMEMMEMEMMt..
IMOMMEMMOMMMFAMM11111.=n1111/
VIIMOlig1=AMMEW
'OMMEMMMOMENW
NMEMEMMUIRIP"

-.11/111111W.-

circle R and its interior:

e, The intersection is

shaded'with both

horizontal and vertical

lines.
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This exercise could be done on the blackboard with

colored chalk to Dhow the intersections.

Answers to Exercises 15-2c

2. a. Circle P H = the set of all points on arc a

not including the points A and B. (The students

have not met this notation but they should be able

`to tell which points belong o the intersection.)

The points A, G, and P do not belong to the

intersection. The 'point F ioes belong to the

intersection.

c. You cannot count all the points of the intersection.

3. a.-b.

c. Intersection of the circle and the angle MKN consist

of the three points M, N, and K.

1 '7
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d. The intersection of the two interiors has been shaded.

No points on the bo!zndary belong to the intersection.

114. a. Same as interior of L BPP.

b.. The quarter circle in the uppr right, excluding the

endpoints B and F.

c. Four of the quarters may be identified. Besides

the one' in (b), we have the intersection of the

circle and the interior of the anglb 2:APF, in the

upper left; the intersection of the circle and the

interior of -LAPG; the intersection of the circle

and the interior of LBPG. In each case, a quarter

can also be described as the intersection of the

circle and two half-planes; for example, the lower

.left quarter is the intersection of the simple closed

curve, AFBG, the A-side of 'FG, and the G-side

of AB.

d. Two portions of the circle might be called halves.

The upper half, for example, is the intersection of

the circle. and the half-plane H. In-the next section,

we learn that this intersection together with its

endpoints A and B, is a.semicircle. Another is

the lower half, the intersection of the circle ani

the G-side of AB. Another is the intersection of

the circle and J.. The fourth one shown is the'
411

intersection of the circle and the A-side of' FG.

In each of the four cases, the curve together with .its

endpoints is a semicircle. The pupils may wish to

include the endpoints when they describe -a "half" of

the circle. This problem helps blaze the trail for

certain notions in Section 4 of this chapter.
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page 173-174: 15-2

1.

2.

Answers to Exercises 15-2d

3. a.

4. The intersection of

the two circles is

the point P.

b.

or

c. Impossible.

It is not

possible for

more than two

points to be

in the inter-

section set.
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page 174: 15-2

5. a. Consists of two points.

(They are labeled D

and E here.)

b. No; two points

determine just one

line.

c. Horizontally shaded in

the figure.

d. Vertically shaded in

e.

the figure.

6. Note that the definition of concentric circles is in this

Exercise.

a. Empty set.

b." Intersection of the interior of the outer circle and

the exterior of the inner circle.

c. Same as the exterior of the outer circle

7.
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page 175-176: 15-3

15-3. Diameters.

A circle can have infinitely many diameters but they will

all have the same. length.

The six radii shown in the figure are PA, PW, PN, PB,

PV, and PM.

The length Of the diameter is twice the length of the

radius of the same circle. Pupils should learn the relationshi

d = 2r, r = 1

Answers to Exercises 15-3

1. The diameter is 6 inches.

2. The radius is 2 inches.
1

3. d . 6 d. r 17

b. r = 5

c. d = 9

4. a. one, PR in our figure.

b. (ine, AR in our figure.

9

6.

A



page 176-177: 15-3,15-4

7. All the line segments

DV, VW, liN% etc. have

the same length as the

radiUs of the circle. Be

sure to emphasize that the

arc lengths are'longer

than a radiUs. Many

children think this

proves that the circum-

ference of the circle is

6r.

15-4. Tangents.

The next set of exercises should enable the pupils to

understand the three possibilities for the intersection of

a line and a circle. Namely,

1. The intersection may be the empty set. In this case

there i3 no point on the circle that is also on the

line.

2., The intersection may be a set containing a single

point. In this case we say the line is tangent

to the circle. We call this point, the point of

tangency.

3. The intersection may be a set containing two points.

This case may be the one the pupil usually thinks of

when he talks about a line intersecting a circle.

Answers to Exercises 15-4
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page 177-178: 15-4

c.

2. Part b.

3. a. 4 b. c.

d. Impossible. A circle and

a line can have no more

than two points of

intersection.

AR, E is point

AT, F is point

RT, S is point

of tangency.

of tangency.

of tangency.

a. 3 b. 4 c. 5

It is correct to refer to these circles as being

inscribed in the polygons.

a: (R, S, T, U)

b. Point T

c. HE, EF, FO, HG

d. R, S, T, U.

. a. None

b. The empty set

c. Intuitively it is composed of the four corner regions.

An attempt on the pupil's part to give a careful

description is the one quoted in the problem: "the

intersection of the exterior of the circle and the

interior of the square EFGH." A purpose of this

problem is to point out the advantages of our vocabulary

in enabling us to say lust what we mean with the

:greatest possible ease.

d. As in the preceding part,

the best word description

is given in the problem

itself. The intersection

is shaded in the figure.
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7. They are perpendicular.

'8. Each diameter is the union of two different radii on one

line. If the intersection of two segments on one line

consists of a common endpoint, then the length of their

union is the sum of the lengths of the two segments. Since

all radii have same length, the measure of a diameter

is twice the measure of a radius in the same circle. Since

this applies to all diameters 'in the same circle, all of

them have the same length.

15-5. Arcs.

This section extends the idea of separation. The pupil

learned that only one point was necessary to separate a line

into two half-lines. Here the pupil should see that one

point is not sufficient to separate a circle into two parts.

Definitions and quali."ying descriptions which are

especially Important in this section are arc, symbolism for

arcs.

Answers to questions in text

Q does not separate the circle into two parts. We need

two mints. The points on MEN are all points on the part

of the circle between M and V which includes point E,

and the endpoints M and N.

NEM contains the same points as MEN.

MAN is the same as NAM.

A and E are the endpoint3.

Answers to Exercises 1,t,-5

e"-- -\ '''''''"\ .--- e .."Th /-Th
1. a. AMC b. NCM c. ANC, ACM, AMC, ANN, etc.

IM I'M I'M I-
1 d. NAM, NMC, CNN, CAM, etc. ...
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2. a.

b.

c.

d.

A, .B, and C ;

A, B, C, D, and

A, B, C, D, and

F, A, B, C, D,

endpoints are A and C.

E; endpoints are A and E.

E; endpoints are A and E.

and E; endpoints are F and E.

*e. There are two possible arcs, both with endpoints B

and E. One contains A, F, B, and E. The other

contains C, D, B, and E.

Be sure to emphasize that all these arcs contain

countless points only a few of which are labeled.

3. a. none

b. A, B

c. none

3. none
N.

4. a. two

b. They divide the circle into

two parts of equal length.

d. Yes

e. No

f. (A, Bj

15-6. Central Angles.

The definition of central angle is especially important

if arcs are measured by arc-degrees. The topic of arc-degrees

has not been treated here. (See SMSG Mathematisa Egx

Junior High School, Volm-, 1 part ii, pp.486-88 for a

brief treatment.) The exercises are intended to prepare

pupils for the next section on circumference.
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Answers to Exercises 15-6

1. a. AP, BP, o-13, or DP

b. KB, CD

c. ADB, DBC, ACB, CAD

d. LAPD, LDPB, LBPC, LAPC

2. a. CDE

b. BDE

c. the empty set

d. Point C

e. ACE

f. ACD

g. BDF /N
*h. ABC and DEF

ABC U DEF is the best

way to describe this set

of points.

3. a. 1 inch

b. Equilateral

c. L.YTX

d. 60

f. XWY is longer than XY

a

To say

15-7. Length of a Circle.

The relation between the length of a circle and the length

of its diameter is developed by means of two experiments. The

first method consists of measuring the circumferences and

diameters of circles, examining the measures for a possible

rielst::on, and observing that, in any circle, the ratio

is approximately the same number. It is good procedure to have

the pupils report their measurements, tabulate them, and then

propose relations which might exist. This is to be preferred

to guiding them too soon and too firmly toward the ratio.

The second method is important as a basis for underlinin7

the notion that 7T is a number, and that the symbol "v" is

to be regarded as a numeral. This is the first number of the

set of irrational numbers the pupils have met. They should

develop the notions that (1) such numbers correspond to

points on the number line, and (2) that a decimal expression

for the number, toany desired precision, may be written.
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Although r is not a rational number, the assumption is

tacitly made here that it behaves like an ordinary number

in combining with other numbers; that is, the commutative,

associative, and distributive properties for addition and

multiplication hold. Many pupils are interested in the fact

that mathematicians have studied the properties of this number

for centuries, and continue to do so; and are entertained by

seeing the decimal for r to many .1.ecimal places. A decimal

expression for r to 10,000 decimal places was published

in the year 1958. This is mentioned in an article by F. Genuys

in Chiffres 1 (1958), 17-22.

Pupils may be interested in seeing certain decimal expres

sions for r. Here is the decimal for r to fiftyfive places,

3.14159 26535 89793 23846 26433 83279 50288 41971 69399 36510

58209... (The three dots at the end indicate that the decimal

expression continues indefinitely.)

Pupils may be amused my a mnemonic device for remembering

the first figures in the decimal for r. It is a rhyme in

which the number of letters in each word indicates the digit:

"See, I have a rhyme assisting

My feeble brain, its tasks -rrnetime resisting."

Pages 24 and 25 of The Wonderful of Mathematics

by Lancelot Hogben should provide interesting reading for pupils

Experiment 1

a.d. Answers will depend on measurements obtained.

f. Differences are not the same.

g. Ratios will vary but should be distributed around

3.1 or 3.2. If a correctly computed ratio is

larger than 3.4 or smaller than 2.9, suggest

'that the object be measured again.

The results should suggest that the circumference

of each circle is about 3 times as long as its

diameter.
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a- c.

d - e.

A

1

Experiment 2

B

2 3 4

f. Between 3 and 4. Estimates will probably yaw

from 3.0 to 3.3.

g. AD

h. Length of the circle is about 3.0 - 3.3 times

the length of the diameter.

1.

2.

3.

3.143

3.142

The difference

Answers to Exercises 15-7a

is .001

4. 3.14

5. 3.14

6. Yes

7. Yes

8. 21.98 or 22 feet

9. 94.2 or 94 feet

10. 3.82 or 3.8 feet

II. a. r b . c = rd c. Tr = d

*12. a. -9- = 2r b. c. -- n
2r

1.

Answers Exercises 157b

circle r d c

a. A 10 31.4

b. B 4.2 0.4 26.376 or 26

c. C 3.98 or 4.0 7.96 or 8.0 2')'

d. D 6.25 or 6 12.5 1 39,250 ol .29
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a. 44 inches

b. 132 feet

c. 42 inches

d. 7 feet

e. 66 inches

3. 110 inches

4. 37.71 inches, or 38 inches

5. 690.80 feet, or 691 feet

6. 19.72 inches, or 20 inches

7. 94.2 feet, or 94 feet

8. a. 62.0 inches

b. 7.75 inches or 8 inches

9. 12.56 inches, or 13 inches

10. a. Length of circle C 44 inches

Length of circle DF:s 31.4 inches or 31 inches

b. The linear measure of arc Oh is 8.8 inches or

9 inches.

The linear measure of arc SXT is 6.2 inches or

6 inches.

15-8. Area of a Circle.

Chapter 12 explains the basic method for finding the area

of a closed region. In the case of a circle we prefer to have

a method for computing the area in terms of the radius. Only

one approach to the development of the relationship A = wr
2

is presented in this section. This is not an application of

the basic method of measurement such as is given in Mathe-

matics for Junior High School, Volume 1, part 2, pp. 500,

but is a very plausible argument. It should be done as a

class exercise. The segments of the circle could be cut

out of construction paper and pasted on the blackboard.
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Answers to Exercises 15 -8a

1.. a. AB is a diameter.

b. AB divides the region into 2 parts of equal area.

2. 'a. 10 but this number is completely arbitrary.

The greater the number the better the approximation.

*b. 18e .

c. radii of the'circle

d. the circumference, therefore rr

4. a. Yea

b. parallelograM.

c.
1 the circumference or rr

d. BP is a radius, so BP. = r

5. a. base times altitude.

b. rr r or rr
2

. a. AB = rr

b. BP = r

c. Tr x r

d. rr2

7. The area-or: circle is r times the area of square with

side r.

1. 154 square feet

2. 113 square feet

3.

Answers to Exercises 15-8b

r .
d c A

20 40 124 1240

4 8 24.8 49.6

0.015 0.030 0.093 0.0006975

12 24 74.4 446.4
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4. The circular skillet has the greater frying surface
since 50.24 >49. Area of circular skillet;:e. 50.24 sq. in.

Area of square skilletl-t.49 sq. in.
Note that this has the reverse answer to the example .n
the text. Here the circular skillet has the larger area.

5. Approximately 113 square Inches.

6. a. Approximately 28.26 square inches.
b. Approximately 113.04 square inches.
c. The area of a circle that has a radius of 6 inches

is about 4 times as large as the area of a circle

that has a radius of 3 inches.

d. The area is multiplied by 4.

e. The area is multiplied by 4.

7. , Approximately 154 square feet.

8. Approximately 39 square feet.

9. Approximately 1231 square inches.
10. a. Approximately 154 square inches,

b. Yes. Area of square r-e. 196, square feet.

of the area of square Pe 147 square feet

which is just a little lesa than 154 square feet.
*11. 40 30 - 72 7 , to the nearest square foot, 1046.

*12. a. 16r

b. 4

c. 8

*13. 3

d. 8r

e. 4r

f. 8 + 4r

15-9. 'Volume of a Cylindrical Solid.

The pupil is already familiar with standard methods of
finding the volume of a prism. ThWie-Will extend the ,

principle learned for prisms to a solid which has two circular
bases.. The pupil should realize that no new process is involved.
The pupil should learn the principle that the measure of the
Volume is the measure of the area of the base times the measure
of the, altitude.
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Exercises 15-9a develop the essential properties of a

cylinder. They are summarized in the definition which

follJws the e:cercise.

Answers to Exercises 1573a.

i. 2

2. Circular region

3. Yes.

4. The planes are parallel.

5. The base lies directly above the other.

6. a. Yes

b. Yes

c. (A, Cj

Answers to Exercises 15-9b

1. a. r 2
2

Pi 12.56 square inches

b. 12.56 cubic inches

c. Yes, because the altitude is 1 inch,

2. Approximately 25.12 cubic inches

3, Approximately '37.68 cubic inches

4. a. twice

b. 3

5. 226.08 cubic feet

6. 62.80 cubic feet

Sometimes it is a good idea to use T as a numeral

instead of a decimal approximation. We say that the answer

is expressed in terms of T.

At times yoU may encourage your students to delay the

Use of a decimal approximation for T until the last step;

of the computation.
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Answers to Exercises 15-9c

1. V 3391.2 or Vo]ume is 3391.2 cubic feet.

(3391, 3390, or 3400 could be used.)

2. Vow 198

3.

or Volume is 198 cubic inches.

r d h V

5

1

1
14--
2
1
IT

10

2

9

1a-
2

12

20
1

,2

16

3007

20w
r 7

25r

4, The can that is 3 inches high and 4 inches in diameter

holds more than the other can. Its volume is 37.68

cubic inches. The volume of the other can is 28.26
cubic inches. 37.68 > 28.26.

5. a. Volume is 6 cubic feet.

b. 47 gallons (or 45 gallons if one computes from

6 cubic feet.)

6. a. V Fts 907

b. V 180r

c. V Pf 3 607

d. V sr 7207

*e. 1. multiplied by two (or doubled)

2. multiplied by four

3. multiplied by eight

7. 56,520.

8. V Ft$ 3768 or Volume is about 3770 cubic inches.

15-10. Surface Area of a Cylindrical Solid.

Experiment 3

b. rectangular region.

c. height or altitude

d. length or circumference

e. r

f. 7 d

g. 2 7- r h
h. Yes
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Y Answers to Exercises 15-10

1. a. 1256 square feet

V. 1884 square feet

2. a. 75.36 square centimeters

b. 69.49 square centimeters

3. 377 swate inches

*4, 3.5 gallons

5, 'a. vp2

b. 27r
2

c. 2vrh

d. 2/7.
2 + 2irrh

15-12. Chapter Review.

Answers to Exercises 15_:-12.

1. a. A circle is-aAimple closed curve.

b. Any line segment through the center of a circle and

having its endpoints on the circle is a diameter of

the circle.

c. The diameter of a circle is twice as long as the

radius of the same circle.

d. A part of a circle ia called an arc.

e. The length of a circle is called its circumference.

f. A circle whose diameter is 5 inches has a radius

1
that is a-2

inches.

A line that intersects a circle in exactly one point

is called a tangent.
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2,

3. r A
14 28 86.8 607.6
7 14 43.4 151.9
8.2 16.4 51 208.44

17.5 35 108.5 949.38
10 20 62 314

4. Circumference is about 154 inches.
5. Diameter is 24 feet.
6. C m 47.10 (or circumference is about 47 inches.)3
7. 1.1-4. feet.

8. 3.5 inches

9. a. Area is 1256 square feet.
b. Area is 314 square feet.
c. The area of the circle with radius 20 feet is

four times the area of the circle with radius 10
feet.

10. The area of the table top is about 572 square inches.
11. A a is about 346.19 square inches.
12. Are is about 12.56 square feet.
13. Vol_ffe is about 62.8 cubic inches.
*1. Approximately 19.
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15-13.

1. (b)

2. (1,

3. 3+
4. 12

5. 1

6. a..

b.

7. a.

b.

Cumulative Review.

Answers to Exercises 15-13

is false.

7, 11, 77)

23, 7+ 19,

0.048

628.38

1653.2

0.3491

13 + 13

8., 4 %

9. $1.25

10. a. L MEW d. the empty set

b. 13U e. Point E

c. Point D f. Points D and E

11. The region that is doubly shaded is the intersection of

the exterior of C
2

and the interior of C
1.

1
12. a. 720 cm. c. 20-

2
feet

b. 4.7 cm. d. 22440 feet

13. b

14. There are 16 of each kind in part a, b, and c,

but 8 in part d.

15. The length is about 207 inches.

Sample Test, Questions for Chapter 2.2

Note: Teachers should construct their own tests, using

carefully selected items from those given here and from

items of their own. Careful attention should be given to

difficulty of items and time required to complete the tests.
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1. In the figure at the right,

find an illustration for each

term in the column at the left,

and write its name on the line

after the term.

a. Diameter

b. Radius

c. Arc

d. Tangent

DE

PF or PE or

EF or AF or

0
PD

DA or DF etc.

e. Semicircle DAE or Da
f. Obtuse angle LDPF
g. Two line segments DP, PF, PE

of equal length
LDPF LFPF,h. Central angle

i. Two points on the
circle which separate
A and r-

J.

D and F

Acute Angle LFPE

2. Ellen's belt is 21 inches long and Just

fits around her waist. If her waist were

a perfect circle, what would its diameter

be?

3. A value for 7 used by the 'ancient

Babylonians is How different
113'

is this from the value we use, to

two decimal places?

*4. A merry-go-round has

The outer row is 6

than the inner row.

three rows of horses.

feet farther out

If you sit on an

outside horse, how much farther do you

ride in one turn of the merry-go-round
than if you sit on the inside horse?

124

Answer:

6.7 inches

Answer:
3

22-7-= 3.1428571...

7= 3,1415926 ..

Answer:

127 feet

or 37.66

feet.

3.1415929._



5. The diameter of a certain circle is 60 Answer:

centimeters. What is the area of this 2826 square

circle? '(Use, the decimal approximation centimeters.

of IT to the nearest hundredth.)

. Draw a circle and two segments such that One possible

each of the segments is tangent to the
answer:

circle.

7. Shade the intersection -f the interior

of the larger circle and the exterior

of the smaller circle.

8. Draw a circle and an anvle such that

their intersection consists of four

points.
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. The si,mple closed curve in the figure

consists of &semicircle and a diameter.

The radius of the circle is r units

of length. Find the area of the in-

terior of the simple closed curve.

(The answer should be expressed in

terms of r.)

10.

Answer:

2
1
--Tr

2
units

of area.

Given the arc shown above, determine the following:

a. BE n CF Answer: a. CDE

b. AF n DE b. DE

c. AC n BF c. BC
c-

d. CE n DE d. 15-F.

11. With the aid of a sketch, define "are.
Answer:

The points x and Y

determine an arc on the

circle. The arc includes

its endpoints X and Y.

These two endpoints

determine two arcs.

12. Find th3 volume of the inside of a

pipe whose length is 80" and the

radius of whose inside base circle

is . Use 77- Pr. 3.14.
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Answer:

15.70 cubic
inches.



13. Find the total surface area of a Answer:

cylinder the radius of whose base 6820 square

circle is 10 centimeters if the centimeters

altitude of the cylinder is

100 centimeters. Use r 3.1.

14. Find the amount of paper needed to Answer:

make labels (without overlapping them) 226.08 square

for 3 cans each of height 6" and inches

of batie circle radius 2".

Use r 3.14.

15. Find the volume of a cylindrical solid

the diameter of whose bas2 circle and

whose height are each 3 meters.

Leave your answer in terms of r.
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Answer:

r or

6.75r c3bic

meters.



Chapter 16

STATISTICS AND GRAPHS

This chapter is included as an attempt bo accomplish the

following objectives:

1. To develop some facility in the elementary uses of

statistics through a study of some data collected

by the government, by business, and by the students

themselves.

2. To develop an appreciation of the important use

of mathematics in everyday reading', thereby

motivating and strengthening 'both.

3. To illustrate how data may be tabulated and the

information contained in,the data represented

by different kinds of graphs.

4. To give instruction in reading information from a

graph for which no table of data is given.

5. To develop some skill in finding measures of

central tendency (modes, arithmetic means, and

medians.)

The National Industrial Conference Board, 460 Park

Avenue, New York 22, will supply good supplementary mater-

ial for this chapter at your request.

A very informative and pleasantly written book on statis-

tics is Darrell Huff's How to Lie With Statistics, W. W. Norton

and Company, Inc., New York, New York.

A useful source of statistical information is the

Statistical Abstract of the United States. This has been published

annually since 1878. It is the standard summary of statistics

on the industrial, social, political and economic organiza-

tion of the United States and is prepared under the direction

of the Bureau of the Census.
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page 205-206: 16-1

Statistics has two main aspects. One is the organization,

.analysis and interpretation of a mass of collected data. The

.other consists of studying a total population by analyzing a

sample :of that population.

The use of,statistical terminology in non-statistical

literature is increasing and it is essential for the general

reader to have a correct understanding of the most common

terms and ideas.

16-1. Gathering Data.

The pupils might be asked to make tables of local statis-

tics. There is the possibility that the local chamber of

commerce could provide some interesting information. The

school or city librarian could furnish statistics on numbers

of volumes of various kinds. Prior to the study of this unit,

pupils might be asked to keep recd such as test scores,

temperature, attendance, etc. Information of this nature

provides excellent material for the graphs later in the
chapter.

Answers to Exercises 16-la

1. Boy 0 6. Six

2. 56 in. 7. Eight

3. 69 in. 8. Seven

4. Three 9.. Seven

5. Two of each
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'page 207-208,1 16-1

Answers to Exercises 16-lb

1., The enrollment 's seem

2. September

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

3. a. 1956-1957

be increasing steadily.

Increase

125

375

125

125

50

90

110

b. 1959-1960

Answers to Exercises 16-1c

1. Year Official Population in Increase in
Population Number of Ten'Itiousmods

Ten Thousands (from pre-
vious

cc_amn)-

% of In-
crease

(whole
numbers

of
percent).

1890 88,243 9

1900 122,931 12 3 33%

1910 204,354 20 8 67%

1920 334,162 33 13 65%

1930 435,573 44 11 33%

1940 499,261 50 6 14%

1950 749,587 75 25 50%

1960 1,302,161 130 55 73%

2. 1950-1960

3. 1950-1960

4. 1940-1950

5. No. The percent of increase depends on the base

which is increased as well as the size of the increase.
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page 208-211: 16-1,16-2

*6. Answers will differ.

*7. Answers will differ.

16-2. Bar Graphs.

The materials needed will be graph paper for the pupils

and a /graph blackboaid chart for demonstration as well as

pupil use. If thereis no graph blackboard chart available,

many teachers use a Music liner in making blackboard graphs.

A few sweeps of the liner horizontally and vertically make

a fine set of guidelines for graphing.

If students are encouraged to bring to class graphs

from newspapers and magazines, they will make good bulletin

board material and they will furnish illustrations of good

and bad features of graphing.

Students are always surprised to find how often a graph

is used as background for the humor in a cartoon. Some stu-

dents even make collections of such cartoons.

Bar graphs may be the simplest graphs for pupils to under-

stand. Choosing appropriate units may be difficult, and some

time should be spent on this. In exercises requiring bar

graphs, usually only one is shown. Either a horizontal bar

graph or a vertical bar graph is acceptable.

Answers to Exercises 16-2a

1. Alaska

2. About twice tt7e size of Texas, about four times the

size of Czlifornia or Montana, and about five times

the size of. New Mexico or Arizona.

3. Over twice as large

4. Many comparisons can be made.
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Answers to Exercises 16-2b

1: The title

2. They represent ten thousands of square miles.

15 represents 15 x 10,000 or 150,000, etc.

3. Zero

4. 30 x 10,000 or 300,000

6o x 10,000' or 600,000

5. The length of the bars

6. Two units

7. Two units

8. a. No

1. 20

15

m 10

0

5

0

b. In order of size, start-
ing with the largest.

Answers to Exercises 16-2c
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3. TALL STRUCTURES IN THE UNITED STATES

1000

500

Source: THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1962

Key:

1. Empire State Building, New York

2. Terminal_ Tower, Cleveland

3. Space Needle, Seattle World's Fair

4. Prudential Building, Chicago

5. San Jacinto Monument, Houston

6.: Washington Monument, Washington, D.C.

7. City Hall, Philadelphia

8. Statue of Liberty, New York
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4.

Tokyo

London

_24.61 Ydrk

Shanghai

Moscow

Bombay

Peiping

Sao Paulo

LARGEST CITIES IN THE WORLD

MIMI=SEM
:::411

.. UMW :ii :

25 50 75

Population in Hundred Thousands

Source: THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1962.

16-3. Broken-Line Graphs.

Answers to Exercises 16-3a

1. 40°, 36°, 60 °, 52°, 28°.

2. Tuesday

3. Wednesday

4. Between Tuesday and Wednesday.

5. Between Thursday and Friday.

6. No, but a reasonable estimate could be made.
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30

as

o 20
A0

O

fa

l_c/)

-10

Answers to Exercises 1 -3b

GROWTH OF SCHOOLS IN MADISON COUNTY

1920 1930 1940 1950 1360

Source: Board of Education of Madison County
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3.

40

30

20

10

0

POPULAR VOTE CAST FOR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

1928-1966
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4. POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES

Census Years Population Population
in

MUTTons

1900 75,994,575 7u
1910 91,972,26c 92
1920 105,710,620 i 0 L,

1930 122,775,046 123
1940 131,669,275 132
1950 150,697,361 151
1960 179,323,17':, 171--)

200

150

100

50

0

Source: Bureau of the Census.
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16-4. Other Kinds of GraphL,-

Since graphs are useful in conveying information, anC

8/ found so widely in newspapers and magazines, it is im-

portant that pupils become familial- with the geners1 types

which they will encounter.

Circle graphs are found frequently and lend themselves

well to comparing parts with a whole. The questions on

circle graphs will ,ive some opportunity for practice in

computation.

Rectangular bal graphs are often used in showing how

a whole is distributed. It is not necessary for students

to make such graphs in order to learn how to read them.

The pictograph makes a bar graph more interesting to

. read. However, care should be taken to use symbols which can

be divided up easily to show fractional parts of units.

Answers to Exercises 16-4

1. a. The amounts are the same.

b. Three times as much

c. Food, $1920; Rent, $1920; Clothing, $1260;

Savings, $640; Miscellaneous, $c00.

2. a. Education, 104.4°; Streets and parks, 720;

Police and fire protection, 90°; Welfare, 57.0 °;

Other, 36°.

b. (1) li imes F.s much.

(2) 1245 or about as much.

c. Education $ 926,200

Police and fire protection 796,500

Streets and parks 638,800

Welfare 511,040

Other 319,400

3,19",000
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3. a. A o puplis

B -- 10

C 10

D

F 2

b. (1) 3 times as many
3

(2) I-- times as many
5

'3)

c. (1) Shows how the whole of E...ything is distributed.

(2) Provides for making comparisons easily.

a. $5,000,000,000

b, 1940 -- $5,000,000,000

1945 -- 45,000,000,000

19)0 -- 40,000,000,000

0,000,000,000

o0,000,000,00C

Twice as much; times to much.

(2) 20

a, G1.an3ng at Ft:-:,ure 2, one might jump to the in-

correct conclusion that State spends five

times as muc: c)h :1,shways as State 0, twice as

much as Sate B, and more than three times as

1Li2
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16-5. 'Averages.

The measures of central tendency are presented here. They

are the arithmetic mean, the median and the mode. All three

measures are averages. There are certain advantages and limita-

tions to each. The nature of the particular distribution of

measures as well as the purpose for which the average is chosen,

will determine which of these averages should be used.

The mean or arithmetic mean is frequently called the

average. A few very large or very small numbers can change

a mean considerably.

The median is not difficult to find, but only tells that

half of the numbers are below it and half are above it.

The mode is an interesting figure, but tells us nothing

about the distribution of the data.

Answers to Exercises 16-5a

1. a. 74 b. 1995

2. 19b

3. 159

4. 17,4o4 sq. ft.

Questions in Text

Mode

65 occurs more than any other number in the table.

If there had been another 21, 21 would have

been the mode.

If pupil L were 59 inches tail, there would be

tMD modes, 65 and 59.

Range. Jim seems to be more consistent.
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Anawers to Exercises l6 -5b

1. a. Scores

94

91

87

b. Mode = 85 d5

c. Zedian = 85 8

d. Range = 94 - 69 = 25 83

81

79

74

09

e.
913 83 = the mean11 Total 913

2. a. Mean = $6100.

b. Three

c. Seve,1

d. No. See (f).

e. If there is BI-: even number (2n) of i.ems

(as there are 10 in this problem), the median

is the average of the nth and (n + 1)th items

$5029415522 $5250.

f. Median is better than the mean, since the mean

gives the impression that the salaries are higher

than they are. The mean 1s affected by the large

salary of $12,5n0, but the mediap is not.

g. (1) No. (2) Yes (3) No.

h. The median is useful because it is not affected

by one or even a very few inordinately large

scores.

3. a. 56.5 49 c. 38

1
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.16-6. Orouplpg Data.

Answers to Exercises 10-oa

1. 7

2. a. The 17th pupil

b. 62

3. 62

Answers to Exercises 16-6b

1. Such information as ages, marks, attendanoc..

2. a. The age group 15-17

b. 16

3. Groups

50-54

55--59

60-64

Tallies

11-4-1-

III

IIII

Frequency

5

3

ii.

65--69 IIII 4

70--74 f} -}-.L I
6

75--79 III 3

80-84
I I I I

4

85 - -39 I
1

90--94 I 1

31

The median, or the loth item is in the o5 -o9 group.
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16-8. Chapter Review.

Answers to Exercises 16-8

2.

a. Swimming is the most popular sport, and the

others, in order, are horseback riding, canoeing,

archery, tennis.

b. 1 unit = 4 girls.

r Swimming 78

Horseback riding 40

Canoeing 36

Archery 22

Tennis 2J

d. Swimming

5
z

20

15

10

5

0

More than twice

More than three times

About the same

JIM'S MONTHLY EARNINGS
DURING A SCHOOL YEAR

I 1

_T

_
I

ir

1

_i

i

1

_ _. L._

--

f_
I

..1_

F
1_.

Sept. Oct. Nov.Dec.Jan.Feb.Mar.Apr.May

1
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3. a. 5000 b. 15000 c. 3000 d. 155,000

4,

Boo

600

02

400

44
0

as

z
200

ENROLLMENT IN ROOSEVELT HIGH SCHOOL

7 8

147
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5. 8. Scores:

Range:

97-62 = 35

b. Mode = 85

97

95

94

92

90

89

oo

851\

851

83

81

72

71

70

62

Total 1252

C. Mean - 44g Rs 53.5

d. Median = 85

e. No. Yes.
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*6.

ICE CREAM PRODUCTION

IN THE UNITED STATES

too
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16-9. Cumulative Review.

Answers to Exercises 16-9

1. 2

2. 4

3. (6, 8, 10)

4
2
D

5. 4

18 276. fi

7F, etc.

7. Check to see if ad = bc.

8. inch

9. 10.5

73%
)

76 610.
736

11. 58

12. Mode

13. 15 inches.

14. a. b = 45

b. b = 40

15. 14.5 hours.

16. m L X = 130

17. a. 7.016

b. 405.07

18. a. 57,500

b. 686,0oo

c. 15.04

d. 0.1
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Sample Test Questions for Chapter 16

This set of questions is not intended as a chapter test.

Teachers should construct a chapter test carefully by combining

selected items from this set of questions and questions of their

own writing. Care should be exercised to avoid making the test

too long.

In Problems 1-8, each description in the left column

defines one term on the right. Write the letter of the term on

the right beside the description which it matches.

Matching:

(g)

(a)

1. The difference between the
largest and smallest number
in a set.

2. The middle number when data
are ordered.

(b) 3. The number occuring most often

(c)

( I)

in a list of data.

4. The sum of all the numbers in
a set divided by the number of
numbers in the set.

5. A graph used to show change in
some item.

6. A graph used to show comparison

between similar items.

(f) 7. A graph used to show comparison
between parts of a whole and
between the whole and any of its
parts,

(h) 8. A graph which uses symbols or
pictures to represent numbers.
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a. Median

h. Mode

Arithmetic
Mean

d. Broken-Line
Graph

e. Average

f. Circle
Graph

g. Rang

h. Pictograph

i. Bar Graph



9. School Enrollment in the United States, 1960

Secondary School

College

Elementary School

3

Source: U.S. Office of Education

a. What fractional part of the total enrollment is
in elementary school?

3

b. What fractional part of the total enrollment is
in secondary school?

1

10 c. What fractional part of the total enrollment is
in college?

36 d. What is the measure of the central angle which
indicates college enrollment?

If there were about 40,000,000 students
enrolled in school in 1960,

24,000,000 e. How many were in elementary school?

124000,_000 f. How many were in secondary school?

4.0oo 000 g. How many were in college?
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10. MADISON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

IN SEPTEMBER OF EACH YEAR
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19OO 15o1 1.902

a. What kind of graph is the graph In this problem?

(Broken-line graph)

b. What was the enrollment in 19:)2"

C. In what two years was the enrollment the same? (17,1c)

d. During which year -did the enrollment increase the most

(1960-61)

e. What is the general trenC of Inc enrollment? (Increasing)

V. What is the difference ln enrollment oetween l?"_56 coil

(60)

g. What was the percent of `n-:rease in enrollment In

1956-1957? (40% )
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Chapter 17

NEGATIVE RATIONAL. NTJME.H::

17-1. Introduction.

The material of this section is ;....civational. Students

are often suspicious of negative numbers. The reason for

suspicion is seen in this problem:

If Jimmie has 5 marbles and he gives 3 to

Eddie and 4 to Dudley, how many does he ha'7e

left?

The student will say that this is impossible. He is cor-ect

in saying this; this distribution of marbles cannot be

carried out. The student will not be satisfied wit: as

an answer.

An effort is made to lead the student to the negative

numbers along familiar paths. The thermometer provides a

familiar example in which we have two number scales on the

same line extending in opl site directions from a common

origin.

It is carefully pointed out that a succession of

decreases in temperature will eventually cabry us oer onto

the other side of the origin. This idea is repeatei

with an example from business. Armed with these examples

we are ready In the next section to call numbe.,,s on one side

of the orifzin positiv'e and numbers on the other side negative.

Students cannot properly appreciate the Importance of

negative numbers until they have had a course in Algebra.

Chapter 19 of this text on coordinates in the plane should,

howe,ver, help to give the student some confidence in the

usefulness of these numbers.



17-2. The Negative Half-Line.

In this section the negative rational numbers are located

on the number line anc, na:.:4. Some explanation of the raised

"minus sign" used In naming these nl,mbers, as in -3 or -2.6,

is in orer.

The "minun ,',Ign" is used In three ways in f2:mentarY

mathemat-cs:

i) as part of the name of a negative number;

ii) to denote the binary operation of subtraction;

) to denote the unary operation of finlin7 tee

"opposite" or "additive lhverse."

These three meanings are all quite different. The

student is usually confused about which meaning is intended

at the start of his study of negative numbers. His confusion

finally disappears when he learns enough to appreciate the

consistency between the three uses of the minus sign.

The raised minus sign Is used an effort ave:c:

any confusion on thIc score. In ths text the minus sign

in its usual position Is used only to dencte the operation

of subtraction (meaning I ab,-y:e) The raised minus sign

is used to provide a rnme for rie,o t lie numbers

(meaning I above!. as I.:. ,f finding the opposite

or additive ,Inverne above) is discuqseu In

this section ant throughos.,t the chapter tut no symbol has

been Introduced to designate thin on,.:2aticn.

In accordance with th:n cehven%ion the raised dash

Is used in rarer for rational numbers

(that Is ,r,);-er fractl,r,hn in simplest form,

mixed nummed-s, too be common names for

negative numbcrr. -' write epress:.'ns. soot an

"-(] + 2)Y

nex11
expre:- s wnh we specify that:.

a or renresen' PealIzing ':hls we have

whr-rr, j wls
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1,

2.

Answers to Exercises 17-2a

a..

a .

b .

4

4

3

\ 4/ 7
3 >

-5 >

,
u .

2 4

2. 6

3 \ 6
-2- r -5 c.

c.

d.

8 ,

8

7

3

7 j

-4 <

n.

2 3

12.

7

4

/ 12

1. a. negative

b. positive

c. positive

d. negative

Answers to Exercises 17-2b

(Class Discussion)

e. negative

f. positive

g. negative

h. positive

2. a. The set of positive rational numbers.

b. The set of negative rational numbers.

c. The set of positive integers.

d. The set of negative integers.

3. a. -4 d.

b.
-8) e.

c.
f. 5.3

4- -6, -4, -(-74), -(4),

-6 is the least.

2.

g. 6.4

h. 0

-17 is the greatest,

Answers to Exercises 17-2c

o T ---4

-5-(1-1) -51 -33 2
-1.°
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2. a.
-3i. < i d -'-'"Di \

/
-(v 14\

2 -i
2 3 2 -1.8b. < e. D 2

c. -4 < -1.8 f 1.8 < ').3

3. a D b. F c. B d. A e C f. E

17-3. Addition on the Number Line.

The number line is the basis for explaining the operation

of addition. Students are familiar with this use of the number

line from Chapter 8. There should be no difficulty in showing

that the sum of two negative numbers is the opposite of the

sum of the absolute value of these numbers. However the term,

absolute value" is not used.

It is more difficult for students to see the result of

adding a positive and a negative number. The sum is the

difference of the absolute values of the numbers and is

positive if the number with the larger absolute valueis--

positive and negative if this number is negative.

The method of adding ratioli-1 numbers is summarized only

informally. The primary reason for this is that an accurately

stated rule requires the use of absolute value. The develop-

ment of absolute value is left for th2 work in the ninth grade.

Many students will hay? an intuitive concept of this idea,

however. In one exercise the students are asked to state a

method of additidn. Answers should be judged on the insight

into the operation rather than its precise statement. The

number line may creep into the studentst explanation even

though the directions ask them to think about addition with-

out the help of the number line. Any answer that shows

understanding should be accepted.

Teaching Suggestions: The time required to draw number

lines discourages students. It is helpful if the teacher

duplicates number lines or uses graph paper, because the time
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required to do the r.tssignment is decreased, and the students'

attention is concentratcl on the addition rather than the

drawing of lines. Since sheets of number lines will be useful

in other sections of this chapter, quite a few copies should

be made.

After reading the explanation in the ,,ext, the class

membAllOthould do one addition problem of each type before:

attempting the homework. Give the problem, using small

numbers. Allow time for most students to finish, then do it

correctly on the board or let a student do so. Each pupil

should do the problems; it is not adequate to watch someone

else.

Answers to Exercises 17-3a

1. Right

2. Left

3. All arrows point to the right; the second arrow starts

at the head of the first arrow. The answer arrow starts

at zero and goes to the head of the second arrow.

4. All arrows point to the left. The arrangement is the

same as in Problem 3.

5. The first arrow starts at zero. It may go right or left.

The second arrow starts at the head of the first arrow;

it goes in the opposite direction. The answer arrow

starts at zero and goes to the head of the second arrow.

The answer arrow may point in either direction.

6. Use 4n arrow for each addend. Each arrow is slightly

above the prcceding arrow. The answer arrow runs from

zero to the head of the last arrow.

7. An arrow for 3. A dot may be used for zero and an

answer arrow added for emphasis.
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Answers to Exercises 17-3b

1. a.
6 = ?. + 4

2
4

1

-2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 '5 6 7

b.
7= I ± 6

6

I

I 4_4

C.
-2 -I 0 I 2

-7

3 4

= -5 + -2

5 6 7

-2
1<

d.
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4

= -4

-3

+-4

I O I

-4
I'

-4

e.
-a 7 -6 -5 -4

0=

-3

4 +

-2.

-4

-I 0

ti

4
I

f.
-4 -3 -2 -I 0

5

2

I

= -3 +5

2 3 4 5

-3 1

1-

4 -3 -2 -1 0

16o

I 2. 3 4 5
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g

17-3

3= 4 +-f

I >I

4I

4
I

-3
I

-2 -I 0 I 2 3 4

h.
-4 ,---

-6
2

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4

-4 =- 7 + 3
1.

3
-1

-7

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2
I

0 = -6 4- 6
J 6

-6

I I

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2

2. a. 0 e. 12

b. 4 f.
2

3

c. -6 g
1

d. 1 h. 0

3. a. -5 e. 2

b. 3 f. -4

c.
3
7

g. 25

d. -() h. a, the negative of the
number a.
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4. a. + f. +

b. g. -

c. h. +

d. + i. -

e. J. +

k. -

5. a. January 5000

February 2400

March -1000

b. $2400

c. $400

6. BRAINBUSTER:

April 1000

May -3000

June 2000

1st boy: Taking 2 steps per second requires 14

seconds when the steps are not moving. During this time

the escalator has moved half-way down. Boy requires 28

seconds when the escalator is moving. Since the boy goes

up 2 steps while the escalator goes down 1 step,

his actual rate is 1 step per second.

2nd boy: Goes up 3 steps while the escalator goes down

1 step. The boy's actual speed is 2 steps per second.

Time required is 14 seconds.

Answers to Exercises 17-3c

2
1. a. 10-

5
d. 10

1
2 e. 77b. 10-
5

c.

1
2, a. -4 e.

-
7-T

1
b. -44 f. 7-T

-
c 6y

g 3
41

d
3
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3. a. -1 f. 57

b. -2 g. 57

- 1 3
c.

5
h. 57

d. 15 0
5

e. 15

4. The wording of these statements is less important than the

understanding. Informal description of the addition

process will be found in the text following the exercises.

1.

Answers to Exercises 17-3d

a. Parts (a) and (b) of Problem 1, Parts (c) and (d)

of Problem 2 and Parts (c) and (d) of Problem 3

illustrate the commutative property of addition.

b. Parts (c) and (d) of Problem 1, and Parts (e) and (f)

of Problem 2 illustrate the associative property of

addition. Also Parts (f) and (g) of Problem 3.

c. Part (e) of Problem 1 and Part (g) of Problem 2

illustrate the addition property of zero.

2. a_ 0 b. 0 c. 0

3. The numbers in each part are opposites, or additive

inverses. The sum is zero in each case.

4. Yes.

17-4. Subtraction of Rational Numbers.

There are several possibilities in using the number line

to show subtraction of rational numbers. The mechod used in

the text has some advantages. First; it shows the relation

of addition and subtraction, namely, that a b c and

c - a = b are two statements of the same relationship.
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Second, there is no essential change from the method of

picturing addition; the diagrams look the same but the answer

is in a different location.

As in addition, there is no formal rule for the method

used to subtract. There are exercises that bring out the fact

that the same results are obtained by subtraction as are

obtained by adding the additive inverse of the subtrahend.

It is important for the student to develop a feeling for the

operation, not a mechanical and meaningless manipulation.

A very important concept for the students to get is

that with the extension of the number lire to include negative

numbers, we can now subtract any two rational numbers. In

other words, we have a set of umbers that is closed under

subtraction.

Teaching suggestions: In the pupilsf later study of

mathematics the operation of subtraction is not necessary.

The addition of the opposite of a number gives the same

result. When presenting subtraction stress the fact that

a + b = c and c - a . b are two statements for the same

relation. After going over the explanation in the text with

the students, give some of the practice problems in Exercises

17-4a (Class Discussion) as written work. Check to see that

the students understar" the prOCess and know the difference

between addition anu subtraction.

Again, the time-consuming task of making number lines

discourages students and diverts their attention from the

ideas of the lesson. The teacher is urged to provide

duplicated number lines when assigning problems in which

they are used.

After considerable practice in using the number line to

find answers to subtraction problems, shorter methods might

be discovered. The teacher should be sure that the pupil

understands whatever method is used.
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Answers to Exercises 17-4a

a. 4 - 7 = n

b. n = -3
C. 7 + (-3) = 4

a. 'Li - 7 = n

b. n = -11

C. 7 + (-11) =
I. a. -4- (-7) n

b. n = 3

c . -7 + 3 = -4
a. 4- (-7) n

b . n =

C.

i. a.

b.

C.

+ 11. = 4

5- 3 = 2 5 + (-3) = a

5 2

a I

I

3 > 1

5

I I I I -'

...I 0 I a 3 4 5 -1 o I a 3 4 5 6

5--(-3)= 8 5+ 3 = 8
5 8

I

:- 1 '1

1 8 I

I

.., i

I
1

r---- --,-1

. -3 I
5 ____,j

1

1 I I
14,--4--st_- 1111114-41

4 -3 -2 -1 -10 1 2 3 4 5 6 -- 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(-5)-3.-8
,

-8

-5
I

1

Ir
I

i____.. 1

I

I ! ! I

(-51+ (-3)=(-eP
14

-6 -5 4 -3 -2 -I 0 2 3 4

165
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d.

(-5)-(-3)=-2
-5

4.

I -2

. 3

-6 -5-4 -3-2 -I 0 2.34

(-5)+3

I

3 I

1_< -5 1

-6 -5 -4 -3 -a --1
I r J

I 2 3 4
6. The result is the same when a number is subtracted and

when the opposite of the number is added. Notice the

diagrams are different.

In tne text:

1 - (-2) = 1 + 2 = 3

1 - 3 = 1 + (-3) = -2

Answers to Exercises 17-4b

1. a. + (-2) = -6

b. -6 + 1 = -5

c. 8 + 3 = 11

d. 1 + 0 . 1

e. 4 + (-6) - -2

f. -4 + (-6) = 10

g . 4 + 6 = 10

h. 0 + (-1) . -1

2. a. 2 e. -10 1. 2 m. -

b. 4 f. -6 J. 12 n. 13

. 7 g. -11 k. 7

d. 10 h. 12 1. 11

3. a. 10 d.
9

b.
8

100 e. 3-

c.
1 f.

51
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4. a. 3 b. 13

5. a. 3 b. 13

c. 13 d. 3

c. 13 d. 3

6. Adding the additive :Inverse of a number gives the same

result as subtracting the number.

After considerable practice in using the nueier line to

find the answers in subtraction problems, pupils may

devise shorter methods of arriving at the answers,

7. a. x = 3

b. x= 4

c. x = 11

d. x . 15

e. x = (-6-) or -21

f. x =

1
g. x =

h. x = -5

17-5. Multiplication of-Rational Numbers.

The multiplication of a positive and a negative number

is developed in this section.

The product of a negative number multiplied by a positive

number is easy to demonstrate on the number line. On the

other hand, the interpretation Qf multiplying a positive number

by a negative number has little meaning. The commutative

property is used to make such products meaningful. There is

occasion to show that the associative property holds also.

While the product of 3 (2) is the same as the product

of 2 (-3), this is not an illustration of the commutative

property; both factors are different. Stud. s should 1

aware of the difference.

1.

Answers to Exercises 17-5a

6

3
II--*---II 3

1
I

I
I

1

4 4

0 I 2 3 4 5 6
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2.

1

6

I

-
"3

L-cr
-,

1

, 4-- I

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4, -3 -2 - :,,-)

3. The commutative property for multiplication.

4. No. The product is the same but the factors are different

5. -6

Answers to Exercises 17-5b

1. a. 0

5
1

5

L . 5

+-

-1

b.

i a 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9

20

10 0 12 13 .4 15 16 IT 6 19 2o2:

4
4

4
L._ 4

4

11

C.

oia3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

-9

U 12. t3 14 :5 16 i7 ta 20 2!

; ;
i

-.4. 1 4- 4

-9 -8 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2
_ 0 1

r-----3
-I

1-°---- L, 1
,

1

I 3

1

,

1

74-
i

3
I

!. 1
r :

-13 -12. -1. -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -4- 3 C
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Answers to Exercises

1. multiplication

2, additive inverses 2 4- (-2:)

3. distributive

4. negative number

5. 6

6. 6

Answers to Exer21ses

1. -4 (3 4. 8) - --(3) + (-'-)(8)

(

b. -2 {(-1) -

(
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2. F.. r.

b. n .

o .

3. .

.3c)c,

1. "I'

( 2 ) + H )(
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2, a. a. positive

'lb. ne c tive

C. posi,ive

d negative

b.
12 I,

7r '
12 -1

3. a. positive

b. positive

C. negative

d. negative

IC

Answers to Exercises 17-Oi.)

101; -

-3

-13 be ca

(
(

)

:10'3

3 - - -2 becaw.le

f -1 4- -1 .

g .2; (.3 i-3-.3(:33ii,so

2. a.

C.

7'7

tu 613.'.

?11.,-.3:.1e3...

( )

-16

177

3.31.313.' 33,33 3-133.
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7 . a. 2 ;7, 5

b. 5 h. 3 r, .--3'

C. 5 1. n i
,-
r:

d. 5 J. 1 0.

e.

f.

17-8. Chavter Review.

1 a. 10

b. --

2. 57 per do-z..

Answers tc Exercise', 17-8

c.

3. Top parkin}, 1evcT beiri 7

a.

5. -8830

6. rt .

b.

8. a,

1!17, flOrr7..".
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17 -9 . Cumui ve Review.

',re

7;

FD.
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Sample Test Questions for OhaLter

Note: Teachers should construct their tests, usiog.

carefully selected items from those given here and

from items of their own. Careful attention should

be given to difficulty of items and time t.efluired

to complete the test.

True or False: Decide whether the followinc. statements aoe

or

zero.

with

2

with

number

(T)

(T)

(T)

(T)

(F)

(T)

1.

2.

3.

4.

b

true or false.

We can associate rational numbers with points

line.

The sum of positive two anu negative two is

The number zero does not have an opposite.

There is no greatest .laumber on the number line.

All negative rational numbers are associated

points on tne somber line to the right of zero.

The point on the number line associated with

and the point on the number line associated

are the same distance from the point on the

line associated wit. O.

(F) 7 The r=ational number 3 greater than the rational.

-omber 2.

(F) the quotient of two Te:.zat

number.

ve

(T) 9. All negative numbers are smaller than zero.

(F) :G. The integers are male or !s.hr

and zero.

numbers

Completion:

1. .The s.o. of

2. The point oo toe oomro

Is (I)

3. Th.J differon:.-e

The prod c.

The

6.



7. The numbers which we associate with points to the left of

zero on the number line are called (ne0.tive numbers) .

8. On the number line, the rational numbers assigned to

points the same distance fro zero are called (opposites)
.

9. The opposite of -6 Is

10. The origin is the point which corresponds to the num or

(zero) 1 on the number line.

Multl.ple Choice: Select the letter of the an. --r ti c.t is

correct.

(d) 1. The sum of 3 and b is

(a)

a. 3 b. 3 c.

The difference
_
3 - ( -6)

a. 3 c. 9

(c) 3. The product of and

c.

a. e. none of these

e. none of these

lo P. none of these

none of these

(b) -4. The qunt,-,nt (-3) equals

=1.. 2 c. d. ( 4)

(d) The 1-..mbe: that y,.7)1:

b. 3 (=) e
3

(a) -

the F.a:.7:P

:-4)

(,I)

,i'et 1 is

hone of these

none these

er .



Chaptr 1'7

EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

Introduction

This chapter on equations an,c

to achieve the following objectives:

1. To give the student an

equations and inequales. craeoe an

&IT-tempt to formalize the 5:1. on of mahern

sentences. It is the feel,np: of thr, thorn thr

formal solution of sentences can test te done to hn

algebra class.

0

It ,

To give the student the cd-,=;:,ontnity

translate VIC:3 inn -nthematoal ovm:.o2: and aoo to

translate ma7J.hema sehten2es Irre :oH sen:,:nces.

To build a v

usefu.:. In later o

w:il y mer.ns-,f1 and

To help 7.2'.a student real-T0,1.

which he so l.ar. tr a .:seful device to di_spJay

the .

coo a:vi irk

flt.r..-duce the ctnce'o: that :orm...;:h in merely

:,ype of equaton ctIve no student 10

:pplying a rorm!_:1-. 'o h r :n:an

1H-1. Sentence hui

The o H:tvC -f ths

algebraic ey.;_.ressions, or prro-o:

used here to aF:,,-ne with .

The teacher may wlsh no

the pulls
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3. The translations listed below are only examples. There are

many correct ways to express these ideas.

a. The sum of a certain number and 10.

b. A certain number minus 3.

c. Seven times a number.

d. A number divided by 5.

e . The sum of a number and negative 6.

f. 15 divided by a certain number.

g. The sum of a certain number and 19.

h. 17 minus a certain number.

4. a. 11, 2, 7,
'

1 -5, 15, 20, 16
5

b. 5, -8, 35, 1, -11, -3, 14, 22

_c.7,6,21,i,9, 5, 16, 20

d. 10, 3, 0, 0, -6, not possible, 19, 17

e . 10., -24, -7, 1), -4, 75, 14, 165

f. 5, 18, -21, -1, 4, 32

g. 16,

h . 22,

1. 15,

j. 19,

3,

9,

2,

6,

42,

84,

35,

63,

12

1,

-F.,

6,

-1,

3,

1. a. x - 4

b. x + 7

c. 30 - x

d. 15x

2. a. 8

b. 19

C. 18

d. 180

e . 3

f. 22

25, 11

3, 24, 12

3, 28, 8

Answers to Exercises 18-lb

x x
e. 11-

4 ,

f. x + 30 . x - 6

g. 7x k. x - 9

h. x - 11

g. 84

h. 1

i. 6

j. 6

k. 3
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3. The translations given are only samples. There are other

correct ways to write each of these. Strive to get a
variety of answers.

a. The sum of a number and 1.

b. 3 subtracted from some number.

c. Twice a certain number.

d. 15 more than a number.

e. 18 divided by a number.

f. A number subtracted from 20.

g. 6 times a number.

h. The sum of a number and negative 4.

4. a. 7

b. 3

c. 12

d. 21

5 a. 1

b. -5
c. -4
d. 13

6. a. 6 + a

b. 8b

c. 8c + 1

d. 8d - 3

79-
e.

4

f. 2f + 3

7. a. 3

b. 24

c. 23

d. :21 27

e.

-3f.

e.

f. 14

g. 36

h. 2

e. 9

f. 22

g. 12

h. -6

g. 5(g + 2)

h. 10 - 7h

1.
12
+ 1

J. (j + 3)(J + 4)

k. 25 - 3k

1.

g. 5

h. 31

1. -6

j. 0

k. 34

1. 3 ,

184
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8. a. A number minus six.

b. Four times a number.

c. Five added to two times a number.

d. A number subtracted from five.

e. Twice a number plus fifteen.

f. Twice a number added to fifteen.

g. Nine minus three times some number.

,h. A number added to twelve, then uivided by two.

i. Seven times the sum of some number and one.

J. Five minus twice a number.

9. a. 15

b. -5
c. 5

d. 7

e. 3

f. 4

10. a. 6

b. 3

c. 9

d. 9

g. 6

h. 1

i. 8

j. -1

k. 16

1. 0

e. 5

f. 8

g.
1

h. 10-
2

18-2. Sentences and Their Solutions.

When the student completes this section, he should have a

reasonable understanding of the difference between a phrase

and a sentence. He should certainly recognize the difference

between an equation and an inequality and understand what is

meant by the solution set of a sentence. The student should

now Ir?e able to translate 'imple situations into mathematical

language.

To stress the significance of a solution set, the teacher

may wish to introduce such examples as:

x = x + 3

or 0.x = 1

which are false no matter what number x is.
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In contrast, the sentences

or

x + 5 = 5 + x

7x = 7 .x

are true no matter what number x is.

Again, the exercises are to be used only to give the studen

an intuitive approach to solving equations and inequalities.
No attempt should be made to formalize a method to solve certain
types of equations. The student should leave this section with
the realization that some sentences have only one solution, and
others have many solutions.

This section lends itself nicely to "I am thinking of a
certain number" games in class. For instance, a student may
-propose the following:

"I am thinking of a certain number. If I add
3, the result is 10. What is the number?"

This type of approach will give, each youngster the opportunity
of creating a problem which might puzzle the entire class.

Through this technique the student may develop insight into
solving more difficult equations because of a personal interest.

Interest and participation may be better if the puzzles are

developed spontaneously, rather than through a homework
assignment.

1. a. x = 2

b. y = 7

c. k = 2

d. z = 4

2. a. x = 9,

b. y = 10

C. n = 11

d. a = 10

Answers to Exercises 18-2a

e. p =6
f. t = 6

g. a = 25

h. m = -5

186
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f. p = 14

g. x = 8

h. y = 8
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3. a. b = 3 e. m = 6
.b. a = 5 f. x = 1

C . w = 7 g y = 8

d. d = 12 3h. x = 27

4. a. n = 6 e. d = 13
b . a = 16 f . h = 15

c. k= 16 g. s =14
d. x = 35 h. y = 32

5. a. x = 4 i. m = 9

b. ..,,Y = -2 k. m = 0
c. a = 18 1. n = 0
d. x = 4 m. n = 15
e. n =13 n. x = 3
f. x = 32 o. any number
g. y = 7 p. x = 0
h. y = 4 q. p = 317
i . x = 2 r . y = 4

Answers to Exercises 18-2b

1 . a . x + 5 = 13 1. 7x= 35
b. x - 3 = 7 g. x - 11 = -5
c. 8x = 24 h. x - 6 = 15
d. 9

1. x -
7 7.,

e. x + 10 = 21 j. 2x + 6 = 4

2. a. x = 8 f. x =
b. x = 10 g. x = E.;

c. x = 3 h. x = 21
d. x = 36 1. x = -14
e . x = 11 j . x = 1
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3 a . x + 2 .> 4

b. 5x<10
c. 7 > 2

d. x - 3 > 6
e. x .- 5 < 13
f. 3x > 9

g. 3x - 2 > 7

4. a. The set of all numbers greater than 2.

b. The set of all numbers less than 2.

c. The set of all numbers greater than 14.

d. The set of all numbers greater than 9.

e. .The set of all numbers less than 18.

'f. The set of al.l numbers greater than 3.

g. The set of all numbers greater than 3.

5 a. The sum of a certain number and two is five.

b. The sum of a certain number and negative three is seven

c. The product of a number and 2 is equal to negative ten.

d. If five is subtracted from a number the result is

greater than nine.

e. The product of five and a number is lass than fifteen.

f. If a number is subtracted from seven, the result is twc

g. If three is subtracted from a number, the result is

less than four.

h. If a number is divided by 3, the quotient is greater

than nine.

i. If 7 in subtracted from a number, the result is

negative two.

J. If a number is divided by 30, the quotient is six.

6. a. y = 3

b. z = 10

c. a = 5

d. The set of all numbers greater than 14

The set of all numbers less than 3

f. k = 5

g. The set of all numbers less than 7

188
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'h. The set of all numbers greater than 27

i. k = 5

J. c = -180

There are many such sentences. A few are listed below.

y + 1 = 6

3y = 15

2 =

Y- = 1
5

18-3. Formulas.

The purpose of the work with formulas is to give the

student a general review of formulas with which he is already

familiar and to help him see how a formula is related to an

equation. For those formulas that the student knows, the

teacher may wish to get word translations from the class during

a discussion period.

The teacher should insist that the student write each

formula and show his substitutions before attempting to

simplify his result. The exercises should serve as a review

of evaluating phrases. There should be little stress here on

memorizing the particular formulas used in the exercises.

Answers to Exercises 18-3

1. a. 22 ft.

b. 277 ft.

2. a. 49 sq. in.

b. 26 sq. in.

3. a. 225 sq. in.

b. 54.76 sq. in.

4 2400 sq. ft. and 2340 sq. ft. The difference is 60

square feet.

5. 21 feet

6.
625

. -7-- or
11567 square feet
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7. a. 48 sq. in.
5b. 27,g sq. in.

c. 174.72 sq. in.

8. a. $135

b. $155

c. $378

9. a. 62.8 inches

b. 81.64 in.

c. 15.7 sq. ft.

d. 17.584 sq. ft.

10. a. 240 ft.

b. 3600 sq. ft.

11. a. 585 miles

b. 1,575 miles

c. 256 miles,

12. a. 530.66 sq. units

b. 379.94 sq. units

c. 176.625 sq. units

13. The square is larger.

14. a. 108 sq. units

b. 73.
1

sq. units
n
2

c. 1D1-
'f

sq. units

15. a. 11 cubic feet
=b. Capacity is S21

16. a. 50° F

b. 212° F

c.
95o

3.44 square feet

gal.

d. 32° F

e. 1162° F
5
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18-4. GraphinE Solution Sets of Sentences.

After graphing solution sets on a number line, the pupil

should be able to understand better the ideas involved in the

meaning of "solution set". Relations of numbers should be much

easier to understand when solution sets are viewed as a

representation on the number line. These representations

should be especially helpful in explaining solution sets of

inequalities.

Since the student may tire quickly of drawing number lines

for these graphs, it is suggested that the teacher prepare

ditto sheets with number lines on them for class use. In fact,

many of the exercises can be done in class with various young-

sters writing their solutions to certain problems on the board.

Colored chalk can be used effectively to emphasize the solution

set on a particular graph.

No attempt has been made to deal with compound sentences

because it is felt that these are too difficult at this time.

The teacher, however., may wish to use the compound sentences

as extra credit problems, or as a brainbuster for some of the

more ambitious students.

Answers to Exercises 1:7-

1. a. x = 4

b. x = 4

c. x = 5

d. all numbers less than 1

e. all numbers greater than

f. x = -5

g. all numbers less than 5

h. all numbers less than 5
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2. a.

b.

c.

d.

18-4

4f

-5 '4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4

I

-5
1

-4
11111111

-3 2 I 0
t f1+111

I 2 3 4

0 1 3 4 5 6

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4

e.

f.

g

h.

-3 -2 0 2 3 4 5 6

-5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 2 3 4

-3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

414simmilirainepsimm.imr

-5 -4 3 2 71 0 2 3

3 a. all numbers

b. all numbers greater than 1

c. all numbers less than 1

d. The empty set. (The sentence has no solution.)

e. r. , 5

f. x = 1

g. x = 1

*h. x = 2
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page 295:

4. a.

18-4

-5 -4

b. 4 1 lit I I lo 1111 10
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

C. 4 mil It 6 I 1111>
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

d. 41 I I I I 1 I I i 1 I I

-6 -5 "4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

e. ti I II 111111>4_1_4
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

f. 41 I 1 I I 4 1 III III
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

<11111 4g. 6 -5 -4 -3 -2 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

5. a. x = 5

b. m = 2
c. all numbers greater than 4

d. all numbers less than 1

e. m = 3

f. all numbers

g. x = 6
h. all numbers less than 6

i . y = 3

1 all numbers greater than 8.
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6. a<11 r

-5 -4
i

-3
1 I t it titit+-41f1).

-2 0 1 2 3 4 5

-5

c.

-4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5

-2

d.

0 2 3 4 5 6

-4 -3 -2 -I 0 2 3 4 5

e.

f.

-3 -2 -I 0 2 3 4 5

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

g
-1 0 2 3 4 5 6

-2 -1 0
t4I-11141i10--t*
1 2 3 4 5 6

I Ii I

-4
:91
-3

t

-2
I I If t I I I I I>

-1 0 I 2 3 4

i<
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. a. 7±x=14
b.x=7<1,11:1Itrttt I>4 -3-2-1012345678
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8. a. 2x + 6 = 1 0

b. x = 2

C . 4 I

-.77 6 -5 4 -3 -2 -I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a. 5:: >
b. all numbers greater than 0

c.
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10. a. x - 3 < 1

b. all numbers less than 4

c. 4-4 4
4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

11. a. 3 x + 2 > 8
b. all numbers greater than 2

c.
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. a. x + 2x =

b.

c.
4

4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

13. a. x + x <

b. all numbers less than

.

4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6
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page 296-297: 16-4,1b-b

14 a. 4x -1. 1 = 21

b. x = 5

c .

-5 4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

18-6. Chapter Review.

1. a. x 43

b. llx

c. 3x - 6

2. =2 <2 >

Answers to Exercises 18-6

,-- 3. a. The sum of two times a number and nine.

b. A certain number minus 2.

c. Twelve divided by three times a number.

4. a. 15

b. 5

12 1
C. -- or or 1-5

5. An equation will have the verb

6. a. 16 y = 12

b. x 14 > 15

c. 3x - 6 < 12

d. 4x =20

7. A solution set is the set of numbers which will make a

sentence true.

2
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8. a. y = -4

b. all numbers greater than 1

c. all numbers less than 6

d. x = 5

9. y + 1 > 3, y - 2 > 0 are just two possibilities

10. la feet
3

11.
61

392g
or 1

16
square feet

12. A graph of a sentence is a picture representation of the

solution set of the sentence.

13. a.

4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

b .

6 -5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

c. 0---1-,
I 2 3 4 5 6 714 -3-2 -1 0

-5 4 -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

18-7. Cumulative Review.

Answers to Exercises 18-7

8 + 1 0 + 0 + 1 + + 3 -2
5 5

1 .

29
-2. --- or

b. 16

c. Or
87
'FE

3. 0%60, 0.6, 60%
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page 298-299: 18-7

4. a. 1000

b. 987.65

a. 13.712

b. 0.17045

C. 1704.5

d. 2.1

6. 1

7. a. 0

b . 123

c. 320

d. -o.8

8.
1

, 7u7u

9. a. 8 inches

b. 8 inches

C. 32 inches,

10. a. L

b. La or L d or Le

c. Lc

d. m(L b) = 165

m(Z_ c) = 165

m( Ld) = 15

m(Le) = 15

Sample Test Questions for Chapter 18

Note: Teachers should construct their own tests,using carefully

selected items from those given here and from items of

their own. Careful attention should be given to diffi-

culty of items and time required to complete the test.
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True-False

(T)

(T)

1.

2.

If two

than

4(5

same

numbers are-unequal, then one must be greater

the other.

6.
22) different names for the- and are

number.

) 3. A phrase may represent one specific number.

(F) 4. The expression x 5 is called a sentence.

(F) 5. 3(3 5) <

(F) 6. .0 .
(T) 7. (3 .- 4) is a phrase.

(T) 8. "=", ">", and "<" are used as verbs in sentences.

(T) 9. x(3 = (4 3)x is true for all values of x.

(T) 10. An inequality may be a sentence.

(F) 11. If x = 10, then 2x 8 = 12.

(F) 12. If x = 3, then x 0 = 4x.

(T) 13. If = 8, then < &.

-Multiple Choice

1. Write a number phrase for the following.

"Multiply the difference between eight and two by three."

a. 8 - 2 (3)

b. (8 - 2) 3

c . 8 .2 - 3

d. 3(8) - 2

e. none of these b4.
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2. The solution set of the sentence 2 + x > 5 is

a. 3

b. 3

all numbers less than 3

d.: all numbers greater than 3

e. 5 d.

, The phrase (2. 5) + 4 represents which one of the

-following?

a. 8

b. 10

c. 14

d. 18

.e. 40 c.

4. If x is the number of years in my age now, then my age

seven years from now will be:

a. +x d. x - 7

b. 7 - x e. none of these

c. 7x

If y is the number of inches in the width of a rectangle

whose\width is one -half its length, then its perimeter is

a. 2y(y) d. 3y

b. 2y + y e. 2(2y + y)

1
c.

2
y + y e.

6. The area of a square whose side is s can be expressed as

a. 2s d. 2s. s

b. s. s e. s + 4

c. 4s b.

7. "A number plus four times the number is sixty,' expressed

in symbols is:

a . 4x = 60 d . 60 - 4x = 4

b. x + 4 60 e. x . 60(4)

c. x + 4x 60 c.
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8. ' Express the following in symbols. "Ten yards of cloth will

cost more than 12 dollars" (x is the cost per yard in

dollars)-.
10a. x > 12 d. 1- > 12

b. x + 10 > 12

c. 10x > 12 12 c.e. TU

Which of the representations on the number line below

represents the solution set of the sentence x > 3?

a.
-1 0 I 2 3 4

b. 4 I I
I fa) ri

-/ 0 I 2 3 4

c. 4Ii to I t).

0 1 2345
d...41 I se 1 I)

0 1 2345
e 1

0 1 2 t 4 5s
b.

10. Which of the following is the solution of the equation

x + 7 = 3?

a. x = 4

b. x = 4

c. x = 4, -4

d. x = 10

e. none of these

b.

Completio

1. Translate each of the following into phrases using symbols.

a. Three subtracted from the product of 3n and a

number. (30x - 3)

b. Five multiplied by the sum of ten and a number.

5(10 + x)
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2. Find the solution of each of the following equations.

a. x - 8.= -3 (5)

b. 3x = 5

c. 10 + x = 7 (-3)

d. = 217 (147)

3. Use the formula for the area of a trapezoid, A = 111(a +

and find the area of a trapezoid whose altitude is

41 feet and whose bases are 35 and 57 feet.

(1886 square fee

4. Graph the solution set of each of the following sentences

on the number line.

a. 2x < 2
4T2 --211 15 2 3 4 5)

-
b . x + 2 = 1 ( " 4 )

-2 "I 0 I 2 3 4 5

c . x - 1 = 2 4 I 1

-2 -1 0 I c-2 3 4

d. x > 1

r
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Chapter 19

COORDINATES Tv.i THE PLANE

This - chapter is devoted to the subject of "analytic" or

"coordinate" geometry of the plane. The first idea is that of

employing numbers to express the position of a point in a

plane. Two motivational examples are discussed in Section 1,

and then the general problem is considered in Section 2.

'Sections 3 and 4 are devoted 'o graphs of equations. The

only equations dealt in the text are the equations of the

form y = bx whose graphs are straight lines through the

origin. In the problems at the,end of Section 4 there are

twO problems involving graphing of other types of curves,
1namely, the parabola y = -gx

2
and the rectangular hyperbola

12y

One observation made about the lines y = bx is that they

may be used to solve multiplication problems graphically.

F4nally,,in a class discussion exercise at the end of Section

4, the line y = (2)x is considered, and it is seen that,

using this, graphical method of multiplication, the product of

two negative number6 is positive. It is hoped that this

development will make it plausible for the student that the

product of two negative numbers is positive.

Section 5 is devoted to the subject of distance in the

plane. Here the distance between two points is found when

they lie on the same horizontal line or on the same vertical

:line. It is seen that these methods will not suffice when

the two points are otherwise situated. Therefore, it is

necessary to develop more machinery in order to finish the

problem of distance. This machinery is developed in Sections

6 and 7 which aredevoted to the Pythagorean Theorem

(Property). In Section 6 the theorem is stated and checked

by measuring in particular instances. In Section 7 the

theorem is proved.

In Section 8 the subject of cKstance is returned to and

completely solved by means of the Pythagorean TheorSm: Segments

of length .A1, I-5, etc., are exhibited. No hint is
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page 301-302: 19-1

given that these numbers are irrational. This idea is reserved

for Chapter 20. In Chapter 20 it is proved that ,./!; is

irrational, and this fact is used as one of the cornerstones

for the Development of the real numbers.

There are numerous class discussion exercises in this

chapter. The teacher may decide to work part of them in class

and assign the rest for homework.

The suggested time allotment for this chapter is 13 days

19-1. Locating Points in a Plane

This section deals with two simple examples with which

the student is already familiar, showing how a pair of numbers

may be used to express the rosition of a point in a plane. The

examples are: the seats in a classroom, and the street corners

in a city.

Because it was felt advisable to keep the discussion short,

these examples were not exploited to the utmost. Only points

with non-negative integer coordinates (this word is not intro-

duced until Section 2) were discussed. It is possible for the

teacher to extend the city to the left of North Street and ask

the student how coordinates could be assigned to corners so

situated. In this way, coordinates such as (3, 2) and

(4, 5) could be obtained. (East Avenue now becomes less

aptly named.)

Or perhaps the teacher will want to invent a new town

with Main Street and Broadway intersecting at right angles in

the center of the town, thus obtaining corners in all four

quadrants so as to have all possible pairs of signs, ( +, +),

-), (-, +), (-, -), represented.

Another possible direction for generalization of the

example of'the city is to bring out the fact that street

locations other than corners are given by number pairs in

which just one of the numbers is a whole number. For example:
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All of these extensions take time, and the teacher will have to

decide for himself whether they are necessary.

Symbols of the form (a, b) are known in mathematics as

ordered pairs. It should be observed that the ordered pair

(2, 3) is quite different from the set (2, 3). As we know,

(2, 3) = (3, 2)

while (2,3) (3, 2).

On the other hand, we have

(g, 2)

since and Ng = 2.

Although the term "ordered pair" is not used in this text,

it is emphasized that (3, 2) and (2, 3) denote different
points.

N

Answers to Exercises 19-la

1.

2.

a.

b.

c.

d.

((1,

(3,

Eve

Nell

(2,

(4,

5),

5),

4)

2)

(1,

(4,

2),

3),

(2,

(4,

2),

4),

(2,

(4,

1),

5),

(3,

(5,

1),

1),

(3,

(5,

3),

4))
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3 a. They all sit in the 4th seat of each row.

b. ((1,4), (2,4), (3,4), (4,4), (5,4))

c. The second number of each pair is the same.

4. a. They all sit in the 3rd row.

b. ((3,1), (3,2), (3,3), (3,4), (3,5))

c. The first number of each pair is the same.

5. a. (Gary)

b. ((3,4))

6. a. (John, Emma, June, May, Carl)

b. They lie on a diagonal line that runs from the

front right corner of the room tQ the back left

corner.

7. a. (Ann, Ray, Fred, Kay, Ed, Pete, Mike, Gary, Nora, Eve)

b. They lie above the diagonal line mentioned in

Problem 6.

Answers to Exercises 19-lb

1.

2.

3.

a. (1E,

b. (1E,

c. (5E,

d. (5E,

(4E,

a. (5E,

'b. (5E,

c. (2E,

d. (2E,

(5,1),

(3,2)

5N)

1N)

3N)

2N)

2N)

1N)

5N)

1N)

2N)

(5,5), (2,1),

e.

f.

g.

h.

(2,2),

(1E,

(3E,

(3E,

(3E,

(1,2),

2N)

1N)

3N)

2N)

(3,1), (3,3),
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4. a. (0,4)

b. (0,1)

c. (4,0)

d. (2,4)

e. (2,0)

f. (4,3)

g. (3,3)

h. (0,2)

i. (1,2)

J. (0,0)

5. a. Office Building

Telephone Company

Museum

Hospital

Zoo

b. They lie on a diagonal line running in a Northeast

direction.

6. a. City Hall

Drug Store'

Supermarket

Library

Kinder;garten

Elementary School

Jail

b. They lie above the line mentioned in Problem 5.

7. a. Zoo, Veterinarian, Yacht Club

b. (5,5), (5:4), (5,2)

c. All number pairs have the same first number.

8. a. Library

Museum

University

Yacht Club

b. (1,2), (2,2), (3,2), (5,2)

c. All pairs have the same second number.

a. 4

b. 3

c. 7

10. 5 blocks
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19-2. Coordinates in the Plane.

In this section we aim to show that:

(1) every point in the plane may be represented

by a number pair;

(2) every number pair represents a point in

the plane.

We are on safe ground in statement (2), but, in statement (1)

we are cheating somewhat. We are tacitly assuming in statement
(1) that for every point on the number line there is a

corresponding number. Remember that so far the only numbers

considered in this text are the rational numbers, and it is

not true that every point on the line has a corresponding
rational number. The student is not expected to notice this

Wect, and it should not be pointed out by the teacher at
this time. In Chapter 20 the assumption is made explicitly

that there is a corresponding number for each point on the

number line, and that the set of all such numbers is called

the set of real numbers. When this is done, statements (1)

and (2) become indubitably correct with "number pair"

meaning "real number pair" instead of "rational number pair."

It is possible that the student may have difficulty in

making the transition from positive coordinates considered in

Section 1 to the positive and negative coordinates of this

section. The teacher should then point out that if we restrict

ourselves to positive coordinates, we shall be able to assign

coordinates only to points in a quadrant of the plane, and not

to the entire plane.

It is hoped that in Exercises 19-2d, Problems 1, 2, 3,
7, and 8 will be especially helpful in showing the usefulness

of Coordinates in the plane. In Problem 7 the positions to be

located are not exact points, and the answers should not be

considered incorrect if they err by one or two tenths.
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Answers to Exercises 19-2a

(Class Discussion)

Point ABCDEFGHIJKLM
X-coordinate

1--

3 2 3 2 2 5 7 9 2 2 10

Y-coordinate 2 3 2...._ 3 2 -2 -3 5
,

4
-
5 2 2

1.

Answers to Exercises 19-2b

Point A B C D F F G

Coordinates (3,2) 2,3) (-3,2) (2,3) (2,3) (3,2) (3,2)

.H I J K L M

( 2, ) ( y ) ( 9 , 4 ) ( y ) (2,2) (10,2)

2. a. They lie on the same vertical line.

b. The X-coordinates are the same.

3 a. They lie on the same horizontal line.

b. The Y-coordinates are the same.

4.

I-

Yi
It---

4 1 .

I

'- 1-1--

, 1

,

1 -'
i

. Qi.

1

i__

r

I,

r c
,

1 IC !

.
f

1 , r
i

,, 1 , I

I

L
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Answers uo zxerclues 1`j -GC

1. positive, right; positive, upper.

2. negative, left; positive, upper.

3. negative, left; negative, lower.

4. positive, right; negative, lower.

Answers to Exercises 19-2d

1.

! 1

.. __

4.-.

. ,----

1

F-
i

131
r

, I I-.
,

1

I

,-----x1

G
1 i f

1.

i

1-- r

.

r-
I

E

.

.._
I

i

I

i

,

,

H
,

,

!
1 1_-.
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2. :-
1
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I
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1
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_
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. .

I
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h
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.
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1
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1
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1

, -10
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1
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.
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._

1
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1

I

,

1
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1

,

I I

1 -1

1
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1
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i

I
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,

. . . .
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4. a. I d. VIII

b. IV e. I

C. III f. II

5

6.

-I

---1-

,

I
1

, -
i

r ,

--f

-----.
I

- 1

,

1-

i

!---1 T
1,

l

L

1

1._

I--- --- - -
0

1

I

r

I

I #

7'

...,

i
I

II

6
A

5
E

C

B

7. a. (0,-4) e. (0.5,5.5)

b. (7.3, 2.5) f. (3,5)
c. (1.5,3) (3,1.2) g. (1.5,-3.2)

d. (-1, 2.5)

(AAswers to within two tenths of the above should be
considered as correct.)
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8. a. The island

b. The railroad grade crossing

c. The crossroads on the right bank of the river

d. The wharf

e. The railroad station

f. The school

19-3. Graphs in the Plane.

In spite of the title, the only graphs considered are

the graph of the line y = x and the two half-planes deter-

mined by this line. It was felt that very little motivation

could be found for setting out to find the graph of the set of

those points (x, y) for which y = x. Would we use this

graph to.find the value of y when the value of x is given?

This would seem pretty silly when we already know that y = x.

Consequently, we E.4;udied the problem the other way around. We

took the attitude that points in the plane provide a useful

way of studying geometry. We therefore drew the line through

the points (0,0) and (5,5) and tried to find what we could

about the coordinates of points on this line.

We found that for every point (x, y) on this line we had

y = x, and conversely, that every point (x, y) with y = x

lias on this line. When we say we found these facts, we do

not mean that we proved them. We "found" them inductively;

that is, we made the generalization from a number of examples.

This is about the best that can be done without a considerable

treatment of similar triangles.

Problem 2(d) in Exercises 19-3b shows an important

property of this line, namely. that it bisects the angle formed

by the positive X-axis and the poSitive Y-axis. In Problem 1

of this exercise, the students may not realize which, is the

greater of two negative numbe:a. If they, do not realize, for

example, that 2 > 4, then they will learn an important

lesson when they check this graphically in Problem 2(a),

and (c). In Problem 3, students will have an opportunity to
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find, graphicLly, the coordinates of the point of intersection

of two lines.

1.

Answers to Exercises 19-3a,

(Class Discussion)

Point A B C D E F

X-coordinate 0 5 2 -4 -2 4

Y-coordinate 0 5 2 -4 -2 4

2. The X-coordinate is equal to the Y-coordinate.

3. Point G H J K L M N

1X-coordinate 37 T 7 7 7

1 -31 1 5 -1 1 9.
Y-coordinate 37 37 3 3 2 2 2

4. Yes.

5. All points on this line have equal X- and Y-coordinates.

Answers to Exercises 19-3b

1. a. Above since 7 > 4 f. Below since 1 < 1

b. On since 1 = 1 g. Below since 4 < 3

c. Above since 1 > 1 h. Above since 2 > 4

d. Below since 1 < 3 i. On since 7 = 7

e. Above since 2 > 2 j. Below since 3 < 1
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2.

,

' _

I

4 III D,

-)0 _

11111
URI

4

I,0

1
a

H
I

4

d. The measure of the angle is 45. Emphasize that the

line y = x bisects the first and third quadrants.

I i

-,--
-r---

MOM
..- :,

jo _
-1

ib

4____,

1 n
1_ 4_

1

r

T
,

c. The point of intersection is (3,2).
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4.

6.

E

5.

7

-4

---;

Y i

I

1

J

5
L

I i

H

I

1

!X

..r... ..
.

i

-

.i

1-cJ

tir is a line parallel 15t is a line parallel

to Y-axis.

I 1

I

;

.___:

1 , i

I

1 . _,

.

--I-1

I-1-
___.... .

to X-axis.

19-4. Other Equations, Other Lines.

There are three main aims in thie---SecfIan.

The first aim is to show through a series of class

discussion questions (Exercises 19-4a) that for various values

of b, the equations

y = bx,

have graphs which are lines through the origin. The teacher
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will probably wish to point out that the equation y = x

considered in the last section is the special case in which

b = 1.

The second aim is to observe that lines through the

origin enable us to do multiplication problems graphically.

To' motivata, we must illustrate with an example which must

satisfy these five conditions: (1) it must be an appliej

problem; (2) it must involve multiplying a whole list of

numbers by the same factor; (3) this factor must be such as

not to make the multiplication trivial; (4) the list of

numbers must contain both negative and positive numbers.

(5) we mutt be able to use the same scale on both axes and

obtain a line which is neither too steep nor too flat. To

meet all 'hese conditions, it was decided to treat the

problem 03 changing elevations in kilometers to elevations

in miles.

The Ihird aim is to fortify the conviction that the

product of two negative numbers is a positive number. This is

done by g)ing on with the development of the idea that the

graph of y = bx gives us a geometrical way of multiplying

by b. This time (in Exercises 19-4b for Class Discussion)

we.take c = 2 and find that the values of y, read off

the graph for the products (2) (3), (-2).(1.5),

(2) (4!, etc. are indeed positive numbers. No mention

is made of the fact that we are trying to drive this point

home. It is felt that the lesson will be more effective if

the students notice it and comment on it themselves. If the

students do not notice it themselves, then the teacher will

have to take the necessary steps to see that they do.

The general problem of lines not passing through the

origin is not treated in this chapter (though it would not

involve a great deal of extra work to do so.) Problems 1 and

2 of Exercises 19-4c exhibit some examples of such lines,

butrthe methods do not easily generalize to show that

y = bx +

is the general equation of a line.
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If a teacher wishes to teach the general equation of the

line, the following approach, given here in skeleton form,

might be used. Consider the two equations

(1) y = 2x

and (2) y = 2x + 5.

For each value of x, the Y-coordinate of the point on the

second curve is 5 more than the Y-coordinate of the point on

the first curve. If the point on the first curve is "moved

Up" 5 units, we get a point on the second curve. If this

is done for each point on the first curve, the effect is the

same as if the whole curve y = 2x is moved up 5 units.

Therefore, the graph of y = 2x + 5 is-a line parallel to

the graph of y = 2x, and is 5 units above it.

Particularly important problems are numbers 3 and 4
1of Exercises 19-4c in which the parabola y = 7x2 and the

12rectangular hyperbola y = -x are graphed. Here the student

encounters equations whose graphs are not straight lines, and

this fact should be emphasized. In Problems 5 and 7 of

this set, curves are drawn from empirical data. The curve in

Problem 5 is a line, and that in Froblem 7 is a parabola.

1.

Answers to Exercises 19-4a

(Class Discussion)

Point A B C D E F G H J

X-coordinate 3 -4 2 3 0 4 22 -3
3'f

-13

1Y- coordinate 6 -8 4 -6 7
1-3-
3

2
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2. 0
L

.

ic

Y

r 1

i
i
,

.

. .. L .

I

1- -I-
L

1 .

I
..1

:

____,

.

1

- .

___

.____L_

. _ -

i 1
E

1
-5

.

I

! _4
,

!

--f
i -to

1 ,

3 The points lie on a line through the origin. The teacher

may wish to remind the class that "curve" in mathematics

includes lines and broken-lines. In Chapter 7 "curves"

were thought of as special sets of points which can be

represented by a pencil drawing made without lifting the

pencil.

4. The Y-coordinate is 2. (-1,2) satisfies y = 2x.

5. The set of points (x, y) for which y = 2x lies on

the line.
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6. a.

Point A E C D .

G H J

X-coordinate 1.5
2

Y-coordinate 4.5 2

0

_
"8 8 1.5 0

, r

J

I r

r A

.
.

,

.
7

.

i X

_ F

-

. _i_

1

.

,

. _

. . .

b. The points lie on a line through the origin.

c. Yes.
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7. a.
X-coordinate 0 4 -10 7 5 2.8 6.6 1.2

Y-coordinate 0 2 -5 4 4 -4 1.4 -75.-5 0.6

b. 1

.

1 .

H xT

__iJ..
-14

1161111,11111

li
1411

,

.

,

.
.

_-

_ 4 .. .

c. Yes.

8. Any points whose coordinates satisfy y = Ex
3

are correct.

i _I !..._ I I
1 t

..) Y
!

,e

1 , !

1

-, -.,-- -*--4--
!!s---

I

!

I 0 1

1

, , I_ _-. .
7

11

,
;

-,----r--
I! 1-1

11 75
__I _ .

.

,

. J

,
1

!

1

b. Yes.
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Answers to Questions in Text

4
The coordinates on y = 5x are

A(3,4), B(3,4), C(5,64), D(1,2).

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION ELEVATION IN
KILOMETERS

ELEVATION IN
MTLF,S(graph)

ELEVATION IN
MILES

Matterhorn, Switzerland 4.5 2.8 2.79
Mount Everest 8.9 5.5 5.518
Dead Sea -0.4 -0.2 0.248
Deepest Point in Pacific 11.0 6.8 6.82
Mount Whitney 6.2 3.8 3.844
Deepest Oillfell 5.0 3.1 -3.10
Deepest Ocean Descent

by Man
10.9 6.8 .o , 6.758

1.

Answers to Exercises 19-4b

(Class Discussion)

Point X-coordinate Y-coordinate
A 0 0

B ,...---4 "8

2. and 3

2
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4. x 1 3 2.5
_
1.5 3 -2 -2.5 -4

(-2)x -6 -5 6 3 -6 4

This example gives a very nice illustration that the

product of two negative numbers is a positive number.

The teacLer should be certain to emphasize this.

1,. a.

b.

Answers ,o Exercises 19-4c

X-coordinate

Y-coordinate 7

ol I

-I-

it-
L____t_ -

I 1

i_ ,

__,._

i

*
r--t-

I y AM 1-
i--

,

. ,

=5j r
'. 1

r

...4.-

t_

1_ L I, _i
1 1

i-

I I I

...
1 '

--i-
1 1 1

1

,
I

'' _i 1

i !

' --, -1

--+

' 1

c. on a line.
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page 328: 19-4

\

2. a.

b.

X-coordinate -4
_
2

_
1 0 1 2 3 4

Y-coordinate 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This graph is a line.

X-coordinate
_

Y-coordinate

224

2

This graph is a line.
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C

t.

3 a.

b.

,X-coordinate Th 3 -2

Y-coordinate

Willi

5

1

+

IIIIk
4_,_

The graph is a line.

X-coordinate t 3 2 1 0 1 2 3

1 1
Y-coordinate . 4 7

L_I

1- L

t

1

i .LL1
!

I 1 rV

i i

r--
,

5

.

III
i I

p.
I

.

p.
_i.

F 1' _i.

-1

_

c
L

-

. _

i

!

.1

I

t

C. (This curve is called a parabola.)
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4.

XLcoordinate 12 9 -6 -4 -3 2 1 0

Y-coordinate 1
3

2 3 4 -6 12 none

X-coordinate 1 2 3 4 6 9 12

Y-coordinate 12 6 4 2
45 1

1 1

1 1 1

1 1

1-

i

-1,
1 !

4
.

!

. 7-

1

1

1 l't, f----

i--

1

i t

i

..

-1t '+ .

.

.

.-----;- ---4
!

, l

_

1

1

--t-

I___,_

---1-

1-

.
, !

1

'
, .

.

1

. 7-------r

i ',

. I

.

1

,

.

I i i i

I '
: , I ,

i

}- 1- jr.

!

I

. '

! 1

,._f
I I-

!
!

i

i

1

1

t 1 i

i

, 1

71
1 I

i-

i

.,..

1

i

._
,

' I i 1
i

c. (This curve is called a hyperbola.)

Gall attention to the fact that when x = 0, y is
12not defined since .. has no meaning. On the graph

there is no point whose X-coordinate is zero.
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page 329: 19-4

a. and b.

5

c. The points lie on a line. The teacher will realize

that this can be predicted from the formula

F = 32, but students should find this linear

relation after plotting the points.

d. 98.6° F is the same as 37° C.
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6.

MINUMMEMEMEMEMEMIN
Mill MEM

MUMIIIIMEMEMMMEMEME 1/

1111111111111111111M

1111111111111111111111
111111110111111/11
mom.m.mme.mummm
11111 111:2111g11

I

IIIIII 1111111111.

mom mommommummom
II Willi
mill immommummil
ma MIUMMAEME

MEM MMEMMENEEMMEM '

WEEMMEMMEMENEME$ WHEN
INNENNNUNMEME

NNUNNINEN
NNWRIMMINN

I MEMMEEM
1211E11m_mimmumumm.

I
immo

11111111111111

a. No, not through quadrant N.
b. about 18° C.
c,. about 58° C .

d. about -68° C.

2
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page 330: 19-4

b. The curve is not a line.

c. About -50 feet, about 110 feet, about 150 feet.

d., 53 miles per hour, 25 milers per hour.
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19-5. Distance.

The principal purpose of this introduction to distance is

to motivate ,the Pythagorean Theorem. We learn that the distant

between two points on the same horizontal, line is the differ-

ence of their X-coordinates, the greater minus the smaller.

For example, the distance between (3,5) and (9,5) is

9 - 3 or 6. The distance between (a, b) and (c, b) is

a - c or c - a, whichever of these two numbers is positive.

Distance is never negative. If we had the absolute value

notation at our disposal, we would say that the distaM-e

between (a, b) and (c, b) is la - ci or (which is the

same thing), lc - al. It is in general true that the distance

between P and Q is equal to the distance between Q and

P. These points are not belabored in the text, but if problem:

arise, the teacher will have to explain in more detail as

given above.

When we come to the problem of finding the distance betwe(

two points not situated on the same vertical or horizontal

line, the best we can do at this point is to construct a

ruler and measure the distance. It is pointed out in detail

that the unit on the ruler must agree with the unit employed

in constructing the coordinate plane. A device not mentioned

in the text which the teacher might use is to have the students

tear off a piece of graph paper to use as a ruler.

This method of measuring is pointed out to be unsatis-

factory since it will not give the exact distance when the

coordinates of the points are given exactly. We need another

tool with which to solve the problem of distance. This tool

is the Pythagorean Theorem.

Answers to Exercises 19-5

1. a. distance 5 horizontal

b. distance 7 vertical

c. distance 5 horizontal

d. distance 5 vertical

230

e.
f.

g.

h.

distance 8 vertical

distance 3 horizontal

distance 15 horizontal

distance 2 vertical
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2. a. e.

b.

C.

f.

g.

d. h.
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3

4 .

b.
C. 3
d. 5

a.

, -4--Y-

-2
-4
4 1

Al--I

!

r-r-
! .J

i .

4

H

j
__I

1

b. AB = 6 , BC = AC = 5



page 334-.335: 19-5

a.

b. AB = CD = 4
c. a rectangle

e. (0,

6. a.

-f-

+"
V L rl S

AD = BC = 5

c. SV 5

d. TU = 5

e. a parallelogram

f. (0, 2)
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7

62IIIIII ImPla
IIIfim

-t-

PIAjuhhi... f___ F

.

_
indi

, Ammel x

'

1'fit
,

1

.

T---t- J

The lengths of the parallel sides are 3 and 11.

19-6. A Property of Right Triangles.

The Pythagorean Theorem (Property) is stated and verified

by measurement inflome particular cases. In our presentation,

the theorem was not "discovered" inductively since a great

deal of induction has been used in this chapter already, and

furthermore, a deductive proof of the theorem is to be given

in the next section.

The teacher may wish to present here the following his-

torical material which is taken from another SMSG text.

The ancient Egyptians made use of this propeity of right

triangles in the following way in under to make "square"

corners. They took a loop of rope 12 units long.
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page 335-337: 19-6

Then they grasped it at three points which divided it into

pieces 3 units, 4 units and 5 units in length. They

pulled it tight to form a triangle.

st i A

Then they observed that the angle opposite the largest side

is a right angle. We have already seen that a triangle with

sides of length

since

3, 4, and 5 satisfies the

a
2

+ b
2

= c
2

condition

3
2

+ 4
2

= 5
2

Although the Egyptians made use of this property they

did not prove it.

It is thought that Pythagoras looked at a mosaic like the

one pictured in the first figure below. He noticed that

thei'e are many triangles of different sizes that can be found

in the mosaic,. But he noticed more than this. If each side

of any triangle is used as one side of a square, the sum of

the areas of the two smaller squares is the same as the area of

the larger square. In the second figure below two triangles

of different size are inked in and the squares drawn on the

sides of the shaded triangles. Count the number of the

smallest triangles in each square. For each triangle that is

inked in, how does the number of small triangles in the two

smaller squares compare with the number in the larger square?

If you draw a mosaic like this, you will find that this is

true not only for the two triangles given here but for a

triangle of any size in this mosaic.
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1.

B

Answers to Exercises 19-6

C A

AB = 13 AE = 17

20

la

12

e B

4

A 4

C 4 6 2 m 20 24

AB = 25

a
2

+ b2 = 13

a? + b
2

= 41

a
2

+ b2 = 724

B
N

\ A

AB

AB 6.4

AB 9.6

4 4 12 ia 20

2

236.

AB = 29

AB2 = 12.9

AP2 = 40.96

AB2 = 7.96

A



page 338-342: 19-7

19-7, A :roof of the Pythagorean Property.

The proof of the Pythagorean Theorem given here will

seem most delightful and, in fact, unforgettable to people who

have seen only the mo_ difficult and eminently forgettable

traditional proofs. We hope that the proof is so nice as

even to be appealing to 8th grade students encountering the

theorem for the first tima.

The proof will probably be more significant to the

student if he actually cats out the four copies of the right

triangle and the square with edge a + b and performs the

coverings as irdicated. The procedure can be repeated with

a number of different right triangles.

In the argument to establish that angle 3 is a right

angle the statement is made that the sum of the measures of

the angles at P is 180. Section 1 of Chapter 13 makes this

point clear.

Another useful pedagogical device would be for the

teacher to have constructed in the shop seven blocks and a

box, as shown.

The students may then be shown how the blocks may be

fitted into the box in the two ways.
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page 342-347: 19-7,19-8

Answers to Exercises 1±-7

1. 25

b. 169

C. 625

d. 200

2. a. 144

b. 225

c. 441

d 224

3. a. 8 V. 30

b. 15 g. 100

. 13 h. 4o

d. 12 i. 11

e . 10 J.

4. 90 yds.

5. 30 in.

6. 10 ft.

7. a. 13"

b. 14 m.

C. 80'

8. No, because the diagonal of the base is only 34 in.

19-8. Back to Distance.

Now that we have the Pythagorean Theorem, we are ready

to show how to find the distance between any two points in

the plane whose coordinates are given. This distance formula

is expressed in the text as
0

AB- = (difference of .C-coordinates) 2+

(difference ,f Y.-coordinates)`.
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page 344-347: 19-8

This formula is usually written:

Distance between (xl,y1) and (x2,y2) (yo-y,

It was felt that this notation is too difficult for the

students to master.

The square root symbol is encountered for the first tiir

in this chapter. The teacher should note that

denotes only the positive

while

number whose square is b. So,

2
2 = 4 and (-2)- = 4

we have

,tT = 2 but .117-1- X 2.

This comrention is in universal use today. In former times

one frequently saw statements such as ,VIT = ± 2. Such state-

ments are incorrect according to our definition. The reason

for this convention is that we want our symbol to stand. for

a definite number and not ,lust some indefinite member of a

set of numbers. If we wish to denote the negative number

whose square In 5, we must write .

The student encou. - numbers in this section such as

which are not integers. It is not

even hinter: that these numbers are not rational. This is the

province of Chapter 20. The student is supplied with a table

of approxim e decimal square roots of the numbers from 1

to 100. The fact that these square roots are approximate

should not lead tIle s'udent to conclude that the numbers are
1irrational, since numbers such as cannot be expressed as

terminating decimals either.

The table r-7ferred to contains squares of numbers as well

as square roots, an t s lies all perfect squares between
1 and 10,000. It may be necessary to teach. the pupils hew

to use the table. since this may their first encounter

with such an arrangement.
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page 348: 19-8

I. a.

b'

a = 8

b . 6

c = 10

a = 4

b=3
o=5

C.

a = 5

b = 12

c = 1-5

d.

a = 15

b = 20

c = 25

Answers to Exercises 19-8,
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e.

2. a.

b.

c.

d.

3 a.

b.

c

d. 13

e. 20

a = 3

b

c = 5

., ,

___,I,
,

,,
!

I . 1

1 i 1

WI

50 e. 5

29 f. 25

475 g. 10

9 h.

3 f . 1

5 g. 100

7 h . CO

. 18

J. 17

4. a. 4, 9, 2, 3 or 2 < ,fi7 < 3

b.

5. a .

b.

c.

d.

64, 81, 8, 9 or 8 < ./77 < 9

betwec n 2, 7 e. 9

3, 4 f. 5, 6

7, 8 g. 4, 5

6, 7 51, 32

6. a. 9.85

b. 7.07

c . 8.66

d. 95 (exact) ) These perfect squares appear in the table.

e . 64 (exact r
7. 9.8 ft.

8. a. The distance from (2,5) to (3, -5) is -17E27 cz, 11.

b The distance from (0, 4) to (7S--, 4) is -,/98 .5 '^-'10.

9. ,/'296 7 = 17

22,1
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19-10.

351-352: 19-10,19-11

Chapter Review.

19-10,Answers to Exercises

1. horizontal

2. vertical

3. upper

4. X, negative

5. half-plane

6. line, origin

7. I, III

8. II, IV

9- 9

10. a. IV -- d. II

b. III e. IV

C. I V. III

11. -17

12 . 41

13 . a . 6.557 d. 11

b. 5.J96

c. 9

e. 67

14. 5 inches

19-11. Cumulative Review.

1.

Answers to Exercises 19-11

It is a parallelogram.

The lengths or opposite

pairs of sides are 4,

and 5.
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page 353; 19-11

3. (-10, 1.1, 1.099, 0.001, 0.009, 0.01)

4. 2 < since 9 x 44 < 12 x 35 or

5. 1

6. a. 7

b.

c. 1

396 < 420

7. V = 15 x 12 x 9 = 1620

Capacity of storage tank is 1620 cu. ft.

V= r x 3`x 10 ',1; 282.6

Capacity of truck is approximately 282.6 cu. ft.

Since 5 < 1620 < 6, it will take 6 loads.

8. a. 55

b. 55

c. isosceles

9 . a . V = 8x7rx5x.- = 507r=t157

The volume is about 157 cu. ft.

b. A= 5rx8 + 2xrx;x; = 547-Z164.85
The surface area is about 165 sq. ft.



Sample Test Questions for Chapter 19

Note: Teachers should construct their own test, using

carefully selected items from those given here and

from items of their own. Careful attention should be

given to difficulty of items and .:ime required to

complei;,1 the test.

True or False

(F) 1. The 1,,,int whose coordinates are (3,2) is the same

as tie poll,- whose coordinates are (2,3) .

(F) 2. Tiv: point is located in the second quadrant.

(F) 3. Ea: po.1 A L.. line y = 2x has its X- coordinate

twice i`.s \

(T) 4. The veph cluatlon is the set of points in the

plane Kh-ii.;t, -,:7reiinates belong to the solution set

of the ecidn,
(F) 5. A right tr.- may have two right angles.

(T) 6. The length v: ti. P-Ilmetenuse of a right triangle is

less than t. or the lengths of the other two

sides of t'le

(T) 7. The square 'f length of the hypotenuse of a

right triangi.,± fs equal to the sum of the squares

of the lengths of the other two sides.

(F) 8. The hypotenuse of a right triangle is on one of the

rays that form the right angle.

(F) 9. The Y-coordinate of points lying on the Y-axis is

zero.

(T) 10. All points lying in the upper half-plane (above the

X-axis) have positive Y-coorcn-lates.

(F) 11. The Pythagorean relationship is true for all triangles

(F) 12. The length .f the diagonal of a square Is equal to

the sum of the lengths of two of its sides.

(F) 13. The point whose coordinates are (1, 1) lies on

the line y = x.
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(T) 14. The point whose coordinates are (-4,-2) is above

the line y = x.

(F) 15. The point whose coordinates are (-4,2) lies on

the line y = 2x.

Multiple Choice

1. The points A(2, -3), B(2,2), and C(2,8)

a. are the vertices of a triangle.

b. lie on a line parallel to the X-axis.

(e.) c. lie on a line that passes through the

origin.

d. lie on a horizontal line.

e. none of the above is correct.

2. The distance between A(6,0) and B(-4,0) is

a. 0

b. 2

(c .) c. 10

d. 24

e. none of these

3 The graph of the inequality y 7 x

a. is a line through the origin.

b. contains every point whose Y-coordinate

is equal to its X-coordinate.

(c.) c. is a half-plane lying above the line y = x.

d. is a half-plane lying below the line y = x.

e. is none of the above.

4. The point (3,-1) lies

a. in Quadrant II

b. in Quadrant III

(c.) c. in Quadrant IV

d. on the X-axis

e. none of the above is correct
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5. Which of the following is a right triangle, if a, b,

and c represent the lengths of the sides?

a. a = 1, b = 2, c = 3

b. a = 2, b = 3, c = 4

(c.) c. a = 3, b = 4, c = 5

d . a = 4 , b = 5, c= 6
e . a = 5 , b = 6 , c = 7

6. Given the two numbers 5 and 12, the sum of their

squares is

a. 13

b. 17

(e.) c. 25

d. 289

e. 169

7. Which one of the following statements is true?

a. The coordinates of a point which lies in

Quadrant IV are both negative.

b. The graph of y = 3x is a line which

contains the point (3,1).
(c.) c If you know the length of the diagonal of

a square you can find the length of the

side of the square.

d. The X-coordinate of points lying on the

X-axis is zero.
1

e The graph of the equation y = 2
is

a line.

Completion

1. The Y-coordinate of the point (3,-7) is (7) .

2. (-4,3) names a point located in the (III1 quadrant.

3. Each point in the coordinate plane has (2) numbers

associated with it.

4. a. Find c
2

when c
2

= a
2
+ b2 and a = 6 and

b = 9. (117)

b. How can you represent the value of c in part (a)?

(N/T577)
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5. The graph of y = 2x is a (line) .

6. The point of intersection of y = x. y = 2x, y

is (the oriEin) . [Note: (0,0) is also cor rect.]

7. The distance between (3,4) and (7,-4) is (10) .

8. The hypotenuse of a right triangle is 25 units in

length, and one side is 24 units in length. The

third side is (7) units in length.

9. State the Pythagorean Property in words.

10. The graph of y > x is (a half plane)

11. Find the distance tetween the points whose coordinates

are (1,3) and (6,15). (13)



Chapter 20

REAL NUMBERS

A serious study of the real numbers is far beyond the

capabilities of eighth graders. On the other hand, it is well

to warn the students that not all the numbers that they work

with, such as v/T and r , are rational. That is about all

that this chapter attempts to do.

After establishing the agreement in Section 20-1 that

every point on the number line corresponds to a number, the

student is shown how to construct, by use of the Pythagorean

Theorem, the number 117 in Section 20-2. Then in Section

20-3 this number 12 is shown to be irrational. The mater-

ial on infinite decimals in the starred Section 20-4 is some-

what more difficult. It is left to the discretion of the

teacher whether this material should he covered.

The treatment of the real number system in the following

references will provide much worthwhile supplementary material:

1. Bell, E. T. MEN OF MATHEMATICS. New York. Simon

and Schuster, 1937.

Life of Georg Cantor, Chap. 29, pp. 555-579.

2. College Entrance Examination Board; Report to the

Commission on Mathematics, Appendices: College

Entrance Examination Board, cjo Educational Testing

Service, Box 592, Princeton, N.J. Part 1, Algebra.

See especially pp. 28-35, a classroom approach to

Irrational Numbers.

3. Courant, Richard and Robbins, Herbert. WHAT IS

MATHEMATICS? New York. Oxford University Press,

1953. Chapters 1 and 2.

4. Gamow, George. ONE, TWO, THREE . . INFINITY.

New York. Viking Press, 1947. Chapter 1, Big

Numbers. See especially pp. 14-23.

5. Kasner, E., and Newman, J. MATHEMATICS AND THE

IMAGINATION. New York. Simon and Schuster, 1943.
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6. Natlonal Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Twenty-

third Yearbook: INSIGHTS INTO MODERN MATHEMATICS.

Washington, D.C., 1957. Chapter II, The Concept of

Number.

7. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Twenty-

fourth Yearbook: THE GROWTH OF MATHEMATICAL IDEAS,

trades K-12; Washington, D.C., 1959. Chapter 2,

Number and Operation; Chapter 11, Promoting the

Continuous Growth of Mathematical Concepts.

8. Niven, Ivan. NUMBERS: RATIONAL AND IRRATIONAL.

New York. Random House, Inc., 1961.

20-1. Real Numbers as Points on the Number Line.

The purpose of this-section is to come out boldly with

the statement: every point on the number line has a corres-

ponding number. It is felt by the authors that the students

may not have such a strong feeling for the plausibility of

the statement as for the equivalent form: every segment has

an exact length. The section is therefore devoted to showing

the equivalence of these statements.

The set of numbers corresponding to points on the number

line is called the set of real numbers. It will be shown in

Section 20-3 that not all real numbers are rational.

Addition and subtraction may be performed by the geomet-

rical method introduced in earlier chapters. There t also

a geometrical method of multiplication which was not Included

in the student text.

We will show how to multiply x and

0 y

Step I: Draw any line through the origin and mark off on it

points A and B at distances 1 and y from

the origin.
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0

Step II: Draw the line joining A and Then,

B draw a line parallel to tots LaJt

parallel through B interser:tz: toe nzmter line

a number z .

Now, from similar triangle:

or Z = xy .

It is worthy of note that _In ercier :3 ad n'a.mbero on

number line, we need to know the location of 0, not In ol..er

to multiply on the number line, the location of both C nod

1 must be known. With 0, x and y located as shown, If

the location of 1 15 changed, to the locatIon

also be changed.

A similar construction may be madr, for i1.'Ioloo log

the proportion

iL-
The operations of acidltIon and multIDn :ea1

defined in this geometrical way can be ::,nown to possess the

closure, commutative, associative, inverrf,e,

properties.
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Answers -i...o Exercises 20-1

1. .z

3z z-Y I y-z
x-Y v A/

x-iy 2x

f-,- 1*----
1 z 1

1.41,--4.---.

Y x

-3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5

2.
x- Y 5(4-Y

0 a

As long as zero is marked on the number line, even if

one is not marked, we can add and subtract. Multiplica-
tion is not possible.

3. Since zero is not marked on this number line, you cannot

perform any of the operations.

20-2, Locating Numbers on the Number Line.

In the preceding section the student learned that every

point on the number line corresponds to a real number. In

this section the student locates on the number 1.ne (by use of

the Pythagorean Theorem studied in the last chal..:er) a point

corresponding to a number vi7 whose square is 2. In the

next section the student will learn that this number vi.7 is"
not rational.

Although it is not related to the main purpose of the

section, location on the number line of rational numbers

(expressed as fractions) is also reviewed.. The teacher is

reminded cf the "similar triangle" construction for locating

such points given in Chapter 8 of the Teacher's Commentary.

The teacher may wish to present the plausible method of

locating the number 'Tr by rolling (without slipping) a (

circle of diameter 1 along the number line.

2
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When the initia1. point of contact of the circle agan

touches the number line, then the circle has laid off it::

entire circumference, T, on the line.

In Problem 6, Exercises 20-2, be .ure to 1,21l the

student to place the figure properly the sheet of paper

F,o as not to run off the page. (See solution below.)

Answers to Exercises 20-2

1. The relation 1- + 2
2

= 5 suggests a right triangle with

legs 1 a-I. 2 and hypotenuse 15 .

2. Draw a right triangle with ler7E 2 and

0 2
13
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3. Draw a right triangle with legs 1 and

C

4.

0

5

I `1

E
4

----,/,./73

0 I

...

2 1-5
1

1

In the diagram below the arrow /3 ,./7175 is placed at
the origin so you can see where the point represent!nr.

the difference lies.

1

2 3
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6.

20-3. Irrational Numbers.

The purpose of this section is to demonL,:rate the

irrationality of vi7 . The traditional proof goes as follows:

Suppose vi7 is rational. Then vi7 can be

expressed as a quotient of integers, T7';-, . If a

and b have factors in common, then we can reduce

the fraction, repeated if necessary, until an

equivalent fraction is obtained in which numerator

and denominator have no factors in common.

Accordingly, let p and q be whole numbers

with no factors in common with

= ,77

then

so that

(1)

2
P-72- = 2

q

20 =

2 5
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This last expression tells us that p
2

is an

even number so that p must also be even (the square

of an odd number is odd). Since p is even, there

is a whole number r for which

(2) p . 2r.

Substituting (2) in (l) we see that
Nskirs,

(2r)2 = 2q
2

or

from which

4r
2

= 2q
2

2r
2

= q
2

This last expression tells us that q
2

is even,

so that q is even whenCe for some whole number

s we have

(3) q . 2s
.

Now (2) and (3) show us that p and q have the

common factor 2 in contradiction to the assumption

that p and q have no factors in common. This

means that there do not exist whole. numbers p and

q with no factors in common for which

But we have seen that if 17: is rational, then

suoh numbers p and q must exist. Consequently,

viT cannot be rational.

Most students have a great deal of difficulty with this

proof. In the first place, the idea of proof by contradic-

tion causes trouble. But even those students who understand

the idea of proof by contradiction have difficulty with this

particular use of the idea. The reason is that only part of

the statement "p and q are whole numbers having no factors

in common satisfying E " has been contradicted, and a

seemingly less important part at that, namely that p and q

have no factors in common.

256
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The student's reaction seems to be, "So what? If you

cannot find whole numbers p and q without factors in

common satisfying k =17 then find them with factors in

common." The teacher can then remind t.le student ttiat an

equivalent fraction could then be obtained in which numerator

and denominator have no factors in common thus obtaining the

case shown to be impossible. The student may not have an

answer for this but'he remains skeptical about the proof.

In the text an attempt has been made to modify the proof

so as not to focus attention on the condition that p and q

(a and b were used in the text) have no factors in common.

The proof follows these lines:

First, it is shown that if 17 is rational, 'hen there will

be whole numbers a and b meeting these requirements:

(i) a2 = 2b2,

(ii) a and b have no factors in common.

(The student has no objection at the onset to a and b

having no factors in common. It is only afte- he sees that

the whole proof rests on this point that he makes his objec-

tion.] Next an attempt is made to determine whether these

requirement- can possibly be met for each of the following

oddness and evenness combinations. I (a even, b even),

II (a even, b odd), III (a odd, b even), IV (a odd,

b odd). All these cases are ruled out, and since these cases

exhaust all possibilities, we see that there are no whole

numbers a and b meeting requirements (i) and (ii) or, in

short, that is not rational.

We hope that the student will offer less resistance to

this presentation than to the conventional one.

In the proof of the irrationality of /1.7 given in the

student's text three facts are tacitly assumed to be part of

the students' background in arithmetic. They are:

. I. The product of two odd numbers is odd.

II. The'product of two even numbers is a multiple of 4 .

III. The product of two times an odd number is not a

multiple of 4 .
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It was felt that including proofs of these facts in the

students' text would detract from the main ideas. For the

teacher's benefit these proofs are given here.

I. If a and t are odd, then for some whole numbers

m and n,

a = 2m + 1 and b = 2n + 1

so that

a b = (2m + 1)(2n + 1)

= 2m 2n + 2m + 2n + 1

= 2(2mn + m + n) + 1

so that a b is odd (a alultiple of 2 plus 1)

II. If c and d are even, then for some whole numbers

r and s

a = 2r and b = 2s,

so that

a b = (2r)(2s)

= (2. 2).(rs)

Ors,

so that a b is a multiple of 4.

III. If 2 x is a multiple of 4, then for some

whole number p

2 x = 4 p

from which
4 p

2

or
x = 2p .

Therefore, x is even. Therefore, 2 times an

odd number cannot be a multiple of 4.

The proof of II above provides the answer to a parenthetical

question in the text.

In the text the remark is made that there are more

irrational numbers than rational numbers. An explanation of

this statement is given in this commentary in Section 20-4.
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1.

Answers to Exercises 20:2

2.and 3.

v172
1

* Nor2 pi 3 4,/ 2

1 I
I I 1 I 1 r*5 4 I

4 3 2 1 0 I 2 3 4 6

4. All the points except VT4-- correspond to irrational

numbers.

*20-4. Irrational Numbers and Infinite Decimals.

Without going into too much detail an effort is made to

convince the student that each point on the number line has

a unique infinite decimal representation. The student will

probably readily accept the converse (that each infinite

decimal represents a point on the number line) as being true

also. However, this converse is much more difficult to estab-

lish rigorously, too difficult in fact to be included in this

commentary.

Gi'e detail has been omitted as likely to cause confusion.

It is that infinite decimals in which all digits are nines

from some point on must be excluded if the correspondence

between real numbers and infinite decimals is to be one-to-

one. The reason for this is that, for example,

.3799999... .38000000... .

259
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This may be seen as follows:

If x = .379 then 10x = 3.797 sc, that

10x = 3.797

x = .377

qx = 3.42 (By subtraction)

BO that x = 3 2 .38 .

For better comprehension by the teacher of the real

number system we include two demonstrations that are too

difficult for almost all students. The exposition given here

is necessarily quite condel'sed. Teachers wishing to read a

more complete exposition of this material may find it in

several of the references listed at the beginning of this

chapter; for example, in Kasner and Newman, MATHEMATICS AND

THE IMAGINATION. These are that (1) the rational numbers may

be put into one-to-one correspondence with the integers,

(2) the real numbers cannot be put into one-to-one corres-

pondence with the integers.

To show (1), first make up a grid as follows:

5

0

4

E

3

3 4 5 6 7
DenorrOnotors

Each intersection of lines on this grid denotes a frac-

tion. Now mark with a heavy dot those intersections denoting

fractions whose numerators and denominators have no factors

in common.
260
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E

z
3

3 4 5
Denominators

Each positive rational number is then represented by one and

only one black dot. Now the "zig-zag line" indicated in the

figure above may be drawn. Following this "zig-zag line" we

count the black dots as we come to them. This process of

counting establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the

counting numbers and the black dots (or positive rational

numbers). The first few pairs in this correspondence are

shown below:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ...

I H 1 2 5 I.

I I. 5 7 5e1.1. D'u 5

To allow (2) that there are too many real numbers to be

put into one-to-one correspondence with the counting numbers

we must proceed by contradiction. And, in fact, we shall show

even more; namely, that there are too many real numbers

between 0 and 1 to be put into one-to-one correspondence

with the counting numbers.

Suppose that the real numbers can be put into one-to-one

correspondenc' with the counting numbers. Then we can make

up an infinite list as shown below.

26]
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1 4- ---* 'alla 12al)al

2 4--- 'a21a22a23a2'

)1 )2 )) ).

The symbols all, a12, a3h, a78, etc., represent the digits

in the infinite decimals. Here, for example, .a31a32a33a3..

represents the infinite decimal representation of that real

number which has been paired off with the counting number 3

in this one-to-one correspondence. (Note that the first sub-

script on each of the a's is 3.) The second subscripts on

the ais indicate the position of the digit in the infinite

decimal.

Now we can show how to construct an infinite decimal

representing a number between 0 and 1 which cannot be in

the list. Do it as follows. Choose digits bl, b,, b3, etc.,

so that bl all, b2 a22, b3 a33, etc; also, in order

to avoid the difficulty with nines mentioned earlier, be sure

to choose all the digits bl, b2, b3, etc., different from 9.

Now the decimal

.b1b2b3b4.

cannot be in the list because it differs from each decimal in

the list in at least one "place". That is, it differs from

.alla12a13a14... in the first place, from .a21a22a23a2,1....

in the second place, etc.

Therefore, we have ontradiction to the assumption that

all the real numbers between 0 and 1 'Tiere included in this

list. Therefore, no such list can be constructed. The set of

real numbers between 0 and 1 cannot be put into one-to-one

correspondence with the set of counting numbers.

This explains the remark in the student's text in Section

20-3 that there are more irrational numbers than rational

numbers.
262
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1. a.

b.

c.

367: 20-4

9.99

312.1217

35.03577

Answers to Exercises 20-4a

f,

g.

n.

613.45575

803.1515

31289.97

d. 166.6E i. 3128.97

el 0.047 j. 60123.01237175

2. a. 2816.167 or 2816.1 e. 1.1100 or 1.11

b. 9.00 or 9 f. 351.00 or 351

c. 162.025 or 162 g. 27048.65 or 27048

d. 298.07 or 298 h. 372'.8300 or 374.83

3. a. 10(.55) = 5.57

0.57

9(.55) = 5.07

b.

.57
5

loo(.7373)

.7373

gq(.737))

.7375

= 73.7373

= 0.7373

=

_73
-99

c. 1000(.901901) = 201.901i01

.901201 = 0.901901

999(.901901) = 201.0

.901901
)01

922

*d. 10(3.0257) 30.2335

3.0233 = 3.0233

9(3.0235) = 27.2107

3.0233
27.21 2721 9079 200 300

2
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Answers to Exe' ises 20-4b

1. a. 1.372 1.372 .1._ .,5 1.4)3 D. 08

b: -q.426 -5.630 -2.765 2.763 2.761

c. -0.15475 0.15463 0.15467 0.15475 0.1559

2. a. none c. all but -0.1:475

b. all but -0.15475 d. all but -0 1'5.'475

e. 0.15475 0.15467 0.151.6

3.

4, a. rational

b. irrational

c. rational

d, rational

e. irrational

b
t >

f. not enough information

g. irrational

h. irrational

i. rational

j. irrational

5. a. 2.0q6361

a b. 2.Q12824

C. 3.00328Q

d. .0003639 .000176 .003289

e. 1.732

6. (1.73)2 = 2.qq2q, (1.74)2 = 3.0276, 1.73 is the better

7. (3.87)2 = 14.976Q, (3.88)` = 15.0544, 3.87 is the better

8. (25.2)2 = 635.04, (25.3)2 = tr

x = 6.473
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10. ly

I 1

30 4 5-- 6 7 8 9 0

/1 t-

3.0 4.0

/

, Tr

1 1 1 I

3.10 - - - _ 3 20- -

3140

20-5. Properties of Number System.

Answers to Exercises 20-5

1. d and e

2. a. 2

b. 2

. 2

d. none

3. a. 5 (The counting numbers, 1,

b. 6 (The whole numbers, 0, 1, 2, :!,

c. 8 (Integers, 0, 1, --, 3, , !)-, L,

d. infinitely many

e. infinitely many

4 a. none

b. 0

C. 0

d. none

yes

b. no

c. no

d. no
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Multiple Choice:

(A)

(D)

1. Ti: number rnay

real an6.

13. real and. rational.

C. rational but not reit].

D. Irrational but; not

both rational an:. Irra
lies between:

:77

an(
and
a nkli



(D)

The :;,-.t

NA. Cc.p/litIni_-. number

B. Whole number':,

Noh-neat!:vi:2 roLmL or::

D. Real nlImbers

N. Posit.lve

Y. r>er°977N one-to-one corl-em-

the points on

F.

RatIon;il.



Chapter. 71

SCIENTIFIC NOTATIO. DECIMAL::;. TH-H

In till: chpte:- we hoz:_ime Ih
acquaintance w:.th 1:he nrn-.'?:_; 91'

and finding prodct::,

We intend

done :-y

'r
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2. a. 109

b. 10
12

c. 10
15

3. a. 7 x 103 d. lh x 10L

b. 5 x 10 e. y5 x Ito

c. 3 x 10E '' '4'. x 101('

It is also correct to have other answers than the above.

For example, (b) might be expressed as 50 x 10,
.

500 x J
2

5000 x 101 even 50,000 x 100.

a. 100 or 1024. f' 57,00o

b 10,000 or i0.

c. 830 h. 000 er 10

d. 53 er 4.

e 100,000 v 10-

The tmrm, scleflc; COMMr.)N

a convenlen CflC L.,tudnts

It In to ror.ir o(1' eqCh

answer. Thr 11. not. rhO -mly

noLa,J,Ion r)(7. -7(:n

Imnwn
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2. a. No, because 15 is Jot between 1 7111(A

b. Yes, it satisfies the definition.

c. No, because 12.0 is not between 1 gin; 10.

3 a. 5.687 x 10-' d. .,.

b. 1.4 x 10 ri lo-

c. 7,.5 x lou :-.0-. io

4. a. 5,700,000 10,00n

b. 70,000

c 5,71,000

5. i,o(Do

7000

.,u0,UH
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3. Seven hundred eighty-thee

L . Seven million, five hundred *Jhousah-1

c. Sixty-three thousand seven

L . Three hundred sixty-two and c:

e . Two hundred eighty-four and sixv-!..nree hun'iredths

f. Four and two hundred fifty- uhousandh

4. a. boo

u . 100 e. t'OL

1200

6 x i0

io p
0' '<

The oi_jectives o:

those in
1 7FH..

',000,00

H in

rtrii n 1-.1; !
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The stueent should realize that multiplying a num-Ler

by 10 is equivalent to moving each digit one p1ac to the

left.

Answers to TE::o:,'.:.cos 2172L

0
1. a. 10

b. 105

10
C. 10

11
a. 10

a. 10

X 10

. x 10-

e . .;

0

10 n

10'

IL'
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IL
7

0
b.

1.1 x TO-

7.: i0- miles

Atout

BRAINFOSTER: yoo. '.07-000

.0 x ,0 x -

Dividing 'L,/- Powe2s

"1-o multiply numcns e:/:pl'es:::,ol an 10 w.

che exponen.,s and expre 7Ale 0: 10 with

thin sum as the exponen'.:.

This class discuss ton should pupils u, discoveF

:he division ope2ation C nun: ens exprssed expone:I'Jial

the Pxamlile In his

purno,se, dse id i a o exanpi a ann che s7udentc

that 'n as 10, -h.?

expo;
. in the denomln

the
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5. 1.0

--', 10 , ..06. la' , 10'o . 101 = ,
'17t. Is 1-ve.-:, To':Iva7loh

70
for the next portion of the :exc . )

We are extending the meanih- an exponent fum a

counting number to an Integer . ±'lea of :nenont as .-no

number of times the base amn_ars as a factor in a producJ

becomes meaningless when the exponenL 1: 0 or a ne:atIve

integer . Instead we choose our definitions to preserve certain

properties that exponents have. This is simil,r to our treat-

ment of the rational numbers as an extension of the whole
a

numbers. The most Important Property is 'hat 10 a 10D =

We want this property to holci ven when a and are not

counting numbers. This is she reason 'Le.ind our definition of

100 as 1 and 10
-n

as . We have .ust, tried to make
;r1

the derinitions reasonable
lcLc the studant In a ve7 irttui5 ire

way. Later in alge'Lra the mentm77 of en-s, is exten]ed to

rational numbers and f7,111

Answe:.:
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3. 3. .01

.0001
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10 6

3. a. Definition of 10n.

510
b. . Product of rational numbers expressed as fractions.

la

c. 10
2

. Division of powers of 10 discussed in Section

21-3.

d. 102

e. 5 + (-3)*

4. a. Definition of 10-n.

103
b.

75
Multiplication of rational numbers.

10

1
c.

10

d. 10 2

e. 10 2

f. 3 + (-5) = 2

5. a. 10 3 d. 10 6

b. 10 e. 10 3

c. 107 f. 10 1

Answers to Exeraisn 21-4b

1. a. 107 e. 7 x 107

0- 3 f . 5.7 x 10 10

c. 10
13

g. 1024

d. 8 x 10 5 h. 103
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2. a. 2.88 x 10-8
-

b. 5.4 x 10 9

c . 1.4 x 10 7

3. a. 10
2

. 10
2

4. 3.4594 x 10 1

5. 4.125 X 105 dollars

6. 9.939 x 109 dollars

3 x 10 10

e 4.56 x 106

f. '5.6896 x 106

c. 106

d. io 7

21-5. Division of Large and Small Numbers.

1 . a. 10 9

b. 105

2. a. 105

3.

Answers to Exercises 21-5a

b. Because 7 - 2 equals 5

c. The same number

a. 9

lb. 109

c. Both equal 109

4. a. 109

5

b. Yes. Both equal 10 9
.

Yes. Each side equals 105 .
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. Many students will have to review subtraction with

negative numbers which they studied in Chapter 17.
-fi

(3.6 x 104) -; (2 x 108) 3.6 x 10

2 x 108

_3.6 104
2

Meaning of division

Multiplicatico of
rational numbers

= 1.8 x -4 - 8
By method developed
in this section for

= 1.8 x 10-12
dividing powers
of 10.

Answers to Exercises 21-5b,

1. a. 103 e. 10 2

b. 102 f. 10 10

c. 1010 g. 10
6

d. 105 h. 101

2. a. 107 e. 10
24

b. 104 f. 1 03°

c. 1018 g. 10
18

d. 1029 h. 107

a. 10 7 e. 10
24

b. 104 f. 10 3°

1
10

8
g. 10

18

. 10 29
h. 10 7
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4. a. 10 3

b. 10
10

c . 102

d. 106

5. a. 2 X 10 3

b. 7 X 10 7

1 .2\ x. 109

6. a. 2 and

e. 104

f . 10 5

g. 1010

h. 101

d. 2.4 x 102

e. 4 x 106

f, 4 x 10 3

d. -3 and -1

b. 2 and 1 e. 1 and 1

c. 2, 2, 2 f. I, 3, 1, and 4

9.2 x 107 . Treat as problem in equations,

Aoy - 2.76 x 10
6

8. No, since it will take 100 years to spend this sum of

money.

*9. About 1180 days, (Rounded to nearest ten)

*10. $20,000. Treat as problem in ratio.

*11. 40%. Treat as problem in equations,

14 x 106 = x 106)
100

21-6. Use of Exponents in Multiplying and Dividing Decimals.

Note that. division is handled somewhat differently here.

Powers of 10 are used in such a fashion that'a whole number

is divided by a whole number. Many people find this easier to

follow than'the procedure which uses a decimal as the dividend.

There are too many problems in the exerc:I.ses to be given

as one assignment. Some of the students may need the extra

practice and will need two or more days.
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If your class is uncertain as to why multiplying or

dividing-by powers of 10 changes the place value of the

digits, you may wish to return. to expanded notation and review

.topics from Chapter 9, in 'Volume I.

Answers to Exercises 21-6a

1. 6.14 x'0.42 = (614 x 10 2) x (42 x 10 2)

= (614 x 42) x (10 2 x 10 2)

= 25788 x 104

= 2.5788

2. 0.625 x 0.038 = (625 x 10 3) x (38 x 10 3)

= (625 x 38) x (10 3 x 10 3)

= 23750 x 10
6

= 0.023750

3 649.3 x 14.68 = (6493 x 1468) x (10 1 x 10 2)

= 9531724 x 10 3

= 9531.724,

,4. 11.4 x 0.0031 = (114 x 31) x k10 1 4
x 10 )

= 3534 x 10 5

= 0.03534

Answers to Exercises 21-6b

1. a. 0.18063 d. 399.529

b. 0.0684 e 7.2

c. 7500

2. a. 2 e. 63700

b . 3 1. 2, 1

c. 4 g. 0.0412

d. 3
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3. a . 300200

b. 6.1

c. 0.000007

d. 160

Answers to Exercises 21-6c

, 2
1. a.

2
135 x 6 x lo = cao x lo = 0.1

b. (76 x 10) x (3 x 10) =228 x 106 = 228,000,000

_c. (18 x 10) x (3 x 104) = 54 x 10 1 = 5.4

d. (35 x 10
4) x (16,301 x lo 3) = 570535 x 10 7

= 0.0570535

e. (6 x 106) x (275 x 10-4) = 1650 x 102 = 165,000

f. (7 x 10 2)

2. a. (63 x 10 1)

b. (78 x 10 2)

0

*3.

X (3 x 102) x (2 x 10 2) x (6 x 103)

= 252 X 101 = 2520

,

-; (3 x 10 -L) =21

4- (13 x 100) = 6 x 10 2 = 0.06

875o x 10
c. 0 10 x le = 1000

875 x lo,-

-4
1470 x 10

-2
0

d. 19.6 x 10 ` = 0.196
75 x 10

e. 27 x 10 2 184402 x 105 = 3126 x 10 3 = 3.126

x 102 -'216 X 10
1 = 12 x 10 3 = 0.012

6 x 84o 5040 x 1260 x 10
2
= 126000

.0 4 x 10-`

It is necessary to make 126,000 pieces-.
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4. Brainbuster:

51 ,e
x (6.3 x 1012) x (63 x 1013)

3 16 x 21

100,000X (3.2 x 101) 105 x 32 x 10b
10.5

It will take about 10.5 years to go one way, 21

years round trip.

21-7. The Metric System.

"The invention of the Hindu-Arabic decimal system of

numeration is one of man's outstanding achievements. With it,

for the first time in history, masses of people were able to

learn the art of computation. Later Simon Stevin simplified

the processes of computation still further by the introduction

of the decimal fraction. Today, the decimal fraction should

be called. the common fraction, so widely isit used in commerce
and technology.

"Still later came the metric system of measures, based

upon the units, meter, liter, and gram, which are.also decimal.

...If the selection .of a,system of measures were optional with

educators, they would unhesitatingly choose a decimal system:

They are well aware of the tremendous efforts required to

learn, for example, the relationships among linear units in
1 1our system: 1 inch
12'

foot, 1 foot
3

yard,
2 11 yard = T5. rod, : rod

320 mile. in contrast, they

appreciate the simplicity and ease with which the pupil can

learn: 1 millimeter = 0.1 centimeter, 1 centimeter =

0.01 meter and 1 meter = 0.001 kilometer.

"From the point of view of teaching and learning, it would
not be easy to design a more difficult system than the English

system. In contrast, it would seem almost impossible to design

a.system more easily learned than ,the metric system'."1

1
Clark, John R., "A Note on the Yearbook," The Metric

S stem of Weights and Measures, Twentieth YearboaOf National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Bureau of Publication,
Teacheri College, Columbia University, New York, 1948.
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The above quotation from the Twentieth Yearbook of the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics served as *a.'

motivation for this section.

The brief historical sketch is intended to help the

pupils see the decimal foundation and origin of the metric

system. .

Although the. pupils have had a brief introduction to the

metric system in the 7th grade, we urge you to have them

".live metric" for a few days. Postpone any attempts at

converting from metric to English measures. The pupils should

have a metric ruler at hand in order to get well acquanted

with the linear units.

Because of the length of this chapter we are able only

to introduce the linear metric scale. We have not developed

in any detail the two systems now in vogue, namely, the

MKS (meter, kilogram, second) or the CGS (centimeter,

gram, second).

We highly recommend the Twentieth Yearbook of the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics as a rich reference text

for both your professional library and your pupils! mathematics

library.

The original definition of the meter was used until

October 15, 1960 when delegates from 32 nations agreed.on a

new standard definition. The meter is now defined in terms

of the orange-red wave-lengths of Krypton gaS, and one meter

is defined as:

1,650,763.73 orange-red wave-lengths, in a

vacuum, of an atom of the gas, Krypton 86.

This new definition has the advantage that it can be

measured accurately by an interferometer anywhere in the

world. The method of using a standard bar of platinum-iridium

was not as precise.
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Answers to Exercises 21-7a
Mass Discussion7----

1 and 2. There is no stepdardanswerto these questions.;

but many interesting opinions should come frOm the

class and stimulate. interest in the metric system.

(As we go to press Great Britain is in the process

of Changing to the metric'system in order to:enter

the Common Market. You may find current news

articles on this topic.)

Answers to Exercises 21-7b

1. The place value of each digit of the measurement expressed

in the larger unit is To- as large. The new numeral can

be written by moving the digits one place to the right.

2 The place value of each digit of the measurement expressed

in the smaller is 10 times as large. The new numeral

can be Written by moving the digits one place to the

left.

3 a. 10

b. 100

c. 1,000

4. a. 500

b. 2000

c. 0.5

d. 25.4

d. 1500

*5. a. 4 x 107

b. 4 x 10
6

c. 4 >c 105

2
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d. 10,000

e. 100,000

f. 1,000,000

f. 325

g. 3.5
h. 4.74

i. 55

J. 625
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Answers to Exercises 21-7c

11.11 x 10 3 = 0.01111

5.34 x lo2 =534

24.5 x lo 3 = 0.0245

4. 0.52 x 103 = 520

5. 643.2 x 10-3 = 0.6432

6.- 202.2 x 10
2 = 20,220

7. 0.015 x 103 = 15

21-8. Conversion to English Units.

4.

The ratio conversion method was chosen as a reinforcement

of'what the student learned in Chapter 10.

Answers to Exercises 21-8a

Soilve the proportion by the Comparison Property, (Chapter

10),, x = 22.86 cm.

1
4

2..
2.5

14 X = 38,10

7.57 WY:7T ; Y
272.54

;
y = 11

1 12.70
. r5T = 11Y71) ; ; Y

5. Find the numbe'r of inches in 5 feet, then write

1 6o
; x = 152.4o

Find the (umber of inches in 9 yards, then write

1- 324
254

- -57 ; x = 822.96
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5. Approximately 8839 metere

Answers to Exercises 21-8b

e. 274.32

f. 91.44

g. 457.20

h. 731.52

a:

b.

c.

d.

20.32

60.96

48.26

68.58

a. 2

b. 1/1

C. 7

d. 8.5

a. 110

b. As 220

C. 11.40

a. 6 mi.

b. 30 mi.

c. 60

6. Approximately 155,000,000

e. 12

f. 15

g. 3

h. 5.5

d. 880

e. 1650

d. 300 mi.

e. 600 mi.

km.

7. 21.59 cm. by 27.94 cm.

8. Answer depends on student's height.

A boy 5'2" or 62" = 1574.8 mm.

= 157.48 cm.

= 1,574,800 microns
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21-10. Chapter Review.

-

1.

2.

3.

4.

a. 5 x 10
2

b. 5 x 103

4
c. 5 x 10

a. 10,000

b. 483

c. 300,000

a. 105

b. 6 x 109

0
17

c. 1

-x

a. 10 d,
_ 1

b. 10 `

Answers to Exercises 21-10

6.

7.

:a..

b:

1.0 x 10'3

1,2 x 10-4

c. 10 3

a.
610

b. 1016

c. 107

d. 5.67 x 105
e. 5.67 x 108

f. 5.67 x 1011

d. 930

e. 536,000,000

f. 1,530,000

d. 10 o ox- 1

e. 10

f. 1010

d. 10
-4

e. 10 9
_
1910f .

1
d.

---1-610

1e.
10297

1

f.
10792

d. 2 x 10 9

e. 105

f. 1014

d. 105

e. 109

C. 1054
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8. a. Imo cm.

b . 1000 mm.

c. .5 km.

d. .0254 m.

e. 54 mm.

f. 525 cm.

21-11. et:mu1e:I-11re Review.

Answers to Exercises 21-11

1. 38 points

17
2. a. .9-5. or e.

b.

8
c.

A. 7

17 since

or

4,,

5. a. -12

b. -3.6

c. 3

d.

6. a. 9

b. 11

c.

7. 7 hr. 35 min.

13 x 56 > 17 x 42

728> 714

e. 16

f. 3

g.

h.

1

5
2

d. 0

e. -14

2
f.

4

TT

8. A 34 The area is 34 sq.ft.

3
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9. a. 4567.22 sq. ft. 9 1
c. Is or 1.8 sq. ft.

b. 655.36 sq. - d. 1.376 sq. mm.

10. 75 = ird

diameter = in. 24

length of spoke 12 in.

A.1'. More, since 365 x 5-
3
x 10

6
> 10-

1

Sample Test Questions for Chapter 21

This set of questions is not intended as a chaptertest.

Teachers should construct a chapter test carefully by combining

selected items from this set of questions and questions of

their own writing.' Care should be exercised to avo.d making

the test too long.

True-False:

(F) 1. In the symbol 103 the exponent is 10.

(F) 2. 102 X 10 = 102

(T) 3 . 105 x 10-5 = 1

(T) 4.= 1,000,000 = 106

=(T) 5. 10 = 1.5 x 10-2

(T) 6.
1 1 1 1 1 1

705 ra-TdTU 17
(T) 7. 2.76 billion is 2.76 x 109

(F) 8. 103 = 102 + .105

(F); 9. 93,000,000 = 9.3 x 10
6

(F), 10. 103 x.103 = 109

10
4

means 10 x 10 x 10 x 10

(F) 12. 11 x 107 is written in scientific notation.
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Completion:

1. The closest star to us is 24,500,000,000,000 Miles

away. Write.this distance using scientific notation.

_(2.45 x 1013)

2. Perform the indicated operations and give the answer in

scientific notation.

a. (7 x 107) x ao17 (7 x 101°)

b. 6 x 10 x 9 x 103

c. 19.6 x 0.028 (5..488 x 101)

d. 0.787. x 200,000 (1.574 x 105)

3: Fill in the blanks with the correct power of ten.

a.

b.

c.

d.

7.81 = 781 x 181

61320 = 613.20 x 10

1% = 1 x 10 [3

7.60 x 103 = 7.600 x'10

(-2)

(2)

(-2)

(3)

4. Fill in the blank with the numeral of the correct number:

a. 7m. = cm: (700)

b. 400 cm. = mm. (4000),

c.

d.

100 M. = km. (0.1Y

2.54 cm. mm. (25.4)

1.5: = . mm. (1,500,000)
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Multiple Choice:

1.- 'Which one lbf the following represents a number between

one million and one billion?

a. 2(103 + 103)

b. 2 x 106

c. 200,000

d. 2 x 10 9

e\. 2,000,000,000

2. The product of 105 and 10 3 is equal to

a.. 10
15

b.- 10
15

pt
c. 10-

d. 10
2

e. none of these

3. Which is the largest number ?.

0.01

b. 1.4 x 10

c. 15x104
d. -15.5 x 10

e. 0.1'1x 10
2

(b)

(e)

(b).

4. 3.14 x 10
2

is how many times as large as 3.14?

a. one

. two

C.: ten

. one hundred

e. none of these
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10 x 104 is the same as

a. 108

b. ,10
16

c. 100

d. 10

e. aone of these

6. Which number is not in scientific notation?

a. 3.1 x 10°
b. 3 x 10 5

c. .106

d. 31 x 102

e. 3.1 x 10

7. 10 6 las the same as all of the following except

a.
1

-6-
10

10 + 10 2

c. 10
4 x 10

2

d.." 7T1 x
10-'

e. 10(3 3)

8. 0.427 divided by 0.07 is equal to

a. 61

b. 6.1
c .

d. 0.610
e. none of these
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1 is equal to all of the following except
10

a; 10
2

.
10. 10

6 .7 10 equals

a. 104

b. 10
12

c. 108

d. 10 3

e. none of theS\

11 100 is the same as:

0'
a. 1-75

b.. 10 x 10\-

c. 10 - 10

d. 1

e. 0

12, Which of the following is equal to 500,000?

a. 5 x 104

1:1. 5 x 105

c. 50 x 105

d.. 105

e. 505
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:13. When a number between 0 and 1 is written in scientific

notation, the power of 10. which is used is:

a. 0

b. 1

c. always negative.

d. aliays positive.

-e. may be negative or positive,

depending on the numberi.

14. Which of the following, is equal to 10
m

x 10
n
?

a. 10
m + n

b. 10A

c. 10m.

d.. 100m n

100Mn
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